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All contributions must be provided in hard copy and electronic format on a disc, CD
or as an attachment to an email, preferably in Word. Please use the existing house style
of NP&P. Normally, the maximum length is 6,600 words. Shorter articles and small
items are also welcome. Draft texts may be sent for discussion. Printed references used
more than a few times should be abbreviated after the first time and referred back to
the full citation. Each article should have at least one illustration and full articles at
least three. All illustrations must be of good quality with copyright permission stated
and obtained where appropriate. If digital illustrations are provided they should be in
separate files, either JPEG or TIFF, preferably with a resolution of at least 300dpi.
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THE NORTHAMPTONSHIRE RECORD SOCIETY
(FOUNDED IN 1920)

WOOTTON HALL PARK, NORTHAMPTON NN4 8BQ
President

Lady Juliet Townsend LVO

NOTES AND NEWS

The journal this year is very people-oriented. A number of them are women, ranging from
Maud Holand in the fourteenth century to Cynthia Mosley in the 1930s, with an actress
and Lady Langham in between. Northampton politics feature in two of the papers and, in
an oblique way, in a third.

* * * * *

As most of you know, the Library of the Record Society (Librarian: John Rigby BSc) is
located in the same building as the Northamptonshire Record Office at Wootton Hall
Park, Northampton. It is open to members between 11:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday
and Wednesday when Record Society staff are available. At other times, members may use
the Library by showing their Society membership card at the Record Office reception.
The Library contains some 3,000 volumes covering Northamptonshire and the former
Soke of Peterborough; there are also many background historical works which have local
as well as national relevance. Many books are available for loan, though multi-volume
works are generally for reference only. Up to four books may be borrowed at any one time
and the loan period is two months, which can be extended at the Librarian’s discretion.
Anyone wishing to have a tour of the Library should contact the Society’s Secretary, David
Harries, on 01604-762297 or by email to enquiries@northamptonshirerecordsociety.org.uk.
For a list of recent acquisitions please see the end of the Book Review section.

* * * * *

From Bruce Bailey comes this plea: I have been asked by Yale University Press to begin
work on a revision of Pevsner’s Buildings of England: Northamptonshire. It was last correct-
ed in 1973. I am very conscious that much research has been carried out on numerous
buildings in the county and I am anxious that we should make a new edition as accurate
as possible. PLEASE, therefore, if you have done research or know of people who have
done research, would you let me know so that I can make contact. I see my role as sim-
ply coordinator and I do rely on those who have information to help me in the task. There
is no immediate rush as it is envisaged that the job will take three or four years to accom-
plish. Communications can be by post to Bruce A. Bailey, Laundry Court, Drayton House,
Lowick, Kettering NN14 3BB; by email to bruce.drayton@btinternet.com; or by tele-
phone to 01832-731779.

* * * * *

I would like to thank the authors and reviewers for the excellent material and David
Harries and Jean Hall for their support in producing this issue. Do have a look at the web-
site if you have not already done so: www.northamptonshirerecordsociety.org.uk.

Barbara Hornby
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Notes on Contributors

Douglas Arden is a semi-retired criminal barrister who discovered late in life the con-
genial world of 14th century Northamptonshire, where royal administrations struggled
to impose a degree of social compliance on a military class which had acquired a taste
for lawlessness in the interminable and brutal English campaigns in France and Castile.

Bruce Bailey is a freelance lecturer and architectural historian, and is Curator at Drayton
House. He is a Council member of the Northamptonshire Record Society.

Philip Coupland has spent most of his life in Northamptonshire. He was awarded an MA
by the University of Birmingham and a PhD by the University of Warwick. He has
written articles and chapters on fascism and other topics of British political history.
After holding appointments in the Departments of History at Warwick and Glasgow, he
continues to research and write for pleasure.

Zoe Dyndor is currently a PhD student at the University of Northampton. She is research-
ing political culture in 18th and 19th century Northampton through an examination of
borough elections.

Gillian Ford was born in Northampton and attended Northampton Grammar School
for Girls. She and her family emigrated to New Zealand; later she lived in Australia and
the United States. She now lives on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland. Gillian hopes
to complete a graduate diploma in Local, Family and Applied History this year and
begin studies for a PhD in history research next year.

R. L. Greenall first came to work in Northamptonshire in 1965 as resident tutor in
Northampton for the University of Leicester’s Department of Adult Education. He has
since lectured and written extensively on the history of the county. For 26 years he was
successively editor of this journal and general editor of the Society’s main series vol-
umes.

Judith Hodgkinson is a freelance lecturer, specialising in the history of the country
house and undertaking a PhD on 18th century costume history based on the archive
of the 6th Earl of Coventry of Croome Court, Worcestershire.

Avril Pedley read history at Cambridge. Most of her career has been spent as an archivist
and librarian in Baltimore, Cambridge and York but she has recently retired. She bought
the Grose family papers, of which the letters of Jane Pope form a small fraction, in the
1970s and has been working on them as time allows ever since.

Lynda Pidgeon is a part-time mature student with an MA in Medieval Studies from
Reading. Her BA dissertation saw the start of her study into the Wydevile family. This
paper was taken from her MA dissertation. She has begun a PhD at Southampton
researching into the development of the Wydeviles’ reputation and the earlier history of
the family.



‘A Nest of Warriors’ – the Holands of Northamptonshire
1314-13731

DOUGLAS ARDEN

The Holands entered the 14th century as middling Lancashire gentry, taking the family
name from the manor of Upholand. Unlike his father, who seems to have lived quietly as
a country gentleman, Robert Holand (c.1270-1328) applied his considerable abilities to
the mastery of feudal politics, rising to head the administration of his lord, Thomas earl of
Lancaster. His modest estate was much augmented by open-handed grants from Earl
Thomas, who also facilitated Robert’s marriage to Maud, a daughter and co-heir of Alan
lord Zouche. When his father-in-law died without a male heir, Robert acquired in right
of his wife the great Zouche inheritance in Northamptonshire, which gradually shifted
the family’s centre of gravity and place of residence to that county. His new and formida-
ble landed power base led to Robert’s first summons to parliament in 1314 as Baron
Holand, but in the political upheavals of 1321-2 he was accused of betraying the
Lancastrian cause, for which offence he was murdered by his former comrades in 1328,
leaving four sons, of whom three would achieve prominence as soldiers.

In her widowhood, Maud, their shrewd and resourceful mother, encouraged her sons
Robert lord Holand II (1312-1373), Thomas, and Otho in their military careers, and they
all fought with distinction in 1346 at the battle of Crecy and the siege of Calais. In 1347,
Robert was one of seven knights who led a violent gang invasion of a Wiltshire manor,
committing murders and robbery, but his rank and the protection of his friends on the
Council helped him to avoid punishment. His son Robert III died in his father’s lifetime
leaving no son, and when John, fifth lord Lovel of Titchmarsh (c.1342-1408) married his
daughter Maud, he acquired her Northamptonshire lands and the Holand barony.

Robert’s brother Thomas (1315-1360) fought as one of Edward III’s leading knights at
Rouen, Crecy and Calais, lost an eye in battle, and was a founder Knight of the Garter. In
1341, while overseas, he was robbed of his 13-year-old bride Joan Plantagenet, when she
was remarried by her mother to the future earl of Salisbury, but eight years later he recov-
ered her after a most bitter contest in the papal court. When Joan’s brother John earl of
Kent died in 1352 with no male heir, Thomas had a huge windfall in right of his wife,
first acquiring all the Kent estates, and in 1360 the earldom itself.

The Lost Monumental Effigies at Brackley
The Holands gravitated to Northamptonshire, and like their Zouche predecessors, and
Lovel successors, most were buried in a chapel to SS John and James at Brackley. At the
suggestion of the devoted Northamptonshire antiquary Sir Edmund Brudenell (d.1585)
John Leland visited the chapel, and his descriptions are the only surviving record of the
effigies he found there, apparently magnificent and now completely lost:2

Tumbes of… dyvers Noble Men and Women in the Presbitery of this churche: First 2 Noble
Men in one Tombe havynge in ther Shelds a Lyon Rampant and Flures de Luce…

These arms were those of the Holands, blazoned Azure fleuretty de lis a lion rampant Argent,
and this pair of effigies probably represented Robert I, murdered in 1328, and his grand-
son Robert III, who died during the lifetime of his father. Leland continues:

Ther lyethe on the Southe Syde in the Wall a Noble Man havynge in a Feld of Gules 10
Besants of Gold... And at his Feete lyethe a nothar havynge in his Sheld a Lion Rampant.

7

1 The Earl of Tancarville is said to have called the Holands ‘… that nest of warriors …’ as discussed below.
2 Leland, John, Itinerary…, v.7, pt.2, p.11.



Ther lyethe also Robert Holand that dyed in Anno D’ni 1373. Mawd his Wyfe lyethe there also.
Ther lyeth a Noble Man and his Wyfe. He berithe in his Sheld, Varre Gold and Gules…

The last pair of effigies evidently represented Maud, the granddaughter of Robert lord
Holand II, with her husband John, lord Lovel of Titchmarsh, identified by the shield bear-
ing his family’s arms Vairy (sometimes blazoned Ondy and even Nebuly) Or and Gules.3
Styling himself Dominus Lovell et de Holond, John lord Lovel executed his will in July 1408
at Wardour in Wiltshire, but requested burial in Brackley chapel, to which he bequeathed
a black cope sewn with gold stars, and other ecclesiastical vestments.4

The effigy in the south wall bearing his shield Gules, ten besants Or was undoubtedly erect-
ed for Alan lord Zouche, Maud Holand’s father, who died in 1314, although the identity
of the knight ‘at his feet’ is uncertain, despite his shield with a lion rampant. Robert
Holand’s brother Sir Thomas, earl of Kent can be excluded, as his final burial was in
Greyfriars church at Stamford in Lincolnshire. By 1353 he had discarded his family arms
in favour of a black shield with no charges, discussed at length below.5

The unidentified figure with a lion rampant may have represented one of the Holand
brothers Alan or Otho. It seems an inscription survived on the effigy of Robert lord
Holand II, as the scholarly Leland is confident about identity and date of death. Leland
was doubtless correct to identify the female effigy beside him as his wife, who had prede-
ceased him, but she was Elizabeth, not Maud which was his mother’s name.6

On 7th March 1878, at the north wall of the chancel of St. Mary’s at Woodford Halse, an
effigy was found buried in the earth at a depth of 40cm, identified by the antiquarian
Albert Hartshorne as representing Maud Holand, and which he described as follows:

This well-proportioned and delicately-sculptured figure, in hard red sandstone, represents a
lady wearing the usual coverchief, wimple, gown and mantle of the time. The hands are in
prayer, and the head rests upon two pillows supported by angels. The lower half has been
greatly mutilated.7 (Figure 1)

The Reverend Tim Oakley, incumbent of St. Mary’s, confirms that this important effigy is
now safely ensconced in a recess by the sanctuary entrance. It was fortunate indeed that
Maud chose as her burial place Woodford Halse at the heart of the Holand estates, as all the
monuments of her relatives in the chapel of SS James and John at Brackley would be
destroyed. In the 1580s, when William Camden was gathering material for his Britannia, he
visited the chapel with Leland’s description of the tombs in his hands, but was bitterly dis-
appointed to find that the local vandals had been at work:

Of these tombstones two only are now remaining, which are removed out of their places, and
thrown under an arch, one upon the other…8

By the time of George Baker’s visit in the early 1830s, the destruction was complete:

Not a single relic of these ancient memorials is now left…9

Alan lord Zouche (1267-1314)
Born in 1267, Alan la Zouche assumed his military obligations at an early age, serving with

8 northamptonshire past and present

3 Gules is the heraldic colour red. Vairy represents squirrel furs in alternate rows, Ondy waves of the sea, while
Nebuly is shown as a series of bars in the form of stylised clouds.

4 Nicolas, Sir Nicholas H., Testamenta Vetusta…(London, 1826) v.1, p.173.
5 Marks, Richard, and Payne, Anne, British Heraldry, (British Museum Publications, London 1978) p.24.
6 Calendar of the Close Rolls (CClR) 1377-81, p. 57. Elizabeth’s family name is undetermined.
7 Hartshorne, Albert, ‘Monumental Effigies’ Victoria County History (VCH) Northants, v.1, p.403.
8 Camden, William, Britannia…(1586) 2nd edn., v.1, p.152.
9 Baker, George, History of Northamptonshire, (1822-41) ed. Rev. Peter Whalley, v.1, p.582.



Edward I in Gascony in 1288, and in Scotland in 1291. Summoned to parliament by writ
dated February 1299, and styled Lord Zouche thereafter, he fought at the battle of Falkirk
in 1298, and at Caerlaverock in 1300, finding his place in a verse of the great heraldic
poem commemorating that siege, which describes his distinctive red banner sprinkled
with the charges called besants resembling an ancient gold coin, the byzant:

Aleyn de la Souche tresor
Signifiout ke fust brisans
Sa rouge baniere a besans…10

His marriage to Eleanor Segrave produced three daughters but no sons, and in 1304 he
settled his Leicestershire and Sussex estates on his cousin William la Zouche. In 1308 he
had his protection writ for a pilgrimage to Santiago, and in March 1314 he died aged 46
years. His barony fell into abeyance, and his lands passed to two of his three daughters, of
whom Maud received the larger share, including the Northamptonshire estates.11

Robert, first Baron Holand (c.1270-1328)
The son of another Sir Robert who died in 1300, Robert lord Holand I was born in the

‘a nest of warriors’ – the holands of northamptonshire 1314-1373 9

Figure 1. Effigy of Maud Holand (d.1349) at Woodford Halse. The only 
surviving Holand monument, a fine piece of medieval sculpture

discovered in 1878, buried in the churchyard.
(Photograph by Stuart Hall)

10 Nicolas, Sir N. H., The Siege of Caerlaverock, p.50.
11 Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem (CIPM) v.5, No.458; Calendar of the Fine Rolls (CFR) v.2, p.191.



1270s, fought in several campaigns against the Scots, was a knight by 1307,12 and his arms
were noted at the First Dunstable tournament in 1308.13 His Lancashire patrimony includ-
ed his demesne lands at Upholand and Hale, with right of free warren and other privileges,
and as noted above his wealth was greatly increased through the generosity of his lord and
patron Thomas earl of Lancaster, who granted him more than 25 manors. In 1311 he had
married Maud, daughter and co-heir of Alan la Zouche, and on the death of his father-
in-law in March 1314, Robert acquired in right of his wife the great Zouche inheritance
in Northamptonshire, followed by his first summons to parliament in July of that year, and
consequent elevation to the peerage as Baron Holand.14

Raised to wealth and a baronage by his marriage, and by Lancaster’s patronage, Lord
Holand’s loyalty to Earl Thomas must have appeared beyond question. He joined his
patron in actions openly hostile to Edward II’s royal authority, and he was named sixth in
the long list of Lancastrians pardoned for pursuit and murder of the king’s favourite Piers
Gaveston.15 Lord Holand was active in his support of Lancaster in crushing the Despensers
in 1321, and he raised 500 soldiers for the Contrariant rebellion of 1321-2. However, he
was not present at the defeat of the Lancastrian army at Burton-on-Trent, and when the
Earl fled north with the survivors, pursued by the king, Holand is said by Leland to have
panicked and changed sides, betraying his lord by putting his forces at Edward II’s dispos-
al.16 A recent biographer accepts the allegation, suggesting that it cost Earl Thomas the
campaign and led to his death after the battle of Boroughbridge.17

This betrayal is usually regarded as established, yet Lord Holand seems to have fought for
the Earl at Boroughbridge, and only surrendered after the Contrariant army was beaten.18
Although not summarily executed, he was treated as a rebel, his estates were confiscated,
he was held for five years as a prisoner at Warwick and Northampton, and perhaps the
accepted story of his cowardice and treachery deserves to be reconsidered. Nevertheless,
there is no doubt that he was regarded by many Lancastrians as a traitor, and after Edward
III released him and restored his lands in 1327, he was captured and beheaded by an armed
gang in Boreham Wood in October 1328, probably on the orders of Henry earl of
Lancaster, brother and successor to Earl Thomas, supposedly betrayed by Lord Holand. As
late as 1346 John Tebbe, arrested as one of the murderers, escaped from the Marshalsea
prison, and at Earl Henry’s request was pardoned by Edward III, deeply offending the vic-
tim’s son Robert lord Holand II, as discussed below.19

Lord Holand’s aunt Margaret Holand (d.1329) married three times, and by her first hus-
band Sir John Blackburn of Wiswell had four daughters, who passed their mother’s large
inheritance to a number of prominent families in co. Lancaster and Northants.20 After the
execution of her third husband Sir Adam Banastre in 1315, and the murder of her nephew
Lord Holand in 1328, she spent her last year in working with Maud his widow in careful
distributions of the Holand lands among their surviving relatives.

Maud Holand, née la Zouche (d.1349)
As the daughter and co-heir of Alan lord Zouche, Maud inherited his strong character and
his Northamptonshire estates, and worked to ensure her children’s future. In 1321, she
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12 CClR 1307-13, p.42.
13 Cockayne, G. E., The Complete Peerage, (London, 1926) v.6, p.528.
14 CIPM, vol.5, p.255.
15 Calendar of the Patent Rolls (CPR) 1313-17, p.21.
16 Leland, John, Collecteana, (ed .Thomas Hearne) v.2, p.463.
17 Maddicott, J. R., ‘Sir Robert Holland’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford DNB).
18 Palgrave, Parliamentary Writs, vol. ii, pt.2, p.201.
19 CPR 1345-8, p.87.
20 Alice m. Robert Shireburne ; Agnes m.(1) Sir Henry del Lea (2) Robert Horncliff; Joan m. (1) Sir Thomas
Arderne II of Spratton (2) William Touchet; and Katharine m. Sir John Harrington of Farleton.



joined her husband Robert lord Holand in settling the Brackley and Halse manorial com-
plex, with other Northamptonshire lands, on their sons Robert, Thomas and Alan, and in
1322 they made a similar settlement of the family’s Lancashire estates.21

When Lord Holand was murdered in October 1328, his eldest son and heir Robert was
just 16 years old, and in her widowhood Maud acted to secure control of his marriage
upon payment of 500 marks. In 1329, she seized the opportunity in her plea to a writ of
quo warranto to consolidate her numerous feudal rights and privileges in Brackley and
Halse, with lands in Farthinghoe, Woodford, Maidford, Adston, Spratton, Holdenby,
Walgrave, Haselbech, Clipston, and Pitsford, setting out in great detail her claims to such
sources of revenue as view of frankpledge, the proceeds of criminal prosecutions, free war-
ren, markets and a fair.22 She negotiated alliances among the nobility for her daughters, of
whom Maud married John lord Mowbray II, Margaret married John de la Warr, and
Isabella was the lavishly endowed mistress of John Warenne earl of Surrey.23

Her eldest son Robert entered his lands in 1335, and was a knight in the following year.
His younger brother Thomas was earning a reputation as a soldier, and would soon he
made a knight of the king’s household. The welfare of her children settled for the time
being, Maud evidently felt she could attend to the health of her soul, and in 1336 she
arranged for a pilgrimage to Santiago.24 Her son Alan died prematurely in 1339, she lost
her daughter Isabella in 1347, followed by her daughter Margaret in 1349, and in the same
year Maud herself died at Woodford Halse. Leland assumed her tomb was in the chapel at
Brackley with her relatives, but (as noted above) her effigy was discovered in 1878, buried
in the earth outside the chancel wall of Woodford Halse. (Figure 2)
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21 CPR 1321, p.40 : and Complete Peerage, op.cit., vol.6, p.530, note i. The fourth son Otho was an infant.
22 Baker, George, Northamptonshire..., v.1, p.562, cit. ‘Quo Warranto Roll, 3 Edw. 3’.
23 See CPR 1345-8, p.221, whereby Edward III deprived Isabella of the great estates John had given her.
24 CPR 1334-38, pp.163, 235.

Figure 2. The Northamptonshire Holands at their zenith in the 14th century.



Robert lord Holand II (c.1312-1373)
Eldest son and heir of the first Robert lord
Holand, Robert began his career as a sol-
dier when he was just 19, and in 1333 the
king granted him the Northamptonshire
manor of Chelveston for his good service
in the Scots wars.25 He had livery of his
estates in 1335, was knighted by 1336,26 and
was summoned to service on the Council
of 25th February 1341. In April 1346,
Robert lord Holand II was in the retinue of
the Earl of Warwick in the French expedi-
tion, fought at the battle of Crecy in
August, probably in the division command-
ed by the Earls of Northampton and
Arundel, although he was noted among the
king’s retinue by November.27

According to modern doctrine, Robert
succeeded to the Holand barony when his
father died in 1328, even though he was not
summoned to parliament until 1363. His
brother Thomas, Earl of Kent by his mar-
riage, had been summoned as Baron
Holand in 1354, but strictly speaking, until
the death of Thomas in 1360, both men
held that title. Robert lord Holand II’s
baroness was not named Maud, as she is
sometimes called in error, but Elizabeth,
whose family name is not known, and they
lived on their Northamptonshire estates, in
their mansion at Thorpe Waterville.

Robert lord Holand II and the abduction of
Margery de Lisle
One John Tebbe of Threngeston was part of
the Lancastrian gang responsible for the
killing of Robert lord Holand I in 1328.

Many years later, Tebbe was imprisoned for his participation in that crime, but in 1346 he
escaped from the Marshalsea prison and was pardoned at the request of the Earl of
Lancaster.28 The victim’s son Lord Holand II was predictably bitter at this exoneration of
his father’s murderer, perhaps arousing in him a certain anti-social defiance. Whatever his
motivation, he would shortly be among the leaders of an armed gang in the commission
of an extraordinary outrage.

In the pre-dawn darkness of Good Friday 1347, a group of knights led by Robert lord
Holand, with his cousins Sir Thomas Arderne III of Spratton, and Sir William Trussel of
Kibblestone, at the instigation of Sir John Dalton, invaded the manor of Beams near
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Figure 3. Sir Nicholas de la Beche
(d.1345). His widow Margery was

abducted in 1347 by a gang
whose leaders included Robert lord

Holand II.
(conjectural reconstruction of a lost half-brass,
formerly in St Mary’s church at Aldworth

in Berkshire)

25 CPR 1330-34, p.459.
26 CClR 1333-37, pp.386, 685.
27 Wrottesley, Maj.-Gen. George, Crecy and Calais, (London, 1898) pp.81, 150.
28 CPR 1345-8, p.87.



Reading, then in Wiltshire.29 Their original purpose seems to have been a pre-arranged
sham abduction of Margery, lady of Beams, widow of Nicholas de la Beche, recently
remarried to Gerard de Lisle.30 Although she may have expected the raiders, they were cer-
tainly unaware that some of the king’s children, including Lionel, the nine-year-old
Keeper of England, had arrived unannounced from Reading to spend Easter at Beams.
Having broken into the house, the raiders were surprised on being opposed by Lionel’s
guards, some of whom they killed, including a veteran soldier Michael Ponynges ‘le oncle’.
After subduing the survivors and the staff with such violence as to cause the death of
Margery’s chaplain from sheer terror, the intruders loaded their horses with goods, includ-
ing gold vessels, furs, and jewels, and departed with Margery, and two of her servants as
captives. Although he had taken an active part in their crimes, Holand now detached him-
self from his fellow raiders, soon to be fugitives, but directed them to a convenient refuge
in his mother’s empty manor house at Upholand in Lancashire, near Hale where the
Daltons were his tenants. Here, Sir John Dalton and his ostensible victim Margery were
joined as husband and wife in a marriage which was apparently consensual, though clear-
ly bigamous. (Figure 3)

The royal children were understandably terrified at being awakened in the dark to the
uproar of murder and mayhem. Lionel was shaken and offended, not least because as
Keeper (custos Angliae) his presence rendered the manor his marshalsea, an inviolable legal
jurisdiction, and now he generated a torrent of furious writs demanding the arrest of the
intruders, many of whom were known to him or his attendants.31 His father the king was
besieging Calais, but when told of the outrage three weeks later, he ordered Chief Justice
Thorpe to draw indictments. However, he had received a list of offenders from which
Lord Holand’s name had been deleted, probably by friends on the Council, and he escaped
legal sanction, unlike the others who were put in exigents for outlawry, and obliged to
purchase costly pardons. Lord Holand’s standing in court circles was not compromised, and
by November 1347 he was among the king’s retinue.

Lord Holand lived on his Northamptonshire estate, but kept his interests in Lancashire,
and in 1367 increased the endowment of Upholand Priory.32 He was often appointed a
judicial and military commissioner for Northamptonshire, and in 1360 was a guardian of
Garendon Abbey.33 His heir expectant Robert Holand III was an active soldier who served
with his father in the French expedition of 1346-7,34 and on his marriage in 1355 to a
lady whose name is recorded severally as Joan and Alice, his father settled on them by fine
the manor of Nether Kellet.35 Robert III did not live to succeed to the barony, dying in
his father’s lifetime, leaving a daughter Maud but no sons. His wife and male heir having
predeceased him, Lord Holand II died at Brackley in March 1373, and was interred with
others of his family in St. James’s Chapel.36 His line continued with his granddaughter
Maud (1356-1423) who married John lord Lovel of Titchmarsh.

Thomas Holand, K.G.(c.1315-1360) 3rd Baron Holand and Earl of Kent
Like his brothers Robert and Otho, Thomas began his military career early in life, and by
1338 he was at 23 a knight of the royal household, having already served in several cam-
paigns. His marital career would take an unusual turn in 1348, when he applied to the
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29 National Archives (NA) KB 37/350, Rex rot. m. 55r-56d. A writ in print at CPR 1345-8, p.310-11 begins
a list of the raiders as …John de Dalton, chivaler, Robert de Holand, chivaler, Thomas d’Arderne, chivaler…

30 Bellamy, John, in Crime and Public Order in England in the Later Middle Ages, (London, 1973) pp.58-9.
31 CPR 1345-8, and CClR 1346-49, passim.
32 CPR 1364-67, p.393.
33 CPR 1348-50, pp.515, 516, 518; 1354-58, p.123; 1361-64, p.66; 1364-67, pp.393, 431.
34Wrottesley, Crecy and Calais, op.cit., pp.81, 92, 120, 150.
35 The Complete Peerage, op.cit., vol. 6, p.532.
36 Ibid., cit. ‘Chancery Inquisition post mortem, 47 Edw.III (1st nos.) no.19, file 233’.



papal court as the plaintiff in a matrimonial dispute over Joan Plantagenet, the lady who
achieved renown bordering on notoriety as ‘The Fair Maid of Kent’. Serving as an esquire
in the household of Edmund of Woodstock, earl of Kent, Thomas had formed an intimate
relationship with the late earl’s 12-year-old daughter Joan,37 who was not then the great
heiress she would become. Their consummated betrothal amounting to a marriage in 1340
did not breach the canon law as to the bride’s age,38 but Joan’s mother Margaret, the for-
midable dowager countess of Kent, was dissatisfied with the match.

In 1341, while Thomas was beyond seas on crusade in Prussia, she negotiated for Joan a
marriage settlement with William Montagu, heir to the Salisbury earldom. Without a sub-
stantial income or landed power, Thomas was for the time being unable to contest the
alienation of his betrothed, but by 1348 he had acquired a great military reputation, was
about to be a founder knight of the Garter, and had grown rich from ransoms of French
nobles. Remarkably, he insinuated himself into his rival’s household as steward to
Montagu, his fellow Garter knight, second earl of Salisbury on the death of his father in
1344, and Joan’s husband of seven years’ standing.39 Clearly untroubled by any sense of
obligation to his employer, Sir Thomas Holand brought a case before the papal court
demanding that Joan be restored to him, on grounds that she had long since slept with
him as his betrothed, and was thereby his lawful wife, despite the subsequent marriage to
Salisbury which, as he asserted, had been forced on her by her mother.

In 1349, their dispute was still on foot and Joan, 20 years old and already a renowned beau-
ty, was able to claim the extraordinary if unseemly public distinction of having two
husbands at one time. The Black Death was at its height in that year, but wishing to mark
the realization of his long-held desire to found a great chivalric order, the king directed
that a foundation tournament for the Order of the Garter should be held at Windsor in
April. Two teams were recruited from among knights willing to brave the pestilence by
travelling, and the rivals for possession of Joan found themselves on opposing sides,
Salisbury for the king, Holand for the Black Prince. It is interesting to remember that in
years to come when both men were dead, the prince himself would claim Joan’s hand, but
some choose to regard the 1349 contest as a showdown between aspiring husbands, and
one eminent historian has described their rivalry in very romantic terms:

…a tournament which witnessed some of the most famous knights of the day fight over the
most beautiful woman in the land. What better distraction from the plague could there have
been than to watch twelve men on each claimant’s side battle for his comrade’s right to make
love to the royal countess?…40

Most accounts present Joan as a compliant pawn in a masculine competition, but in fact
she seems at all times to have taken a keen practical interest in her own future.41 It has been
suggested that in 1341 despite her betrothal to Holand, she had become infatuated with
young Montagu, and encouraged her mother’s negotiations. However, after seven years as
Countess of Salisbury, she endorsed and confirmed Sir Thomas Holand’s story of a con-
summated betrothal, evidently preferring her husband’s knightly steward over his noble
master. There is some doubt as to whether the original ‘marriage’ to Holand actually took
place, an event verified only by unsupported assertions of the parties, but nevertheless the
Holy Father decided that the union had been consummated, and that accordingly Joan’s
subsequent marriage to Salisbury was null and void ab initio.
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37 Edmund had been executed for treason in 1330.
38 Canon law forbade consummation of a marriage unless the bride had attained 12 years of age.
39 Mortimer, Ian, The Perfect King, (London, 2006) p.267.
40 Ibid., p.268.
41 See the interesting study by Wentersdorf, K. P., ‘The Clandestine Marriages of the Fair Maid of Kent’,
Journal of Medieval History, 5 (1979), pp.203-31.



On receipt of the papal order Joan divorced Salisbury, the marriage to Sir Thomas was pub-
licised in November 1349, and a son was born to them the following year, the first of four
children.42 After Thomas died in 1360, Joan would marry the Black Prince and bear him
the future Richard II, but before her death in 1385 she left instructions in her will that she
was to be buried, not with the prince who had died in 1376, but with her previous hus-
band Sir Thomas Holand, whose body had been repatriated from France to Stamford in
Lincolnshire.43 Finally, the persistent story that the Order’s insignia originated in Joan’s
dropped garter appears to be an invention of the 16th century. Men of the period wore
such items of haberdashery, occasionally over their plate armour and often expensively dec-
orated, but the garter was not an item of womanly attire in the mid-14th century.44

Sir Thomas Holand as an Outstanding Soldier
Despite loss of an eye in battle Sir Thomas Holand, accompanied by his brother Otho,
enhanced his military reputation at Bayonne, in Brittany, in Granada with the Earl of
Derby, and in the French expedition of 1346-7. At the siege of Caen, Ralph count of Eu,
Constable of France, the Earl of Tancarville, and 25 other French knights, were driven to
the walls and trapped in the gatehouse, where Tancarville recognised the one-eyed Thomas
Holand among their assailants.45 Aware of the notorious propensity of English infantrymen
to kill prisoners, and Sir Thomas’s reputation as an honourable knight, the French nobles
offered him their surrender. Holand and others in his company that day would reap great
profits from these ransoms, Sir Thomas alone selling the count of Eu to Edward III for
80,000 florins.46 Holand and his knights were reported to have ridden through the streets
of Caen after the city fell, attempting to restrain English excesses, particularly the usual
plethora of rapes, although it appears their protection extended only to upper-class
women and nuns.47

Four of the Holands probably fought at Crecy on 26th August 1346, Robert and his son
Robert with the division commanded by the Earls of Northamptonshire and Arundel,
Thomas and his brother Otho in the division nominally led by the Black Prince. After the
battle, Thomas was responsible for compiling the list of English dead, and he is one of the
military heroes who were the subject of colourful stories, not all apocryphal. At Rouen,
he is said to have defeated the only two French knights willing to engage him, but was
hindered by a broken bridge from attacking the enemy commanders watching on the
other side of the river. He is reported to have ridden up and down the brink for a full
hour, directing a torrent of abuse at his foes, and accusing them of cowardice.48

Post-medieval peerage protocols would recognise Robert, Sir Thomas Holand’s elder
brother, as Lord Holand II by succession immediately on their father’s death in October
1328. However, the doctrine of barony by writ would assign Thomas that title, as he was
summoned to parliament in 1354, while Robert did not receive his first summons until
June 1363. As mentioned above, the anomaly does not seem to have troubled the broth-
ers, and their peerage in tandem continued amicably while Thomas lived.
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42 Joan’s wedding dress was preserved in the collegiate chapel of the Order of the Garter.
43 Royal Wills..., John Nichols (ed.), (London, 1780, repr. New York, 1969), p.78.
44 The question is thoroughly discussed in Mortimer, The Perfect King, op.cit., pp.266-8.
45 Tancarville, who had previously encountered all four Holands in the field, is supposed to have referred to
the family as ‘...that nest of warriors...’ Perroy, E., La Guerre de Cent Ans (Paris 1945) Tome 2, p.232. Holand
was evidently identifiable at a distance, and perhaps he wore a conspicuous eye-patch.

46 His biographer in Oxford DNB is unsure if Holand ever received his money, but in fact most of it was
assigned him by Edward III from subsidies on wool and hides: Wrottesley, Crecy and Calais, op.cit., p.272.

47 Crecy and Calais, supra, pp.18-19.
48 Sumption, Jonathan, The Hundred Years War: Trial by Battle, (London, 1999), p.514.



The unconventional arms assumed by Sir
Thomas Holand
At the siege of Calais, Sir Thomas Holand,
his elder brother Sir Robert, and younger
brother Otho are recorded as having borne
the ancient Holand arms Azure fleuretty a lion
rampant Argent, for which the crest was a
demi-lion rampant.49 However, by 1353
Thomas was employing a remarkable seal
displaying a plain black shield, and for crest a
plume of peacock feathers.50

The shield on a surviving example of his seal
impression of red wax is emphasized by an
overpainting of black wax, indicating that he
now bore arms of a single colour without
any charges, extremely rare in English her-
aldry. (Figure 4)This discovery created such
interest among historians and armorists that
in 1825 the black wax was partly scraped off,
confirming the unorthodox heraldic inten-
tion of its owner, as under the black surface
the shield was found to be quite plain. It has
been suggested that Sir Thomas was influ-
enced by popular medieval literature, and
may have wished to emulate the mysterious
Black Knight of the romances.51 His son and
heir Thomas II, earl of Kent and Holand was

to become, by his mother Joan’s third marriage, stepson of the Black Prince, and half-
brother of the future king Richard II. By 1371, the younger Sir Thomas Holand would
discard his father’s distinctive black shield, and restore the ancient Holand coat, quartered
with the royal arms, differenced with a silver bordure.

Great Wealth, Another Title, and Sudden Death
While Sir Thomas Holand and William earl of Salisbury fought over possession of Joan
Plantagenet, their rivalry was evidently fuelled by her personal attractions, not by her
inheritance, as her brother John lord Wake and lord Woodstock succeeded their father in
his earldom of Kent. However, in 1352 John died young and childless, and his sister and
sole heir Joan inherited his huge estates scattered through 17 counties, so that in right of
his wife Sir Thomas Holand suddenly and unexpectedly became a magnate of national
importance. He was granted a series of lucrative posts, culminating in 1360 when he was
appointed Edward III’s captain and lieutenant for Normandy and France, and in that year
he was finally elevated to his late brother-in-law’s earldom of Kent. At the height of his
considerable powers, heavily engaged in diplomatic negotiations, Sir Thomas Holand,
K.G., earl of Kent and baron Holand, was 45 years old when he died at Rouen in
December 1360 of a sudden and unidentified illness. He was buried there, but his body
was subsequently exhumed and transferred to its final resting place in Greyfriars church,
at Stamford in Lincolnshire.52
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49 Otho differenced his shield by placing a red cross patee on the lion’s shoulder.
50 The British Library, Department of Western Manuscripts: seal number cxcvii. 2.
51 Marks, Richard, and Payne, Anne, British Heraldry, (British Museum Publications Ltd., 1978) p.24.
52 His eldest son Thomas would be Earl of Kent when his mother Joan died in 1385.

Figure 4. The arms of Robert lord
Holand II and those of his brother,
Thomas Holand Earl of Kent after
1353. Robert kept the ancestral

Holand shield and crest, but Thomas
adopted a plain black shield and a

crest of peacock plumes.
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The end of the Northamptonshire Holands
As noted above, by modern peerage doctrine Sir Robert Holand II succeeded as Lord
Holand on his father’s death in 1328, though he was not summoned to parliament until
1363, after his brother Thomas had died in 1360 as Earl of Kent and Baron Holand. By
his wife Elizabeth who predeceased him Robert had three sons, of whom the eldest and
heir apparent was Robert Holand III. This younger Robert followed his father in the pro-
fession of arms, served in the French expedition of 1346-7 in the retinues of both the king
and the Black Prince, and probably fought at the battle of Crecy.53 He had married a lady
named either Joan or Alice by 1355, when his father settled the manor of Nether Kellet
on the couple. However, he had no sons when he died about 1361, and his father had no
surviving male heir at the time of his own death in 1373.54

Maud baroness Holand becomes Lady Lovel of
Titchmarsh
Maud was Robert Holand III’s only child,
and on his premature death she became sole
heir expectant to the family estates in
Northamptonshire and Lancashire. In the
French expedition of 1346-7, Maud’s grand-
father Lord Holand II had served with Sir
John lord Lovel III in the retinue of Thomas,
earl of Warwick, and both men were grant-
ed writs of exoneration from military
assessments for their Northamptonshire
lands.55

Lord Lovel III, married to Isabel la Zouche,
died in 1347 leaving his eldest son John as
fourth in succession to the Lovel barony, but
he died an unmarried minor in 1361. His younger brother, confusingly named John as
well, was then aged 17 years and would succeed as fifth Baron Lovel. He was of full age
in 1363 when Edward III received his fealty, although his first summons to parliament was
not issued until 1375.56 In 1371, in contemplation of marriage to Maud Holand, only child
of the late Robert Holand III, Lovel settled his estates on her grandfather Robert lord
Holand II and other feoffees.57 Their marriage took place in the following year, and they
already had issue when Lord Holand II died in March 1373. Two months later, Maud had
livery of her inheritance, and in right of his wife John lord Lovel V acquired control of the
Zouche and Holand estates, centred on Northamptonshire. With his own family’s lands,
he was now master of a huge baronial fief scattered throughout the midland and southern
counties.58 (Figure 5)

Lord Lovel and Maud settled in their manor house at Wardour in Wiltshire. He fought on
crusade in Prussia, and served in the retinues of the Earl of March and the Duke of
Brittany. Like his cousin by marriage Sir Thomas Holand II who would succeed to the
earldom of Kent, Lord Lovel appeared a loyal supporter of Richard II, doing homage at
the coronation in 1377. When the king sent him to Ireland in 1380, he styled himself for

Figure 5. Marriage alliances at the
beginning and end of the Holand
family in Northamptonshire. The

arms of the lords Zouche, with two
forms of the coat attributed to John,

5th Lord Lovel.

53 Wrottesley, Crecy and Calais, op.cit., pp.92, 120.
54 Cockayne, The Complete Peerage, op.cit., vol.6, p.532.
55 Crecy and Calais, supra, p.81.
56 There is some confusion about this man’s date of birth, but he was probably born in 1342.
57 CClR 1369-74, p.309; and The Complete Peerage, op.cit. The lady’s name alternates in various sources
between the forms Maud and Matilda.

58 CFR, vol. 8, p.211. Modern doctrine would regard Maud as Baroness Holand in her own right.



the first time as John Lovel, knight, lord of Tychemarsh and Holand.59 As a military peer he was
granted a series of remunerative commissions, serving in Ireland again in 1399, this time
as a member of the king’s retinue, paid his handsome fee of 200 marks a year. However, in
August of that year he turned against Richard II in favour of Henry duke of Lancaster,
assented to the king’s deposition and imprisonment, recognised the duke’s seizure of the
throne, and became Henry IV’s trusted friend and ally.

Politics aside, Lord Lovel was a commissioner at the famous trial in 1389 of an heraldic
dispute between Sir Robert Grosvenor and Sir Richard Scrope, both of whom claimed
the same arms, Azure a Bend Or. Lord Lovel gave some evidence himself, to effect that he
had observed Scrope bearing those arms in France and Scotland. In the account of the
trial, Lovel’s own arms are blazoned as Nebuly of six Or and Gules,60 although other sources
blazon his coat as Ondy (sometimes Vairy) Or and Gules. All three of these forms are rather
similar in appearance, and readily confused. Lord Lovel already had experience in the
peculiar field of heraldic litigation, as in 1385-6 he had sued Lord Morley in the Court of
Chivalry for the right to bear the arms of the Burnell family.61

Lord Lovel was richly rewarded for his support of Henry IV, appointed a permanent mem-
ber of the royal Council, granted lucrative posts, and in 1405 created a knight of the
Garter. He executed his will at Wardour in July 1408, styling himself as Dominus Lovel et
de Holond, requested burial in the chapel of the Hospital of SS James and John at Brackley,
and bequeathed all his goods to his wife Maud, to be applied to religious ends. He died
in September 1408, and in compliance with the bequest his widow made arrangements to
convert the Brackley institution into a Dominican friary. According to modern peerage
protocols, Maud had succeeded as Baroness Holand upon the death of her grandfather
Robert lord Holand in 1373, and she lived until May 1423.62

Thereafter, Brackley was no longer home to any Zouches, Holands, or Lovels, and with
nobody left to defend their monuments, the inevitable destructive processes of neglect,
Puritan attacks, and casual vandalism began. The only effigy to escape this onslaught was
that installed in 1349 for Maud Holand the elder at Woodford Halse, turned out of the
church in the 16th century but not smashed, which having survived burial in the church-
yard with surprisingly little damage for some 300 years, has now been restored to St. Mary’s
at the entrance to the sanctuary.63
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59 CClR 1377-81, p.371.
60 Nebuly consists of cloud-shaped bars, Ondy wavy bars, whileVairy represents rows of squirrel furs.
61 The Complete Peerage, op.cit.
62 Their son John succeeded to the title, married Eleanor la Zouche, and died in 1414.
63 Excavation might also recover some remnants of the lost Brackley effigies.
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A Family ‘Made by Maryage’:
Sir Richard Wydevile and Jacquetta, Duchess of Bedford

LYNDA J. PIDGEON

A family ‘made by maryage’, was an insult thrown at Sir Richard Wydevile in January
1460. The Wydevile family have suffered a poor reputation from both contemporaries and
historians ever since. Not only did Sir Richard Wydevile have the audacity to marry above
his station, but so too did his daughter Elizabeth when she married Edward IV. In terms
of their historical reputation the Wydeviles have long been considered lowly upstarts who
did not know their proper station in life. But how far was this true at the time? Jacquetta
was unquestionably disparaged by her marriage to a knight. However, with her dower and
Sir Richard’s service to the crown they must have hoped for the opportunity to raise his
status through royal patronage and the acquisition of land. By looking at what Jacquetta
received in dower and grants of land and offices made to her husband, it may be possible
to see how successful they were in enhancing their status and in creating an estate to main-
tain that status.

Jacquetta first entered English history when she married John, Duke of Bedford, uncle of
Henry VI and his viceroy in France, on 22 April 1433 at Thérouanne. Jacquetta, only sev-
enteen, was the daughter of Pierre de Luxembourg, count of St. Pol; niece of Louis de
Luxembourg, Bishop of Thérouanne and chancellor of France for the English, and sister
to Jacques, Seigneur de Richebourg, a prominent figure in tournaments at the Burgundian
court. Jacquetta was therefore well connected. Her uncle Bishop Louis had engineered the
marriage between Jacquetta and Bedford. His motivation is unclear, but, with the
Luxembourg family in the unenviable position of holding lands in both France and
Burgundy, perhaps he saw the English alliance as a form of protection.

The marriage was short-lived, with Bedford dying a little over two years later on 14
September 1435. Bedford’s death should have returned Jacquetta to the marriage market.
However, at a date unknown, she secretly remarried. The Burgundian chronicler
Monstrelet reported that much to her family’s anger she ‘married, from inclination, an
English knight called Sir Richard Woodville, a young man, very handsome and well made,
but in regard to birth, inferior to her first husband, to the regent, and to herself. Louis de
Luxembourg, archbishop of Rouen, and her other relations, were very angry at this match,
but they could not prevent it’.1 The family’s indignation at Jacquetta’s marriage to an
obscure English knight is therefore understandable. It is possible that Jacquetta remarried
quickly ‘from inclination’, to pre-empt any attempt by her family to arrange another mar-
riage for her.

If Jacquetta was a member of the Burgundian nobility, then who was this ‘inferior’ knight?
Sir Richard Wydevile was the son of Richard Wydevile esquire and Jane or Joan
Bittlesgate.2 As a younger son from a second marriage Richard Wydevile esquire had to
make his own fortune. However, he had an advantage, since according to a letter written
by William Paston in January 1460, he had been ‘broute vp wyth Kyng Herry the vte’.3

1 The Chronicles of Enguerrand de Monstrelet, trans. Thomas Johnes (London, 1840), vol. 2, p.46.
2 Charles M. Hansen and Neil D. Thompson, ‘The Wydevills’ Quartering for Beauchamp’. The Coat of Arms, n.s.,
vol. 9, No. 157 (1992), pp.178-185. Discusses the quartering of the arms of Richard Wydevile esq. and identi-
fies his wife as Jane Bittellesgate, from a Devon family and not Elizabeth or Mary Bedlisgate from Somerset.

3 Norman Davis, ed. Paston Letters and Papers of the Fifteenth Century (Oxford, 2004), vol. 1, p.162. In January
1460 Sir Richard and his son Antony were dragged from their beds in Sandwich and carried off to Calais.
There they were met by the earls of Warwick, Salisbury and March. The letter recounts in detail the insults
that these lords heaped upon the Wydeviles, ‘…my Lord of Warrewyk rehetyd hym, and seyd that his fader
was but a squyer and broute vp wyth Kyng Herry the vte, … and sethen hymself made by maryage, …’



Exactly what this means can be open to interpretation; however, it might be expected that
this connection would lead to future advancement. Yet Richard senior was not even
knighted. He served both Henry V and later the Duke of Bedford throughout the wars in
France; thus he must have been considered both capable and trustworthy. In 1418 Henry
V granted him the seigniories of Preaux and Dangu, and in 1420 he became esquire of
the body to Henry V and seneschal of Normandy.4 Later he became Bedford’s chamber-
lain. But despite this he seems to have gained little from his career in France especially
when compared to his contemporaries, Sir John Fastolf and Sir Andrew Ogard. Both had
made their fortunes in France and built up estates, and spent lavishly on building projects
in England.5 Perhaps they were more astute than Wydevile, converting French property
into money and buying land in England. Any lands in France were entirely dependent
upon the success of the war and could be lost as easily as they were gained.

Because of Richard senior’s good service, his son Richard was knighted along with
twenty-three others on 19 May 1426 at Leicester. This followed the knighting of the king
himself by the Duke of Bedford. Also knighted was John Passhele, who was married to
Richard senior’s daughter Elizabeth. Was this also because of Richard’s good service?
According to Griffiths, those knighted ‘had reached the customary age of fifteen, and many
of the soldiers were youngish men’. It is unclear into which category Sir Richard fell, but
it does suggest a date of birth in 1410/11 at the latest.

When Sir Richard first arrived in France is unclear. Considerable confusion has arisen
between father and son. An indenture to take 100 men at arms and 300 archers to France
is noted for the years 1433 and 1434. This gives a short period of time during which
Richard and Jacquetta might have met. Both being new arrivals at the Regent’s court
would, however, have given them something in common. Sir Richard was captured in
May 1435 at Gerberoy. Although he does not seem to have been a prisoner for long this
would have reduced still further the time available for them to meet.6 It is, however, rea-
sonable to assume that he had been about the ducal court since at least 1433 and was
known to Jacquetta.

Bedford made his will from his deathbed in Rouen on 10 September 1435, dying four
days later. A copy of the will was made and certified by the cathedral as representing his
true intent soon afterwards. However, it was 1441 before it passed through probate in
England. Following Northern French practice, Bedford requested payment of all his debts
first and that the executors should be seised of his movable and immovable property
immediately. Jacquetta was to receive 12,000 livres (£1,330) in goods. This represented
only ten percent of the total value of Bedford’s goods, estimated in one of Bedford’s inven-
tories to be worth 120,000 livres tournois.7

Additionally, Bedford requested that all his lands in England, France and Normandy
should go to Jacquetta for life except for La Haye-du-Puits, which he left to his illegiti-
mate son, Richard. After their deaths the lands were to revert to his heir general, Henry
VI.8These requests flew in the face of English law, since most of Bedford’s lands were held
from the crown in tail male and could not be inherited by his widow. His brother
Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, was also excluded and he had a good claim as next heir.
Problems were thus built into the will. Whatever the practice in Normandy, in England
the law was clear. As his widow Jacquetta was only entitled to dower of a third share of
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4 DNB, London, 1937/8, vol. 21, p.885.
5 Sir John Fastolf purchased land in Norfolk and built Caister castle, while Andrew Ogard spent at least
£8,000 on lands and buildings.

6 George E. Cockayne, The Complete Peerage (London, 1959), vol. 12, p.19.
7 Stratford, pp.22-25.
8 Ibid, p.25.
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those lands of which her husband had been solely seised. The only bar to dower was if the
wife eloped.9 On 6 February 1436 Jacquetta was granted ‘that she may sue out livery of
her dower … and that she shall have the profits of such her dower lands from the
Purification last. (2 February) Provided always that the bishop of Thérouanne, king’s chan-
cellor of France, and the lord of Talbot, be empowered to receive her fealty and that she
does not marry without the king’s consent’.10

Up to this point matters appeared to be running smoothly for Jacquetta; her right to
dower had been agreed and steps had been taken to settle the late duke’s estate. Between
October 1435 and May 1436 writs of ‘diem clausit extremum’ had been issued to the
escheators of various counties in the south-west, midlands and the north, to enquire into
the lands held by Bedford and produce inquisitions post mortem.11 On 30 September
1435 William Repyngton had been appointed auditor general of all accounts for Bedford’s
lands in England and on 10 October he had been asked to deliver all the accounts to the
Exchequer as soon as possible.12

Then, early in 1437 Jacquetta had to admit that she had remarried. In a petition present-
ed to parliament she admitted that she had ‘recently married Richard Woodville, knight,
… without … royal licence and assent’. She was aware that they had offended and because
of it they ‘… suffered very great hardship both personally and as regards their property, as
has already been more fully made known’. She continued, that as regards her dower, ‘she
has taken or received nothing thereof, but that it has wholly been taken and received by
your officials (i.e. Henry VI’s) … and that she has neither land nor goods to support her
without your said great wisdom and abundant grace being shown in this regard’.13 The
petition was heard by the king and his council on 23 March, and a pardon was granted
for a fine of £1,000 ‘to be received for his [i.e. the king’s] use’.14 This suggests that the
marriage had been discovered shortly after the grant of dower as Jacquetta was claiming
not to have received any income from the late duke’s estates. Given that her uncle and
Talbot were to receive her fealty she was probably living in France at the time the grant
of dower was made. Had she hoped that her marriage might escape notice until she start-
ed to receive her income? It is more than likely that pregnancy gave her away and her
condition was rapidly reported in England.

Their lack of income may have been special pleading, however. Jacquetta was certainly in
receipt of some of her French lands. Bedford had granted her the county of Harcourt on
2 September 1435, the only condition being that if she remarried it was to a subject of
the English king. She appears to have been in possession when Henry VI granted the lands
in tail male to Edmund Beaufort in December 1435. Jacquetta had sold wood in
November 1435 and continued administering the estate throughout 1436, despite the
grant to Beaufort. In January 1437 Beaufort managed to obtain Harcourt while the lands
of Le Neubourg, La Riviere-Thibouville and Combon which were attached to it
remained with Jacquetta, although these were lost to the French in 1444. She also estab-
lished her claim as Countess of Dreux. The law in Normandy worked to her advantage.
She applied to the court of Rouen to contest the Beaufort claim to Harcourt and they
found in her favour; however, the earl’s physical possession of the lands prevented her from
benefiting. In the end this made little difference as Harcourt was lost to the French in
1449. As in so many instances, possession of the land was more relevant than legal niceties.

9 W. S. Holdsworth, A History of English Law, [third edition] (London, 1923), vol. 3, pp.193-5.
10 CPR 1429-36, p.526.
11 CFR 1430-37, pp.243-5.
12 CPR 1429-36, p.605 and p.518 respectively.
13 Anne Curry, ed. ‘Henry VI: Parliament of 1437, Text and Translation’ in The Parliament Rolls of Medieval
England ed. C. Given-Wilson et al, CD Rom, Leicester, 2005, membrane iv-498.

14 CPR 1436-41, p.53.



Out of the enormous quantity of goods owned by Bedford, Jacquetta is thought to have
retained silver tableware of twelve platters and a charger; the Salisbury Breviary which had
her arms impaling those of Bedford; and a ‘tabulet of gold and of berill, maad in ye maner
of a reliquarie, garnished with smal perles, and wrought withinne with ye images of ye
Trinite’.15 This last item Jacquetta presented to Henry VI as a New Year’s Gift in 1436. It
was standard practice for such gifts to be made at New Year, but it is suggestive that such
a valuable gift should be given at the very time she was in need of establishing her dower
rights.

Jacquetta would have had few friends in England or France. Her only supporter might
have been her uncle Louis, who was also one of Bedford’s executors, but how likely was
he to help her once her marriage became known? Louis had worked hard for her mar-
riage to Bedford; her hasty remarriage could only be an embarrassment in his dealings
with Henry VI. Her actions had made her expendable. The position of the English in
France was weakening and her marriage would have been a valuable asset in enhancing
Louis’ own position and that of her family in such changing circumstances. It was there-
fore unlikely that she would receive much support in trying to settle her rights in
Bedford’s estate.

In England she had to contend with the might of Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, and
Henry Beaufort, Bishop of Winchester. Both were powerful men continually jockeying for
control of the king and council. Gloucester had a claim on Bedford’s estate as his next heir
and forced it to be recognised. On 18 June 1438 he was granted the manor of Penshurst,
Kent. He also claimed all the lands and goods in France and Normandy. A compromise
over these was reached between Jacquetta and Henry VI in Rouen at about the same time.
Bedford’s son Richard had already lost out to Gloucester. In March 1436 La Haye-du-
Puits was granted to Gloucester with Jacquetta’s dower share being acknowledged, despite
Bedford’s wish that it should remain with his son for life.16 Richard does not appear to
have received anything in compensation.

Gloucester was not the only one to press a claim to the Bedford estates. Henry Percy, Earl
of Northumberland, moved even more quickly. By 17 December 1435 he had put in a
petition to reclaim those lands which had been granted to Bedford from the forfeiture of
his father Henry Percy, who had been charged with treason and attainted by Henry IV.17

The Bedford estate proved a welcome windfall for king and council. The income could
be used to settle crown debts as well as to distribute patronage and rewards. According to
Ralph Griffiths, the estate was used to support crown finances by retaining the bulk of it
in the king’s hands. Lord Cromwell, as treasurer, supported this action, though it did not
sit well with his position as one of the executors.18 On 2 December 1435 a group of men
who had lent the king 8,000 marks for the defence of the realm were granted 5,000 marks
in part payment out of Bedford’s possessions. The grant was made while protecting
Jacquetta’s dower. The fact that some of the lenders included Henry Beaufort and Ralph,
Lord Cromwell, was probably no coincidence. The executors were in a good position to
protect their own interests. On 26 July 1436, Robert Whityngham, another of Bedford’s
executors, ensured he renewed the 40 marks a year granted by Bedford for his services as
his receiver general in 1432. Sir Andrew Ogard likewise had his office of keeper and con-
stable of Prudhoe Castle in Northumberland confirmed on 15 July 1437.19 Rewards made
by Bedford to his servants were also protected, probably by their own swift action in
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15 Stratford, pp.27, 59, 103 & 365.
16 Stratford, pp.28-9.
17 CPR 1429-36, pp.530-2. Lands in London, Yorkshire and Northumberland were returned.
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19 CPR 1429-36, pp.498 & 604 & CPR 1436-41, p.80.
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ensuring the renewal of grants. A flurry of requests from former servants can only have
added to the pressure in attempting to establish Bedford’s estate and who held what.
However, minor claims would have been relatively easy to settle and would have helped
the king’s image as a ‘good lord’. They also cost the king nothing personally.

Settlement of the estate was soon causing problems. In June 1438 the executors protect-
ed themselves from any claims against them in carrying out their duties. This release
covered not only the executors in England but those in France as well.20 Not that this
ended their problems; Ogard still felt it necessary to protect his heirs from any claims
against him as executor when he drew up his will in 1454.21 Fastolf likewise complained
of the problems being an executor caused. His involvement in the matter was still being
settled by his own executors as late as 1469.

The king was also granting some of the lands without due attention. The manor of
Swallowfield in Berkshire is just one example of the confusion caused by trying to reap as
many benefits as possible from this windfall. In November 1436 the manor was granted to
John, Bishop of Bath and Wells, to hold for seven years. In the following May it was grant-
ed to John Martyn, usher of the king’s chamber, again for seven years, excepting one third
which belonged to Jacquetta in dower. It was not until 1439 that anyone realised that the
land had been granted twice. The Bishop of Bath and Wells surrendered his claim on 5
February, but the grant was amended again on 7 May and 13 June before it was finally set-
tled and John Martyn had his grant extended by another eleven years, but for a higher
price. The same happened with the manor of Swaffham which had been granted to Sir
William Philipp in July 1437 and then to William de la Pole the following November. The
grant was then amended a year later to account for Jacquetta’s dower right in the manor.22
It is hardly surprising that in 1443 when John Beaufort, Duke of Somerset, was trying to
increase his income by obtaining lands from the king he asked to see the king’s ‘books of
such lyvelode as that he may gyve’.23 Although how accurate it was must be open to ques-
tion given the problems already encountered. It was more than likely that Henry was
saying yes to anyone that asked, without paying due regard to previous promises made.
This suggests the Wydeviles lacked access to the king’s ear.

It appears that many grants were being made before the escheators could report back. So
what was Jacquetta’s position? The case of Swallowfield may demonstrate carelessness on
the king’s part or that Jacquetta’s dower was being withheld just as she claimed in her peti-
tion of March 1437, therefore suggesting that by November 1436 her marriage was
known. By May 1437 her dower right in the manor was acknowledged and this would fit
with her pardon the previous March. Her dower in the manor of Salden, Buckinghamshire
was also agreed, as two thirds were granted to the Bishop of Winchester in May 1439
while her third was protected.24 Land in Cambridgeshire, which formed part of the lord-
ship of Richmond, was granted to Lord Bardolf on 18 November 1437 for ten years.
However, only a week earlier it had been granted to John, Lord Tiptoft, excepting
Jacquetta’s dower. The error must have been quickly realised as the grant to Tiptoft was
reissued in December, although Jacquetta’s dower was not now mentioned. In fact, many
of the grants failed to mention any dower due. This again raises the question of compe-
tence, or was there a more complex system at play in working out her dower share?
However, it may simply be that the escheators had not yet reported, and once they did
then these problems came to light.25 In some instances money was being granted to her

20 CPR 1436-41, p.189.
21 Stratford, p.33.
22 CFR 1430-37, pp.90-1, 306 & 336, & CFR 1437-45, pp.69, 81 & 90. CPR 1436-41 p.133.
23 G. L. Harriss, Cardinal Beaufort, Oxford, 1988, p.354.
24 CPR 1436-41, p.260.
25 CCR 1435-41, pp.91 & 141.



in exchange for land. In both Dorset and Northumberland her dower rights were
exchanged for an annual payment of £66 14s 8d and £61 1s 5d respectively.26 The
exchange in Dorset was to the benefit of Henry Beaufort and in Northumberland to
Henry Percy.

It is likely that Jacquetta remained in France throughout the 1430s and this may have been
a contributing factor in failing to settle her dower. Perhaps given her remarriage and that
technically she could have lost her dower rights, little pressure was being exerted to assist
her. Even with the arrival of her cousin Margaret of Anjou as Henry’s queen, Jacquetta and
her husband appear to have had no influence. They may have been in the escort to bring
Margaret to England but it was William de la Pole and his wife Alice who seem to have
made the greatest impression on Margaret. Jacquetta rarely appears in the Queen’s New
Year Gift list. The only surviving accounts for Queen Margaret relate to 1452/3, and
Jacquetta does not appear, although a list of 1447/48 does show Jacquetta receiving a New
Year gift. The queen had less money to give in the later years and was perhaps more dis-
cerning in her giving.27 It is also possible that Jacquetta was infrequently at court so that
she had little opportunity to establish a close relationship with the queen. Given the num-
ber of children she had with Sir Richard, Jacquetta must have been pregnant with some
regularity. Also Margaret may have found the presence of someone so obviously fertile
rather irritating when she was having difficulties in providing the expected heir.

Even so, as a member of the extended royal family Jacquetta could be used to bolster
Lancastrian support and this may have helped in the creation of Wydevile as Baron Rivers
on 9 May 1448.28 Possibly Sir Richard took his title from one of Jacquetta’s French hold-
ings, La Rivière-Thibouville. Perhaps they hoped they might one day recover it, or were
they trying to establish French rather than Burgundian connections? Jacquetta’s family was
closely associated with the Duke of Burgundy; her uncle, Jehan de Luxembourg, Count
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Figure 1. St. Mary’s Grafton Regis.
Burial place of Sir Richard’s grandfather, John Wydevile. (L. J. Pidgeon)

26 CPR 1436-41, pp.438 & 479.
27 A. R. Myers, ‘The Jewels of Queen Margaret of Anjou’, Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, vol. 42, no.1
(September 1959), pp.113-31.

28 Griffiths, pp.358-9 and CPR 1446-51, p.185. Wydevile was also granted an annual rent of £14 4s in tail
male.
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of Ligny, had led Philip the Good’s army into Picardy, and opposed the treaty of Arras in
1435.29 Her father had died in 1433 while on campaign against the French, and her broth-
er Louis succeeded him, eventually joining the court of Charles, Count of Charolais, son
of Duke Philip of Burgundy.30 These Burgundian connections were unlikely to impress
Margaret of Anjou, who tended to promote French interests with Henry.

The Bedford lands constantly changed hands, the majority being offered to the highest
bidder. Few were granted with an hereditary entitlement. In this way the crown was able
to continue benefiting. Only two grants were made to Jacquetta and her husband which
extended beyond her lifetime. On 8 June 1446 rent of £20 payable to Richard and
Jacquetta as part of her dower was extended to cover the lives of their four sons. On 20
December 1448 the king granted West Thurrock to Sir Richard in tail male for his good
services in France and Normandy, but this was hardly generous as Bedford had purchased
the manor and left it to Jacquetta for life anyway.31

Putting together all of the dower land and annuities known to have passed to Jacquetta,
her estimated income is just over £1,200. This is the generally accepted income for an
earl, but this would only be while Jacquetta lived. It is possible that this was higher as there
are gaps in the known figures. However, it could equally have been less depending on how
successful they were in getting the annuities paid through the exchequer and collecting
rents from the land. There is also the problem of how well they were able to obtain rents
from one third of the various manors. Did they offer the farm of the third to the holder
of the remaining two thirds and, if so, can their income be said to be equivalent to half of
the farm of the two-thirds? It seems unlikely they managed the remaining third for them-
selves; not only were the lands widely dispersed but the profit from splitting an estate was
not likely to be great. It is surely more logical and beneficial for the manor to be managed
as a whole; this would work to the benefit of both parties. This would, however, put the
holder of the two thirds at an advantage over them and it was much more likely that they
received less pro-rata for the farm of their share than the crown was able to obtain. They
also had the fine of £1,000 to pay to the king. Unless Jacquetta was able to use any income
obtained from Bedford’s French estate then they were in the position of having to take
whatever deal they could get to start raising money, although a fine of what appears to be
a little less than their annual income can hardly be considered harsh. However, given the
seemingly piecemeal distribution of her dower, it may well have caused hardship in the
first few years following the discovery of their marriage, as Jacquetta claimed.

What did Sir Richard bring to the marriage other than alleged good looks and a reputa-
tion as a jouster? It was not until his father’s death in 1441 that Sir Richard had any lands
to bring to his marriage. He inherited the hundred of Cleyley, Roade and Hartwell in
Northamptonshire which Richard senior had inherited from his half-brother Thomas, and
the Mote near Maidstone Kent which Richard senior may have purchased.32 Richard sen-
ior and his wife Joan also had a ninety-year grant of lands and a messuage in the parish of
St. Mary, Calais.33 The manor of Grafton, (which has been so closely associated with the
Wydeviles), seems to have been rented by them at this stage.

As Hicks remarks, the ‘younger Richard Woodville added only a little to his father’s mod-
est estates’.34 In June 1440 Richard and Jacquetta were granted Grafton Manor by William

29 R. Vaughan, Philip the Good (London, 1970), pp.25 & 101.
30 Monstrelet, vol. 2, p.299.
31 CPR 1441-46, p.453 & CPR 1446-52, p.205.
32 George Baker, The History and Antiquities of the County of Northampton, vol. 2 (London, 1822). See pp.162-5
for the will of Thomas Wydevile.

33 CPR 1441-46, p.26, 3 November 1441.
34 ODNB, vol. 60, p.227.



de la Pole, Earl of Suffolk.35 (Figure 1)The property was valued at £24 per annum. Wick
Dive, also in Northamptonshire, was purchased from the Duke of York in 1449, although
the cost is not known. The couple also appear to have purchased a property called ‘The
Bury’ in the manor of Grafton, Northamptonshire, which they were using as surety in
February 1441 for two loans totalling 900 marks, (£600).36It seems they may not have met
the repayments, as the property does not appear in the holdings of any of their heirs.

These transactions extended their land holdings in Northamptonshire, which was the tra-
ditional seat of the Wydeviles. In 1466 Jacquetta appears to have purchased Wymington
manor in Bedfordshire. The manor originally belonged to Henry Bromflete who direct-
ed in his will that it be sold to found a chantry. The property was found to belong to
Jacquetta when she died in 1472. It was valued at £66 13s 4d a year in 1484.37 The cou-
ple’s only other holding in the county was Holcot manor; they had no lands in the county
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Figure 2. Garter Stall Plate of Sir Richard, Lord Rivers. The heraldry reflects
his marriage to Jacquetta and her family connections.

(Provided by P. W. Hammond from W. H. St John Hope, ‘The Stall Plates of the Knights of the
Order of the Garter 1348-1485’, pub. 1901)

35 CPR 1436-41, p.426, 10 June.
36 VCH Northamptonshire, vol. 5 pp.149 & 420. CCR 1435-41, pp.458-9 & 464-5.
37 VCH Bedfordshire, vol. 3, p.118.
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from Jacquetta’s dower, so the manor appears isolated from their other estates. It may well
be that they simply purchased what land became available, unless they were attempting to
acquire land within the area of Wydevile holdings that had descended to Richard senior’s
half-sisters, Elizabeth Ragon and Agnes Halewell.38 Did Sir Richard hope to make a claim
on lands that had descended through the female line and thus extend his own holdings in
the area? Richard senior’s half-brother Thomas had purchased a number of manors in
Northamptonshire and Buckinghamshire and yet his income was small in comparison
with that of Sir Richard. The tax assessment of 1412 showed his annual landed income in
Bedfordshire as £40, so he may have had a similar or greater income from his lands in
Northamptonshire and Buckinghamshire.39 Despite less annual income he seems to have
been more astute in purchasing land than his wealthier nephew.

The other area of Wydevile interest was Kent. Again there were no dower lands to build
on, only the Mote. In November 1445, Katherine Stury, a widow, made an agreement with
Sir Richard. He would have her manors of Lee and Shraffold, in Kent, including all asso-
ciated lands, rents, mills and meadows in return for rent of £20 a year for life, payable on
Midsummer Day, starting in 1447. If he failed to make payment within forty days then the
agreement was void. She excluded her manor of Bankers and other named parcels of land
in the parish of Lee, which she retained for herself and her heirs. On 20 November her
son, Sir Richard Stury, gifted the reversion of these manors to Sir Richard following the
death of Katherine, and surrendered the £20 rent. In March 1451, in an agreement
between Sir Richard Stury, Katherine Stury and her feoffees, she granted the reversion of
the excluded properties to Sir Richard Wydevile.40

In March 1469 the opportunity presented itself to purchase land in the Maidenhead area.
Dr Thomas Kent, clerk to the king’s council, left in his will the manor of Gore Court and
Brishing to his widow, Joan, for life, with the proviso that Richard, Earl Rivers, had the
option to purchase the same for £360, within a year of his death. This was in payment of
a ‘certain agreement’ made some time earlier between Kent and Sir Richard. If he pur-
chased the manor, then Joan was to receive £100. If he did not purchase the manor, then
it was to be sold after Joan’s death. Sir Richard failed to purchase the manors as they appear
amongst the property of Ralph Astry in his will of 1494.41 Circumstances were against Sir
Richard in 1469. During the rebellion of Richard, Earl of Warwick, Sir Richard and his
son John were captured and executed. Was this a lost opportunity or simply poor timing?

The few purchases made would suggest that they were either not in a position to exploit
the land market or failed to take advantage of any connection to the court to enhance
their holdings. On 9 May 1448 Sir Richard had been created Baron Rivers but he had
received no land to go with the title. The only estate granted to Lord Rivers in tail male
was West Thurrock in Essex, in December 1448.42 Sir Richard had had to petition the king
to show that the land had been purchased by Bedford in the first place, and left to Jacquetta
in his will for her life. Even then it was not until 25 November 1469 that Jacquetta was
finally able to make good the claim. Jacquetta and Richard were in continuing dispute
with Sir John Fastolf over ownership of the land and took the case to chancery at least
three times in an attempt to get Fastolf and then his executors to pay them the back rents
owing on the manor from the time of Bedford’s death.

The only portion of Bedford’s estate that they were able to obtain the farm for was Salden
in Buckinghamshire. Two-thirds had been granted to Henry Beaufort in 1439, along with

38 J. Roskell et al, History of Parliament, vol. 4 (Stroud, 1992), pp.916-7.
39 Roskell, pp.916-7.
40 CCR 1447-54, pp.258-9.
41 Claire A. Martin, ‘Dame Margery Astry’, The Ricardian, vol. 14 (2004), p.15.
42 CPR 1446-52, p.205.



the reversion of Jacquetta’s third. However, the Bishop died in 1447 and the farm once
again became available. Sir Richard held the farm for seven years from 2 June 1450.
However, as he had to meet all charges on the estate and carry out maintenance a fee was
still to be agreed. Although this now gave them the complete manor to exploit it was still
separate from their other lands.43

More in keeping with his other holdings was the grant of the manor and town of
Geddington, Northamptonshire. The farm was granted on the same day as Salden, but for
the longer term of ten years, again with the farm to be agreed.44 1450 seems to have been
his year for rewards. He was appointed a Knight of the Garter, and was being discussed as
a possible candidate for the office of Constable of England. (Figure 2) In October he was
appointed seneschal of Guyenne.45 An act of resumption passed in the parliament of that
year, following Cade’s revolt, also granted them an exemption.46 Grants to Sir Richard had
been rare up to this point. Until his elevation to the baronage he had received few grants,
the first being 11 July 1437 when he received the office of rider of the forest of Salcey,
which bordered his Northamptonshire lands of Hartwell and Roade.47 This may have sig-
nified the return of the couple to the king’s grace following the fine for their marriage,
but it was a slow process. It may also have been an indication of just how capable the king
and his advisers considered Sir Richard to be. As Hicks rightly remarks, ‘Woodville was
never in command and was not notably successful’.48 His actions in Kent during Cade’s
rebellion saw an indictment brought against him for offences and extortions committed
while in pursuit of the rebels.49 This may be why the king tried to post him to France in
March 1451.50 Possibly it was to save embarrassment, but there is evidence to suggest that
Rivers did not reach France until January 1452. In 1460, when he was sent into Kent to
defend the coast against Yorkist rebels and seize all Warwick’s ships, he, along with his eld-
est son, was captured and taken to Calais, demonstrating a dazzling display of incompetence.

If neither his capabilities nor Jacquetta’s relationship to the queen helped them up to 1461,
did they fare any better under the Yorkist regime? Following the accession of Edward IV,
Sir Richard and Jacquetta quickly abandoned the Lancastrians and Sir Richard received a
general pardon in July 1461. This was followed in December by a confirmation of
Jacquetta’s dower and Sir Richard’s position as chief rider in the forest of Salcey.51 Their
move to the Yorkists had at least maintained the status quo. They were no worse off than
they had been under Henry VI, and this may be an indication that Edward viewed them
as harmless. There was nothing to gain from depriving them of their lands. After all what
exactly did they have that could benefit Edward? It cost him nothing to restore them and
to keep them on side. Any dower would revert to the crown on Jacquetta’s death and, as
has been shown, Sir Richard himself was not exactly over-endowed with land.

They would undoubtedly have remained in the ‘second rank’ (Hicks) during Jacquetta’s
lifetime and would have descended back into the county gentry in the next generation
but for an even more advantageous and unexpected union. The marriage of their daugh-
ter Elizabeth to King Edward in 1464 pushed the family into greater national prominence.
A series of marriages was arranged for her siblings into most of the noble houses in
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England. Sir Richard was elevated to an earldom on 24 May 1466, having been appoint-
ed treasurer of the exchequer the previous March. On 24 August 1467 he was created
constable of England with a fee of £200 a year and the accustomed profits.52 Despite his
new position of influence and increased income there is no evidence that he acquired any
more land or received the farms of any of Jacquetta’s dower lands. In fact, his connection
had done nothing to settle the dispute with Fastolf ’s executors over West Thurrock and
had not helped him find the money for Gore Court and Brishing in Kent.

It may be that lack of available money had prevented the Wydeviles from making land pur-
chases. But once Sir Richard was appointed treasurer, he was in a position to ensure the
full payment of Jacquetta’s annuities. This placed him at an advantage over all other annu-
itants and it was a position, like that of constable, which also came with ‘accustomed
profits’ most likely in the form of bribes. Their opportunities under the Yorkists should
have been greatly enhanced. Edward might have been expected to grant Sir Richard lands.
Instead it seems that others were given precedence over Sir Richard. In his own county
of Northamptonshire he was overlooked in favour of those who had a stronger call on
Edward’s friendship and support than the Wydevile family; these were people with a
longer history of Yorkist support. Nor does he seem to have been given preferment in the
farms of any of Bedford’s lands. In fact, as treasurer it was something he could probably
have manipulated for himself. If Edward continued the practice of Henry’s reign in giv-
ing the farm to the highest bidder, an arrangement that was to be dealt with by the
treasury, then Sir Richard would have been well placed to secure the farm for himself.

At Sir Richard’s death in 1469, Hick’s estimated his wealth at £3,000.53 However, the
majority of this would have come from Jacquetta’s dower. When she died in 1472 her heirs
would have been left with considerably less. Stratford has estimated Bedford’s income in
England at the time of his death as between 7,000 and 8,000 marks (i.e. £4,666-£5,333).54

52 CPR 1461-67, p.516 & CPR 1467-77, p.19.
53 ODNB, vol. 60, p.229.
54 Jenny Stratford, ‘John, duke of Bedford (1389-1435)’, ODNB, www.oxforddnb.com[26 Aug 2005].
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A third would therefore be in the region of £1,500-£1,700, thus reducing the Wydevile
income by half.

Given that they had opportunities to purchase land and family connections to Henry VI
and his Queen, they seem to have made very little of their advantages. Possibly they pre-
ferred spending their money to investing it. They incurred debts, which were still being
sought after their deaths. John Diconson, fishmonger, was pursuing a debt of £15 17d
from the steward of Sir Richard’s household following Sir Richard’s death55, and follow-
ing the death of Jacquetta pursuit was made for a debt of £56 12s 4d owing to two
London mercers.56 These were perhaps the tip of the iceberg.

Marriage to Jacquetta undoubtedly improved Sir Richard’s prospects. Initially reliant upon
his father’s good service to Henry V and later to Bedford for his promotion, it was his mar-
riage that brought him into the sphere of Henry VI’s household. But his service was not
remarkable and his elevation to the baronage was due simply to his marriage not his abil-
ities. Given his lack of lands in 1437 it could rightly be said that he was a ‘lowly upstart’.
Marriage to Jacquetta certainly improved his status, from knight to baron. If their daugh-
ter had not married a king, the family would probably have returned to the ranks of the
county gentry after Jacquetta’s death. The marriage of Elizabeth to Edward IV prevented
them from having to worry further about providing an inheritance. Their children were
well-provided for and no longer needed a large Wydevile inheritance. With a grandchild
in place to be the next monarch what more status could they require?
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Where’s Whalley? The Search for Sir Samuel Uncovers
a Whalley-Cartwright Alliance in Northamptonshire

GILLIAN FORD

Introduction
Sir Samuel St. Swithin Burden Whalley, Member for Parliament for Marylebone in the
1830s, was disqualified for lack of property. He possessed all the ingredients to be a suc-
cessful politician, but lost his opportunity to contribute on the national scene. Whalley
married twice, but had no children. His sister Agatha was widowed early with nine chil-
dren, and Samuel helped support the family for decades. Agatha’s descendants have
previously been unable to find out much out about their family background. The discov-
ery of their roots was intuitive in the beginning, but tortuous in the unravelling and
proving. (Figure 1) In doing so we went back seven generations to the marriage of Peter
Whalley and Hannah Cartwright, which marriage joined lesser scions of two distin-
guished families. Our trip takes us from Northampton to Bermuda, to London, Rugby,
Coventry, Birmingham, Shropshire, and Ostend. The discovery was only possible because
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Figure 1. Family Tree of Peter Whalley (1605-1656).



there were so many notable characters
along the way. Wills, journals, biographies
and court cases contributed to our knowl-
edge. Our journey begins with a disabled
child, Daniel, who was deaf and dumb, and
whose parents tried to protect his interests
after their death. To do this, they adjusted
the normal rules of inheritance in their
wills. Their descendants did likewise, and in
the fourth generation, the family collective-
ly bypassed the legal son and heir because
of a family feud. This affected the true heir
for several generations and resulted in the
early impoverishment of Samuel St.
Swithin Burden Whalley.

Where’s Whalley?
The real question is ‘Where did Whalley
come from?’ I was specifically looking for
the ancestors of Sir Samuel St. Swithin
Burden Whalley (1799-1883), the MP for
Marylebone from 1833 to 1838. (The St.
Swithin was added because he was born on
St. Swithin’s Day, 15th July 1799.) Sir
Samuel was a Whig politician in the 1830s
and MP for Marylebone from 1832 to
1837. His sister Agatha’s descendants only
knew that there were five Whalley children
and that their parents were Samuel and
Caroline Matilda Whalley, the daughter of

the Revd William Barclay. Samuel was a captain in the army, probably serving in India.
Caroline, the third of at least seven daughters, was a singer and actress until she married.
(Figure 2)Their children – Caroline, Maria, Agatha, Samuel and Ramsay – were all born
near Weddington Hall, a grand, castellated house in Warwickshire.

(Figure 3) Sir Samuel Whalley obviously belonged to the upper classes – he was well edu-
cated, eloquent and personable, but the thread of his family connections appeared lost. He
was disqualified for failing to fulfil the property requirements for parliament, and that
ended his political career in 1838.1 His first wife was Lady Amelia Smith, daughter of S.
Webb Smith. She died in 1835, and Whalley remained single for nearly 20 years. He mar-
ried his second wife, the Honourable Harriet Rose Trench, in 1853. She was the sister of
Lord Ashtown, and was raised to the level of a baron’s daughter by royal decree. By the
time of his death, Samuel Whalley possessed a considerable fortune through marriage.

There were Whalleys in Nottinghamshire, including the regicide Edward Whalley, who
co-signed the death warrant for Charles I. Edward was a cousin of Oliver Cromwell. When
Charles II came to power, he sought retribution for the slain monarch, and Edward
Whalley and his son-in-law William Goffe fled to America. They were exiled and on the
move for the rest of their lives, protected by American anti-royalists. Edward Whalley came
from an ancient and prominent family of Whalleys from Lancaster; his grandfather
Richard was an administrator for Oliver Cromwell, and their genealogy goes back to
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1 For details of Sir Samuel’s lack of property, see James Williamson Brooke, The Democrats of Marylebone,
pp.170-171 and note reference in it to a report in The Morning Herald, 22 Feb 1838.

Figure 2. Miss Barclay as Olivia by
De Wilde.

(Harvard Theatre Collection)
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Wymarus Whalley who was given lands in
about 1067.

Sir Samuel’s family came from the
Northampton branch of the Whalley fami-
ly, stated to be originally from Lancaster, but
the line was already anciently established in
Northamptonshire. After much research, I
found validation in a paragraph in Mosse’s
The Parliamentary Guide: ‘The branch of
which Sir Samuel is the head, has been set-
tled for several centuries at Cogenhoe and
Ecton, in Northamptonshire. He was edu-
cated at Cambridge, and is a member of the
senate’.2 Note Sir Samuel is said to be the
head of the Northampton branch, so what
happened to render him ‘without proper-
ty’? To find out, I reconstructed the family
tree over seven previous generations in
order to follow the family fortune and
decline. As is usual, names kept recurring
over the generations. There are ten or
eleven Peters in our story, most only get
brief mention. There are also five Samuels
and four Daniels. Other names, such as
Nathaniel and John, also recur, but for our
purposes we will mainly stick to the three:
Peter, Samuel and Daniel.

The first Samuel Whalley (1627-1675) was
born in Cogenhoe, the son of Peter Whalley (1605-1656) and Hannah Cartwright (1605-
1675). The earliest person I could find recorded in this line was Peter’s father, Roger
Whalley (1578-?), though John Wastell of Colgrove, the sire of another eminent line of
Northampton Whalleys, was born in 1555. Roger and John of Colgrove were probably
close relatives. Both branches of the Northampton Whalleys produced many church min-
isters, town administrators, politicians, scholars and merchants over several centuries.

Peter Whalley was a stationer [= printer] who traded in Northampton and Coventry. His
will under the name of Peter Whaley was written in Berkshire (1655). So he was a sta-
tioner, but not stationary. He was one of the Bailiffs of Northampton in 1636, twice Mayor
of Northampton (1646, 1655-1656) and was very popular with the people.

This Mayor upon the Easter Tuesday being 8th day of April died at Pilkington in
Northamptonshire at Mr.Valentine Acton’s house, whose death was very much lamented both
by Town and Country by reason of his public spirit who spent his whole endeavours to set-
tle peace amongst his neighbours and to do good to the whole Town by maintaining their
priviledges to the utmost and also did strive to advance the publick stock with many other
good deeds which will be as a Monument to his Memory to the end of Days. He was buried
upon the 10 of April with great Solemnity and Dr. Reynolds preached his funeral Sermon
out of 1st of Phillipians and 21st verse ‘For to me to live is Christ and to dye is gain.’3

Figure 3. Sir Samuel St. Swithin
Burden Whalley.

(Given to the author by June Lister, Australia)

2 Mosse’s The Parliamentary Guide, 1837, p.229.
3 John Charles Cox. The Records of the Borough of Northampton, Vol. 2, 1550-1835, Northampton and London,
Corporation of the County Borough of Northampton, 1898, p.496.



Over the generations the Whalley family was involved in the cloth working and grocery
trades in London. Edward Whalley, the regicide from Nottinghamshire, was also appren-
ticed as a cloth-worker, so the Whalley family business may have been broader than the
Northampton branch. John Whalley (1698-1787) in the fourth generation from Peter was
a cheesemonger at 14 Aldgate Street, London. We will find that his son Daniel was like-
wise a cheesemonger. Daniel’s son Nathaniel, who married Martha, the artist John
Constable’s older sister, was also a cheese maker; Daniel’s son Daniel was a wine merchant.
The family were said to be cheesemongers at Aldgate Street from ancient days; the first
recorded was a James Whalley.

The Cartwright of Aynho Connection
This first Peter Whalley was married to Hannah Cartwright (1605-1675), her name being
determined by a series of indirect proofs, since there is no birth or marriage record for
her. A suggestion that Peter Whalley married a Cartwright is included in a chance com-
ment in a book about the decline of Coventry, where Peter Whalley is described as a
Northampton stationer who also traded in Coventry. His trade is mentioned in his funer-
al sermon, which was printed in 1656. According to Berger:

Whaley had run his shop for three years, when, in April 1633, his brother-in-law, John
Cartwright, approached the Mercers and asked that he, too, be allowed to work in Coventry
as a stationer. Cartwright’s request was granted only after Whaley agreed to give up his right
to trade in the town. On 8 May, in the presence of the mayor and several mercers, Whaley
appeared before the council to ask that his enfranchisement be terminated so that Cartwright
could begin business. Even before Whaley appeared before the council, Cartwright had
signed an agreement with the Mercers that he would persuade his brother-in-law to agree to
disenfranchisement, would not ask for trading rights for himself or any of his apprentices, and
would sign a bond as a guarantee that he would fulfil these conditions.4

‘William Cartwright, who had been a stationer in London before moving to Coventry, sent
one of his children back to learn his craft.’5

(This last quote is not proof that John Cartwright’s father was William; rather a sugges-
tion.) There was a William Cartwright, born in Aynho about 1576 and married in 1599
(wife unknown). He was almost certainly related to the famous Richard Cartwright of
Aynho – maybe a brother, or a first or second cousin.

Other ‘proofs’ that Hannah was a Cartwright are suggested in Peter and Hannah’s wills.
Both mention Hannah’s sisters and a brother-in-law, William Holmes. Hannah calls them
‘sister’ and ‘brother’ and uses only the surnames, but Peter gives his brother-in-laws’ first
names. A reference under Peter Whalley (1634-1701) in Northampton and Rutland Clergy,
volume 15, has a notation: ‘Frances Spicer, of Northampton, wid., names as overseer her
kinsman Mr. Peter Whalley, R. of C., and gave him 20/- to buy a ring 14 Sept. 1681’.
Checking the name Spicer in volume 13, we find that John Spicer, grandson of John
Spicer (1544-1608), and son of Christopher Spicer (1574-1637) married Frances
Cartwright (c.1610-1682/3) on the 2nd of February, 1634/5 at Cogenhoe. Another sister
of Hannah, Elizabeth Cartwright, married Edward Gent.6 Yet another sister, name
unknown, married John Haddon of Wolston and had Peter Haddon (this Peter had a son
John and a grandson Peter). The last three were all ministers, and it’s important not to con-
fuse them. William Holmes was the Revd William Holmes (-1686), intruder at
Guilsborough, vicar of Mears Ashby, and rector of Rushden and his wife was simply
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4 Ronald M. Berger. The Most Necessary Luxuries: The Mercers’ Company of Coventry, 1550-1680, Pennsylvania
State University Press, 1993, p.170.

5 Ibid., p.173.
6 The Visitation of Northamptonshire, 1681, p.77.
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termed ‘Mary’. She was most likely a Cartwright, but could have been Peter’s sister.7

Related to Thomas Cartwright, Bishop of Chester
Hannah was the aunt of Thomas Cartwright, Bishop of Chester (1634-1689) and there-
fore the sister of his father Thomas Cartwright (1604-?), a clerk at Brentwood, Essex. The
son Thomas Cartwright wrote a social journal over two years (1686-87) while he was
Bishop of Chester and mentions a number of his relatives. For instance, he mentions vis-
iting his first cousins, Peter, Nathaniel and Daniel Whalley (sons of Peter and Hannah).
Cartwright also mentions Aunt Haddon and his cousin Peter Haddon (Peter Haddon was
his curate), and some of the cousins through Aunt Spicer. In life and death, Thomas
Cartwright used the heraldic arms of the Ossington/Aynho (Nottinghamshire/
Northamptonshire) branches of the Cartwright family. He didn’t just use these arms as
some have suggested; he really came from that family. With the journal and the two wills,
we are able to put together a partial and as yet unrecorded Cartwright family from Aynho.

A number of histories have linked this Thomas Cartwright as grandson or great-grandson
of Thomas Cartwright the Puritan (1534-1603). I think this unlikely, since the first one
came from Royston, Herefordshire; and it is difficult to trace a genealogical link. One can
understand why it might be thought that the two Thomas Cartwrights were related, since
they were both famous churchmen, and the first Thomas Cartwright (1534-1603) was in
later life the Master of the Earl of Leicester’s Hospital in Warwickshire (so located reason-
ably close to Northamptonshire). Shortly before the 17th March 1577, when the first
Thomas Cartwright was about 42 years old, he married Alice Stubbes (c.1540-1616), the
sister of John Stubbes (1541-1590). Stubbes had his right hand lopped off for publicly
opposing the proposed marriage of Elizabeth I to the Duke of Anjou on the grounds that
it was against divine law for a Protestant to marry a Catholic. The marriage didn’t come
off, but the hand did, making the name Stubbes darkly appropriate. Cartwright the Puritan
had four children still living when he died.Another son, name unknown, died while his
father was in the Fleet prison. Samuel Cartwright, the only surviving son, was in his
minority when his father died in 1603. It seems there was no child Thomas to be the
father or grandfather of Thomas Cartwright, Bishop of Chester, unless he were an older
son who had been omitted for some reason from the will. No one seems to have suggest-
ed this.

The Bishop of Chester’s father was born in 1601 in Northampton. We know approximate-
ly the year he was born as he was aged 30 on his marriage on 23 June, 1631, to Judith
Wyngate, aged 25. This was two years before Thomas Cartwright the Puritan died at age
69. Alicia Cartwright his wife would have been about 61 at the time of the birth, which
makes their parentage unlikely. Thomas Cartwright (1601-?) married Judith Wyngate and
died before she did (before 1669); she did not remarry. There were two other children,
daughters, to the marriage – Sara and Abigail Cartwright, who both died young. This
Thomas Cartwright, (1601-?), would be a brother to Hannah Whalley, Frances Spicer and
Elizabeth Gent, and brother-in-law of John Haddon and (probably) Mary Holmes.

Thomas Cartwright, the Bishop of Chester’s grandfather, was more likely the William
Cartwright already mentioned – born about 1576 in Aynho; and working as a stationer in

7 Longden, Northants and Rutland Clergy, Vol. VII, p.79.William Holmes’ wife is listed as Mary … under one of
the entries. The names of the children, such as Abigail, suggest she was a Cartwright not a Whalley. The Diary
of Thomas Isham of Lamport has an editorial note on p.138 and 140 about William Holmes and suggests two
or three of the sections in Longden are about the same man. Cox and Serjeantson, A History of the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre, Northampton 1897, p.157, give an entry about the admittance of Daniel Walsh (son-in-law
of John and Francis Spicer) and the suppliers of certificates are: John Spicer, Wm. Holmes of Guilsborough
and John Haddon of Wolston. These are the three brothers-in-law mentioned by Peter and Hannah Whalley
in their respective wills. This seems reasonable proof that Brother Holmes is the one we have mentioned.



London and later Coventry. This William Cartwright does not appear to be related to the
actor/author/comedian/bookseller father and son, both called William Cartwright – nor
is he the great poet of the same name from Tewkesbury. These three latter were probably
kinsmen and all lived in London, but their origins were in Gloucestershire.

Northampton Whalleys: Generation 1 and 2
Peter and Hannah had ten known children, beginning with the oldest, Samuel, a merchant
sea captain and one-time Governor of Bermuda (1627-1675); then Peter (1634-1701),
rector of Cogenhoe; and then Daniel (1636-1695). Something happened to Daniel at age
five, maybe an accident or a virus; it is not mentioned in the records (but the Black Death
came through Northampton in 1638). Whatever the cause, he became deaf and dumb. It’s
important to see Samuel’s irresponsibility and Daniel’s disability as precipitating factors in
the later family dynamics.

Deaf Mute Daniel
Friends of the Whalley family asked Dr. John Wallis (1616-1703) to help Daniel. Wallis’s
family came from Northampton, though he was born in Ashford, Kent. Wallis was a
genius – a linguist, a doctor of divinity, a classical scholar, a cryptographer, a creative math-
ematician, and an author. His basic training was in theology, and he was the chaplain to
King Charles II before his career as a professor of mathematics. Appointed to the Savilian
chair of geometry at Oxford, he was the most distinguished mathematician of his day. His
writings greatly influenced the young Isaac Newton, who in turn overshadowed Wallis.
Wallis was the first to devise a system for teaching deaf-mutes, though his claims were
challenged.8 He wrote De loqueia, [On Speech], which ‘described the organs of speech, the
nature of voice, and a detailed analysis of the phonetic elements of English pronunciation’.
According to Margret Winzer, ‘Wallis attempted to make Whalley understand the struc-
tural elements of language, that is, to teach him to understand the significance of words
and their relations’.

Wallis relied on instruction in written language, and then he used some method of signs for
speech, most likely a hand alphabet designed by his friend and contemporary George
Dalgarno (1626-1687), which Wallis appropriated without credit (AADD, 1850). To stimulate
speech, Wallis showed Whalley how the organs of speech moved for specific sounds so that
the student ‘may, by art, pronounce those sounds, which others do by custome’ (Wallis [1670]
n.d., p. 1089).9

In two months (c.1661), Wallis taught Daniel to be able to ‘pronounce most words and to
be able to understand an English book on common subjects’. Daniel was presented at a
meeting of the Royal Society on the 21st of May 1662 and was able to pronounce words
distinctly enough to be understood. He was also presented to King Charles II and Prince
Rupert with Alexander Popham. The king asked their names; Wallis mouthed them, and
the two young men were able to speak their names and say where they lived.10 Daniel
spent a whole year with Wallis and was able to read, able to express himself intelligibly, to
understand letters written to him, to write answers to them, and also able to pronounce
difficult foreign words.11
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8 Wallis also taught Alexander Popham, son of Lady Wharton by her former husband, Admiral Popham. Dr.
William Holder, Rector of Blenchindon in Oxfordshire had taught Popham to speak and pronounce his
name and other words in 1659. There was some dispute between Wallis and Holder. Alexander Chalmers,
The General Biographical Dictionary &c., London, J. Nichols, 1817, pp.41-43.

9 Marget A. Winzer, The History of Special Education: from isolation to integration, Gallaudet University Press,
1993, p.34.

10 Peter W. Jackson and Raymond Lee (eds.), ‘Daniel Whalley’, Deaf Lives: Deaf People in History, British Deaf
History Society, 2001, Feltham, Middlesex, p.191.

11 Dr. Thompson, History of the Royal Society, Phil. Trans. 1670, vol. v, p.1087; and 1698, vol. xx, p.353.
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At that time, offspring with disabilities were often cheated out of their inheritance, and
Peter and Hannah took pains with their wills to make sure this did not occur. The accu-
sation that ‘he was short-changed of his inheritances from both father and mother, his
hearing siblings being favoured instead’ is not really fair.12 Peter gave his other children
property and lump sums of money while he gave Daniel an annuity. In the case of his
daughter Elizabeth, she received a large sum of money, but this was usual as a dowry. The
writing of Peter’s will and his death occurred about five years before Daniel was taught to
speak. When Peter wrote it, Daniel was emerging from his teens and could not speak and
hear. To a businessman like Peter, it would seem that Daniel would never be able to work
in family concerns (trade, church). He could need lifelong support, maybe for decades, in
which case the annuity would soon total hundreds of pounds. Daniel would live with his
mother (in her mid-fifties at the time) and later with a sibling. His parents were both con-
cerned to provide for him, as we shall see, though it’s possible the siblings let them down.

In Peter Whalley’s will, dated 3 March 1655 and proved 4 November 1656, he leaves his
new house and £100 to Samuel, but Hannah is to live in it until she dies. He leaves
Nathaniel another property and the closes and Tower Grounds, purchased from William
Flower of London. He is to receive £5 for five years and the rents from the properties.
The instructions to care for deaf-and-dumb Daniel are left in Nathaniel’s hands (no doubt
because Samuel is overseas). Peter grants Daniel an annuity of £15 to be paid from rents
from Nathaniel’s property. Peter doesn’t take for granted that this will be done, even
though Nathaniel is a minister. Peter states quite clearly that if Daniel does not receive his
money, he may enter the property and disclaim for the said annuity, and that [Nathaniel]
must be responsible for any damages. But to his second son, Peter, he only leaves £20, with
the mysterious caveat, ‘I say to Peter Twenty pounds and no more for reasons best known
to myself ’. Here begins some sort of family exclusion, which is never explained, but Peter
and Hannah’s grandchildren will repeat this exclusion with Peter’s great-grandson Peter
(1722-1791). Peter leaves his daughter Elizabeth £300 at age 20 or at marriage, his sons
John and William £200. Hannah is the executrix, and he leaves her the rest of his real
estate. Then he mentions his three ‘brothers’ – John Spicer, William Holmes and John
Haddon – as overseers of his will.

Hannah’s will was made in 1671, fifteen years after Peter died. Hannah may have written
it herself; if not, she definitely dictated it. It is a very feminine will, written in a conversa-
tional style, with crossings out and notes and emendations made in the margins. In it,
Hannah gives away everything, including the kitchen sink! Utmost in her mind is to make
sure that Daniel has all he needs to survive when she has gone, and a list of items she has
given him are appended. Samuel is not in her good books, and she speaks to him sternly,
but Nathaniel, affectionately called Naith, is clearly in favour. Hannah berates her eldest
son Samuel because he owes money that she lent him fifteen years ago – £120, eleven
shilling and four pence – a considerable amount at the time. It seems the principal is not
yet due, but she expected he would have paid something back in interest by then. She gives
instructions that if Samuel gives security that he will pay the debt to the executors with-
in three months of the reading of the will, he should get what she has left him in the will.
If he accepts this, then it will be all right. But if not, he gets nothing! There are three Peters
in her will (her son and the sons of Samuel and Peter, two of her grandchildren). It is inter-
esting that Hannah takes an annuity made out to her son Peter and gives it to Daniel; and
she leaves the residue of her books to Peter after giving certain ones to Nathaniel and
John. When all else is handed out, Peter like all her other children gets an equal share of
the leftovers. Deaf Lives states that Daniel only received a silver spoon and one of his moth-
er’s little silver cups and a burial plot.13 But the authors seem to have missed the addendum

12 Jackson & Lee, Deaf Lives, p.191.
13 Deaf Lives, p.191.



of Hannah’s will in which she left Daniel everything he might need for household use.
One reason the wills are important is that they seem to contravene the usual rules about
sons and heirs; and they set a precedent for what happens in generation four.

Samuel Whalley, Governor of Bermuda
The eldest son and heir, Samuel (1627-1675), was a merchant trader and sea captain liv-
ing in Bermuda. In those days, wholesale and retail trading were kept separate within
families.

Before 1640, Bermuda was mainly trading in tobacco, but the quality was poor, and the
Bermuda Company personnel, with strangely narrow sanctions, refused to permit the
building of ships of the necessary size to transport the cargo. And so, later, around the time
of Whalley’s time in Bermuda, traders were transporting sugar and slaves (Indians and later
Africans). We don’t know what Whalley was trading, though after being governor he began
to sell dry goods in Bermuda. He married twice, first to an Elizabeth and second to a
Mary. A son Peter was born to the first marriage and a daughter Elizabeth to the second
marriage. We can be sure Captain Samuel was the son of Peter and Hannah, because in
Samuel’s will he left his young son Peter under the guardianship of the child’s Uncle Peter
Whalley (1634-1701) in Cogenhoe, and Joseph Watts, a cheesemonger in Aldgate.

Wilkinson comments that Samuel Whalley had been a counsellor on the island for only
twelve months, in 1668, when he was made Governor of Bermuda, and thinks this sug-
gests that ‘some influential blood relative’ caused ‘his rapid promotion’.14 Lacking his father
Peter’s pleasant disposition, Samuel also ‘lacked the gracious manners of his predecessor
[governor]’. He became governor at the time the Bermuda Company was experimenting
with harvesting for whales; but Whalley ‘had but little method or management with which
to serve them or postpone their great disappointments’. He was soon at odds with the
population. During Whalley’s term as governor, the Bermuda Company sent out a minis-
ter called Samuel Smith. He was supposed to take one specific church, but Whalley added
a second congregation because their minister had died. The two churches were at each end
of the island and involved travelling 16 miles every time Smith went one way. Smith
refused to accept the second church, saying he was under orders from the Company, and
not the governor. When Smith kept refusing, Whalley put him in prison for eight months.
This led to great rancour between Whalley and the people, the ministry and even the
Bermuda Company.

When the Revd Smith was released from prison, the Company wrote Whalley a long list
of complaints against him and gave Smith leave to sue Whalley and the other officers
involved. This was a strikingly unusual practice in the Colonies. Whalley had to pay Smith
£300 and he was demoted from his position, retiring on his property. Samuel Whalley died
suddenly at age 42 on a return voyage from London. He left £838 at probate, the second
largest personal estate of all the colonials in Bermuda. He could have easily paid his moth-
er interest on her loan.

Thomas Cartwright the Puritan and the Spicer, Dod, Palmer Connection
Which person of influence gave Samuel the job of Governor? We don’t know, but it’s
interesting to look at his family’s connections through marriage. Thomas Cartwright the
Puritan (1534-1603) appears again, because he furnished the principles of Presbyterianism
and Congregationalism in writings that fuelled the actions of contemporary Puritans. We
have mentioned Samuel’s uncle John Spicer, also a Mayor of Northampton. John’s father
Christopher Spicer (1574-1637) is famous for keeping a rare early census of the town of
Cogenhoe from 1618 to 1628, and this has been the subject of comparative population
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14 Henry C. Wilkinson. The Adventurers of Bermuda: A history of the island from its discovery until the dissolution of
the Somers Island Company in 1684, 2nd. Ed., London, O.U.P., 1958, p.351.
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studies, looking at the mobility of people living in small villages. These results have been
interpreted in a number of scholarly books. Christopher was the rector of Cogenhoe
where Peter Whalley’s children were born.

Christopher and his father, John Spicer, a minister who lived to age 90, were linked to Sir
Richard Knightley of Fawsley. The older John Spicer (1544-1608) was a member of the
Northampton classis – a branch of the group who tried to form a ‘church within a church,
Presbyterianism within episcopacy’ in the late-1580s, as a response to the Puritan Thomas
Cartwright’s Book of Discipline.15 Sir Richard Knightley also made Christopher vicar of
Fawsley in name only in the late 1580s – so that John Dod could preach there. John Dod
(1555-1645) has been described as ‘one of the towering Puritan patriarchs’.16 He was
ejected from his parish in Hanwell in 1607, and Knightley became his protector. As a result
of Dod’s ministry, ‘the godly went on pilgrimage there’ in the 1630s, according to Tyacke.17
This same Sir Richard Knightley of Fawsley was strongly against the unlimited power of
the monarchy. He also temporarily housed the printing press used to print the anti-
establishment Marprelate Letters (for which act he was fined £2,000).

Also Peter Whalley’s son Nathaniel married Mary Palmer, daughter of the Rector of Ecton
(the Palmers had many famous ministers in their line). On the maternal side, Mary was
the great-granddaughter of John Dod. Dissenters among this group, seeking an escape
from persecution in old England, sought to create a New England based on Christian
principles. The same names of the organisers recur as a network, sharing their common
status as gentry, their work as merchant-adventurers, and their religious convictions (many
Protestant, some Puritans and some desiring a Presbyterian fellowship).18 Sir Richard
Knightley (a kinsman to the previous one) was one of the merchant adventurers in the
Providence Island Company, along with the Rich family, Richard Saltonstall, Lord Saye,
Lord Brooke, and John Pym.19 Knightley also belonged to the Bermuda Company.20 The
Spicers, the Palmers, and the Whalleys were on the fringe of this network. It is quite fea-
sible that Samuel Whalley the eldest son of Peter and Hannah ended up in Bermuda
through family associations with the Knightleys.21

Generation Two and Three
The headship of Peter and Hannah’s line seems to have passed from Samuel to his broth-
er Peter, not his son Peter. Peter (1634-1722), son of Peter and Hannah obtained his B.A.,
at Queen’s College, Cambridge in 1653 and his M.A., at All Souls’ College in 1655,
becoming the rector of Cogenhoe in 1656. He married Jane Bradley, daughter of
Babington Bradley of Castle Ashby, and they had seven surviving children. He was an
executor of Samuel Whalley’s will, but we don’t know much about him. His oldest son
and heir was another Peter Whalley (1658-1740), and we know even less about him; he

15 W. J. Sheils, The Puritans in the Diocese of Peterborough, 1558-1610, Northampton Record Society, 1979, p.97.
16 Andrew Delbanco, The Puritan Ordeal, 1991, p.115.
17 Aspects of English Protestantism, c. 1530-1700, p.123.
18 H. C. Wilkinson, The Adventurers of Bermuda, p. 88ff.
19 Irvonwy Morgan, Prince Charles’ Puritan Chaplain, London, 1957, p.66-67.
20 ‘By 1630, John Pym and Sir Benjamin Rudyerd had also joined the Bermuda Company, and Lord Saye,
Lord Brook, and Sir Richard Knightley entered soon thereafter’. … The earl of Warwick, Sir Nathaniel
Rich, and Lord Saye made it possible for the Massachusetts Bay Company to establish itself. Robert
Brenner, Merchants and Revolution, Verso, 2003, p.269.

21 That this type of recommendation happened, note for instance the following about the colonization in
1631 of Old Providence off the coast of Nicaragua. ‘The settlers came largely from areas where the emi-
nent Puritan members of the company were influential. Lord Warwick, his kinsman Sir Nathaniel Rich and
Sir Thomas Barrington, recruited some in Essex; Richard Knightley (d.1639) of Fawsley sent some from
Northamptonshire …’ Anthony Richard Wagner, ‘The Bermudas and West Indies’, English Genealogy,
Oxford, 1960, p.251.



married Sarah Eyre (1699-1747) from Surrey, according to the marriage allegations. Her
parents were both dead, and she, being eighteen, needed permission from her guardian,
William Doddington. Sarah’s father was named John Eyre, and there was in Northampton
a contemporaneous John Eyre, who was a famous preacher. The dates don’t jive for these
to be the same person. Sarah also appears to have had a brother John; he is not the famous
preacher either.

Generation Four and Five
Peter Whalley (1658-1740) and Sarah Eyre had eleven children, and the oldest was anoth-
er Samuel (1691-1774) and, again, we know very little of his life. He lived in London, was
likely another merchant, but he was unmarried, had no children and he was indigent. The
second son of Peter Whalley and Sarah Eyre was another Peter Whalley (1693-1772). He
was an attorney-at-law, living at West Haddon and he married twice, but we only know
of the first wife, Elizabeth White, of Hoby, Leicestershire. Peter and Sarah Eyre also had a
third son, Daniel Whalley (1695-1754), and he married Mary Wright on 20 April 1721.
Daniel owned various properties in Birmingham, including one at South Angle in Old
Square.22 Daniel then moved to Snow Hill on the corner of Steelhouse Lane and owned
a property called Whalley’s Land in Walmer or Walmore Lane. This Daniel had a son called
Samuel Whalley (1721-1789) who married Susanna Blackham in London, and they, later,
lived at Footherly Hall in Warwickshire and owned properties in Birmingham. Ben Jonson
mentions that this Samuel Whalley owned a sale catalogue of his cousin Peter’s library (the
editor of Bridges’).

Peter Whalley and Sarah Eyre also had Jonathon or John Whalley, who was a cheesemon-
ger in the family business. John was also a cloth-worker and made a Freeman on 6
November 1623 and elected a Master of the Company [of Clothmaker’s] in 1765/6. John
married an Elizabeth, possibly surnamed Cook. Three of their children were alive at the
time of John’s death. The third of three sons and the son and heir (the first two died in
infancy) was another Daniel Whalley (1733-1814). There are other children in Peter and
Sarah’s family, but these mentioned are the ones involved in what becomes a transfer of
the family wealth to John’s son, Daniel. This Daniel (1733-1814) becomes the son and heir
of the fourth son in Peter and Sarah Eyres’ family, and yet by familial decision, he became
the ultimate heir to properties from at least three of his uncles.

The Golden Boy in the Fifth Generation
The first time Daniel Whalley (1733-1814) received an inheritance that bypassed the son
and heir was from his Uncle Daniel – Peter and Sarah’s son Daniel (1695-1754). In his
will, Uncle Daniel bypassed his only son Samuel of Footherley Hall (1721-1789), though
this Samuel appears to have used his father’s property in his lifetime and lived another 35
years. And Daniel’s son Samuel acknowledges that his father bypassed him and does not
quibble when he writes his own will. The main inheritance goes from Uncle Daniel to
nephew Daniel, son of John (1733-1814).

Then almost twenty years after Uncle Daniel (1695-1754) died and left his nephew Daniel
the majority of his estate, Uncle Samuel does a similar thing with his will. Uncle Samuel
(1691-1774) suddenly finds (a year before his death, when he is about 80 years old) that
his cousin John Eyre (Samuel’s mother’s nephew) has died overseas in February 1772 and
left Samuel a fortune in property after John’s wife Rebecca dies. Uncle Samuel (1691-
1774) is poor; he has never been married, has no offspring and suddenly finds he is rich.
Samuel has had a quarrel in the past with his nephew Peter (1722-1791, the editor of
Bridges’) – the firstborn of his brother Peter (1693-1772) who has recently died. Though
Samuel’s first will was made out years before to this brother and thereafter to his brother’s
son, he does not want to leave this new-found fortune to his legal heir, nephew Peter.
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22 Hill and Dent’s Memorials of the Old Square (pp.43 and 49)
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Uncle Samuel has had a tiff with the family and hasn’t mixed socially with them for years.
He loves nephew Daniel, son of John, and he wants to leave this fortune to him. So Uncle
Samuel goes with Daniel to the lawyer Garth, who wrote John Eyre’s will, and asks him
what to do. The lawyer tells him to write another will and leave everything to Daniel,
which Samuel does. But that is not enough. Uncle Samuel worries that nephew Peter will
fight the second will and probably win. So Samuel performs a Jacob and Esau type of
transaction where he sells the property inherited from John Eyre to his nephew Daniel for
virtually nothing in cash. He makes the requirement that Daniel will pay him and Samuel’s
sister Martha (née Whalley, married to Matthew Linwood) an annuity until they die. This
Daniel happily agrees to. Samuel the testator died within a year in 1774. His true heir, his
brother Peter (1693-1772), had died in 1772, leaving nephew Peter (1722-1791, the
famous editor of Bridges’ History of Northamptonshire) as heir by law (but Samuel has
bypassed him). Then in 1782, Martha Linwood and John Eyre’s wife Rebecca both died.
Garth, the lawyer who wrote both wills also died about this time. Nine years after Martha
and Rebecca, nephew Peter (1722-1791) died impoverished.

Not only did Daniel receive money from his uncle Samuel and Daniel, he received prop-
erty from Barbara Whalley, relict of his Uncle Eyre Whalley. Eyre Whalley’s children had
the use of the property during their lifetime, but afterwards it was to go to nephew Daniel
and his heirs. Daniel also received an inheritance from his father John who died in 1785,
but most of John’s money went to Daniel’s sisters Elizabeth (a spinster) and Sarah
Bridgman (a widow with children). Daniel Whalley, like his father John and his son
Nathaniel, was a cheesemonger in Aldgate, London. Daniel’s other son Daniel was a wine
merchant. Daniel Sr. was made Free of the Company ‘on 7 Dec 1757 by patrimony, not
by apprenticeship’. He was listed as ‘a cheesemonger of Witechappole’ and was Master of
the Company in 1787/8. He retired before he was sixty and lived the life of a country
gentleman in Foston, Derbyshire. He wrote a Journal from 19 Oct 1795 to 26 Jun 1802,
and it records:

His management of the farm, his rides about the countryside and to market; his rounds of
visits; his dealings in property; and the constant entertaining. Sport—mainly coursing and
fishing—features regularly in the diaries until the summer of 1799, when he and his family
moved to another property, Great Fenton … 37 acres to manage—but apparently it did not
offer the same facilities for sport, and instead he devoted much of his time to the affairs of
the parish.23

Daniel Whalley’s diaries have been of interest mainly to scholars researching John
Constable the artist, because Daniel’s son Nathaniel married Martha, John Constable’s eld-
est sister. The researchers claimed in 1970 that from John and Daniel Whalley there is ‘a
line which runs in unbroken succession from father to son down to the present day’, but
they had not taken the line back beyond John Whalley (1698-1787) to the Whalleys of
Northampton. Nathaniel and Martha’s son Daniel Constable Whalley (1806-1869) was
Rector of Great Wenham, Suffolk, until his death.

Daniel’s father John (1698-1785) was living as a gentleman at Loughton, Essex when he
died. He left a lot of money, but apparently no property. That caused me to wonder
whether he was living in Daniel’s property, given him by Samuel. Then I found an early
history of Loughton, Essex by William Chapman Waller (there are two histories; this is the
earliest one, and it has two parts). This was an amazing find as only 12 issues were print-
ed. The book revealed the history of the property, which Daniel Whalley inherited, from
the mid-1500s on. Also included was a family tree of the Dawges-Whalleys-Eyres. It
showed that Peter Whalley’s wife Sarah Eyre came from a Loughton family. Her father

23 ‘The Diary of Daniel Whalley’, John Constable: Further Documents and Correspondence, Part I, Documents, The
Tate Gallery and the Suffolk Records Society, London, Millbank, 1975, p.67.



John Eyre married Sarah Dawges. The Loughton property came to the Eyres and then the
Whalleys from the Dawges through marriage.

Peter Whalley (1722-1791) – Editor
We know more about the duped nephew Peter Whalley, (1722-1791) son of Peter Whalley
and Elizabeth White, and we even know what he looked like (Figure 4). Peter Whalley
was called a ‘divine, critic, and historian of Northamptonshire’.He was also a scholar, min-
ister, author and editor. His early education was undertaken at the Merchant-Taylors
School, where ‘he received the rudiments of a classical education’. He studied at St. John’s
College, Oxford, on a foundation fellowship. He was a fellow of St. John’s College,
Cambridge for several years. After quitting Oxford, Peter became Vicar of St. Sepulchre’s
in Northampton. He is also called Rector of Courteenhall, Northants in 1757 and was for
a brief time Rector of Ecton, where he was presented by his Aunt Barbara, wife of Eyre
Whalley on 5 May 1762. In 1766, he applied to the Corporation of London to replace a
Dr. Birch in the Rectory of St. Margaret Pattens and later added the Vicarage of Horley
in Surrey. He took the degree of B.C.L. in January 29, 1768. He became Master of the
Grammar School of Christ’s Hospital in October that year. Later, in 1776, he resigned as
schoolmaster of Christ’s Hospital and then accepted that of St. Olave, where he also acted
as Justice of the Peace for the borough.

Peter (1722-1791) married first a Mary, possibly Mary Marchant, in 1747. Mary died in
1767, and the following year, Peter married Elizabeth (Betsy) Jacobs of Budge Row,
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Figure 4. Peter Whalley (1722-1791), Author and Editor.
(from Sylvester and Edward Harding (eds.). ‘Peter Whalley’, Shakespeare Illustrated, London,

S. & E. Harding, 1793, n.p.
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London. His first three children to Mary, all sons, died early (the first Peter at birth, the
second Peter at age 15; and George Doddington Whalley at age 6). Ann Maria, the first
child of Betsy died very young. So, by default, Samuel – child five, son number four –
became the son and heir of Peter Whalley (1722-1791). After Samuel was born (probably
in the early 1770s), his two surviving sisters, Elizabeth and Catherine Georgina, were born
by 1780. A third Peter was born in 1784, but must have died early because he is not
recorded in the later court cases against Daniel Whalley (1733-1814). Peter’s three surviv-
ing children were toddlers when Uncle Samuel’s fortune was diverted to cousin Daniel.
Apparently their mother, Betsy Jacobs, was a great spender, and close to the end of his life,
Peter Whalley was embarrassed to find himself in great debt. This was described as ‘an
unfortunate turn in Mr. Whalley’s affairs, originating in a very imprudent matrimonial
connection, which involved this learned man and respectable magistrate in the greatest
distress’. Peter Whalley fled to the house of a friend in Ostend and was found hiding in a
room. Fleeing again from his creditors, he died shortly thereafter, at age 69. His wife died
twelve years later.

The Sixth Generation
In 1794 Samuel Whalley, the son and heir of Peter Whalley (1722-1791) and the official
heir-at-law of his Uncle Samuel Whalley (1691-1774), commenced a suit in the
Exchequer against his father’s cousin Daniel Whalley (1733-1814).24 This was the year
Samuel Whalley married Caroline Matilda Barclay,25 and he must have had very little
money apart from that earned in the Army. He was unable to proceed with the case at that
time, because of lack of funds. The case was tried again, eighteen years later in 1812, with
the three surviving children of Peter Whalley (Samuel, Elizabeth, married to Charles
Richardson, and Caroline Georgina) again suing Daniel. The Bill stated that in his will of
1767, John Eyre had left his wife Rebecca Eyre all his freehold and copyhold estates for
her life. He died abroad in 1772, leaving the rest of his personal property and the rest of
his estates expectant on the death of Rebecca, to the plaintiffs’ great-uncle Samuel
Whalley. Because Uncle Samuel was in poor circumstances at the time, the plaintiffs sug-
gested that his mind had been infirm, and that he was dependent on his nephew Daniel.
Daniel, they posited, had ‘formed a scheme to secure to himself the reversion of the
estates’. He had pressured his Uncle Samuel to write another will devising the fortune to
Daniel. Afterwards, thinking the will might be challenged and revoked, Daniel made
Samuel convey the property to him at ‘a grossly inadequate price’. They suggested Garth
the lawyer was also Daniel’s attorney. The suit asked for the property to be reconveyed to
them and the rents and profits of the same with interest should also be paid back to them.

Daniel Whalley, still alive at this point, denied the suggested poverty and imbecility of
Samuel Whalley and his dependence on Daniel for support. He denied bribing or forcing
Samuel to make a will in his favour. He said that his Uncle Samuel had always lived with
him and loved him and ‘in consideration of the love and affection he bore him, and in
order to bestow a benefit and advantage upon him’ came to this arrangement with Daniel,
asking only for an annuity for himself and his sister Martha Linwood until their death. The

24 John Herman Merivale, contributor. Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the High Court of Chancery:
Commencing in Michaelmas Term, 1815 [to the End of the Sittings After Michaelmas Term, 1817]: London, J.
Butterworth & Son, 1817, p. 436. Cases in Chancery: Samuel Whalley, Charles Harrison and Elizabeth his
Wife (formerly Elizabeth Whalley), and Catharine Whalley, Plaintiffs and Daniel Whalley, Defendant, June
25, July 15, 1816. Samuel Whalley had originally commenced a suit in the year 1774 against Daniel
Whalley, but he was unable to proceed because of financial embarrassment. This delay inveighed against the
plantiffs in the final decision.

25 Philip H. Highfill, Burnim A. Kalman and Edward A. Langhans, ‘Caroline Barclay’, A Biographical Dictionary
of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers, Managers, and Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, Vol. 1,
Chicago, Southern Illinois University Press, 1973, p.285.



Defence said Garth was a solicitor ‘of extensive practice, and great reputation’, and had
been employed as such both by the Testator, John Eyre and his widow, Rebecca. They said
the will itself was read over to Samuel Whalley, and he fully understood and approved of
it. At this time, it was stated that the Bill had been dismissed for want of prosecution (in
1794) and ‘from the length of time which had elapsed since the dismissal the Plaintiffs
ought to be considered as having waived and abandoned their claims’. Shortly after this,
Daniel died (1814), and the suit was revived against his real and personal representatives.
But in the end the higher court decided for Daniel and against the plaintiffs because of
the length of time that had lapsed, and the fact that the old man gave the property more
as a gift than a sale and out of love and affection for his nephew. When I went back and
read the second will of Uncle Samuel, leaving all to Daniel, it was the one probated on
April 28, 1774. The person who was granted probate was Samuel’s nephew, the Revd Peter
Whalley (not Peter his father as the courts contended; he had died in 1772). The courts
seem to have overlooked that point.26 Peter the Editor could not have contested the will
at the time but chose not to when he could have after 1783 when Rebecca Eyre died;
neither did he choose to impeach his cousin Daniel. He seems to have accepted the loss,
while his son did not.

This was the explanation for Sir Samuel St. Swithin Burden Whalley’s lack of property. His
father Captain Samuel Whalley’s supposed inheritance had been secretly diverted to his
cousin, Daniel Whalley of Birmingham. Three court cases and 40 years later, all attempts
to change the will failed. Daniel, who received all the inheritances, lived the life of the
gentry and left a journal filled with family memories, travel, sport, entertainment, and local
duties. Sir Samuel had the talent, bearing and impetus to pursue national politics to the
benefit of the country. He might have done a lot more good with the inheritance, but it
was not to be.
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26 John Herman Merivale. Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the High Court of Chancery: Commencing in
Michaelmas Term, 1815 [to the End of the Sittings After Michaelmas Term, 1817]. p.436-447.
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The London Accounts of Juliana, Lady Langham, 1774-1794
JUDITH HODGKINSON, MA

The account book formed part of a group of Langham of Cottesbrooke Papers, on loan
to Northamptonshire Record Office from 1972 until early 2008. Accounts kept by
women seem to be quite rare, and these concern expenses for which Lady Langham was
responsible during the five or so months the family was in their London house, at 12
Cavendish Square, usually from January to the end of May. They cover Lady Langham’s
own expenses, house bills, medical expenses, most of the children’s expenses and some
payments to servants. No bills were retained, but a careful account, usually with the payee’s

Figure 1. Attributed to William Hoare and inscribed on the frame ‘Juliana Musgrave,
1767’ (Hok/Adams, Dublin). The sitter wears her hair high and threaded with pearls.
Her dress of soft yellow satin is trimmed with fine, probably French, lace, but its

style is oddly old-fashioned for a wealthy young woman in the year of her marriage.



name, was entered in a small leather-bound book. Although the writing deteriorates a lit-
tle over the period, and spelling, especially of surnames, varies, the sixty-two pages are
quite clear, and reveal much about life in the Langham household. Bills seem to have been
paid as soon as they came in, rather than being settled in batches, since there are often
entries for several days in a row. There is no indication of money coming in to settle the
accounts, and, although a running total is kept initially, this ceases after a year or two, sug-
gesting that the accounts were kept for her own interest, rather than to answer to her
husband.1

Sir James Langham, 7th baronet (b.1736), had succeeded his uncle, Sir John Langham, in
the baronetcy on 3rd September 1766. On 2nd June 1767 he married Juliana Musgrave
(b.1742), daughter of George Musgrave of Nettlecombe, Somerset. When the accounts
begin, on 21st Jan 1774, there were four children: Juliana (Julia), born 27th April 1768,
Richard (Dick), born 10th May 1769, William (Billy), born 10th February 1771, and Mary
Anne (Marianne), born 22nd October 1772.2 Charlotte was born in August 1774, and
James on 21st August 1776.

An early entry is to ‘Mrs McCraight for taking care of the house for 36 weeks &c £11 2s
6d’, presumably since the family was last in London, which would indicate mid May 1773.
The ‘House Bills’ are paid on 1st February, and at approximately fortnightly intervals
thereafter. Although the detail is unspecified these do not include servants’ wages which
are listed separately, but probably cover food and cleaning costs. For the first season, from
21st January until 17th May, house bills total just over £157. By 1794 they have risen to
£272 (although this does include approximately £25 for a ‘Ball supper’).

Payments in March 1774 give an idea of the range:

‘March ye 1st pd the House Bills 17 11 103

pd Foster for Sundries 0 13 0
3rd pd for Message Cards &c 0 8 0
5th Gave in Charity 1 1 0

Earrings 0 2 6
12th Pd for a Bell glass to Cover Flowers 0 7 6

for 3 Reams of Writing Paper 1 5 0
pd for a Tea Chest 1 2 0
Do for a Tea Pot & Decanters 0 9 6

ye 16th pd the House Bills 16 8 0½
Do pd Foster for Sundries 0 3 8

pd for a Pantheon Ticket4 0 10 6
pd for 2 Pearl Pins 1 1 0
Do for a Watch Chain 0 15 0

ye 26th pd for a pr of Stays to Harrison 1 16 0
ye 29th pd the House Bills 18 12 0

pd Foster for Sundries 0 9 0’
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1 Sir James’ own accounts for a similar period are much more general, grouping expenses together and refer-
ring less frequently to tradesmen by name. However, in December 1787 he left his account book at
Cottesbrooke when he went up to London. On his return to Cottesbrooke the following summer, he notes
that his London expenses, from December 1st to July 7th, which included money paid to Lady Langham,
totalled £2,602. Lady Langham’s listed expenses for the period Jan 17th to May 31st were £445.

2 Victoria County History: Northamptonshire Families, Part 2 pp.209-10. A. Constable & Co Ltd, 1906.
3 Pre-decimalisation in 1971 £1 = 20 shillings (s); 1 shilling = 12 pence (d); 1 guinea = £1 1s.
4 The Pantheon was in Oxford Street (where Marks & Spencer’s flagship store now stands). Built to designs
by James Wyatt in 1772, it was dedicated to ‘the nocturnal adventures of the British aristocracy’ for balls
and masquerades. Alison Adburgham, Shops and Shopping 1800-1914. Barrie & Jenkins, 1989, p.22.
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A ‘tea chest’ (bought on 12th May) is a double tea caddy with sugar basin. According to
the slightly later Cabinet-Makers’ London Book of Prices (1793)5, £1 2s would have bought
quite an elaborate piece. The Book of Prices was published to give guidance on costs to both
craftsman and client. A plain tea chest 10in x 5in x 5in (255 x 125 x 125mm) veneered
and beaded might cost only 5s, but ‘each cannister with a flat top, hinged’ added 3s and ‘a
case for the sugar bason to lift out’ cost 1s, so the price soon mounts up.

Harrison, from whom stays were purchased on 26th May, was almost certainly a man. In
1747 Robert Campbell wrote in The London Tradesman that stay-makers were always men
‘because the Work is too hard for Women, it requires more strength than they are capable of, to raise
Walls of Defence about a Lady’s Shape’.6 Stays were made of buckram, a thick, heavily stiff-
ened, linen, difficult to cut and sew.

There are only six identifiable references in the accounts to items bought for
Cottesbrooke:

Sept 20th 1774, £1 3s 6d was spent on preserved sweetmeats ‘for the country’ (the family
left the next day, presumably for Cottesbrooke);
June 22nd 1779, ‘pd a Matt for the Hall at Cottesbrooke £2 14s 0d’
Jan 1st 1783, ‘pd the Turner for articles to Cottesbrooke £3 2s 9d’
Feb 24th 1790, ‘pd for Artificial Flowers sent to Cottesbrooke £1 15s 0d’

On January 24th 1792, Lady Langham ‘pd for a Vase Lamp for the country, £2 9s 0d’, and
‘Oil &c for the Country £2 14s 0d’. Although the use for the oil is unspecified, it may
have been Colza oil for the lamp. Colza, from rape seed, was developed in France during
the 18th century. As lighting oil, it lasted well and gave a clear, bright, smokeless flame,
although its viscosity led to difficulties in getting the oil to the top of the wick. In 1783
Ami Argand of Geneva developed an improved burner which increased the air supply to
the flame. This was said to produce light equivalent to ten candles.7

It is in the mid eighteenth century that women begin to take a more active role in deco-
rating and furnishing the home, probably because increasing amounts of ready-made
furniture meant less need to negociate with tradesmen. This shift is reflected in Lady
Langham’s purchases. Several entries relate to lighting, including her most expensive out-
lay, in May 1781: £18 7s 6d ‘pd to Mr Heady(?) for 3 Girandoles’ (branched wall-lights,
usually carved and gilded, and usually for candles)8. Nine years later, in 1790, 14 shillings
was spent ‘cleaning the Girandoles’. Also in 1790 £4 11s 6d was paid for a glass chande-
lier in March, and £1 1s on a pair of sconces in April. Other furnishings may have been
for her own room (May 10th 1786 ‘Pd for two Vases at Wedgwoods £2 14s 0d’9, and Mar
5th 1791 ‘pd Mr Fox a Working Table 19s’), or the children’s rooms (Feb 9th 1782 ‘6 wain-
scott (oak) chairs £1 1s’; Jan 6th 1789 ‘pd for a Bird Cage £1 5s’, and in March 1782 ‘a
Squirril cage 18s’).

Tea drinking features several times. As well as the Tea Chest (see above), an inexpensive Tea
Pot was bought in March 1774; a ‘Japand Tea Board’ in 1776; a more expensive tea chest,

5 Re-printed as The Journal of the Furniture History SocietyVol. XVIII (1982).
6 Adburgham, Shopping in Style.Thames & Hudson, 1979, p.42.
7 Maureen Dillon, Artificial Sunshine, A Social History of Domestic Lighting. National Trust, 2002, p.100-1.
8 The Dictionary of English Furniture Makers, edited by Geoffrey Beard and Christopher Gilbert (1986) has no
entry for Heady (or Healey), and there are too many entries under Fox to distinguish that noted by Lady
Langham. However, she did also buy a table from Mr Gale in 1779 (possibly Thomas Gale, Catherine St,
The Strand, 1772-8, who supplied many japanned items), and in May 1780 ‘pd Tubb the Upholsterers bill’
(John Tubb, upholder, of Catherine Street, The Strand, 1778-81).

9 Josiah Wedgwood’s London showroom (after 1767) was on the corner of Newport Street and St. Martin’s
Lane. Adburgham (1979), p.64.



£1 16s, in 1785; a Japan Tray & Tea Chest in May 1786; a tea urn for £3, and a tea box
in 1789, and finally two Tea Chests in March 1794. Japanning was the less expensive
European version of Oriental lacquer, developed during the 17th century, when goods
imported by the East India Company became very fashionable. There was a revival of
japanning in the 1770s, especially in the output from Thomas Chippendale’s workshop for
Mr Lascelles’s lavishly appointed house at Harewood in Yorkshire 1769-70 and for David
Garrick’s villa at Hampton on the Thames c.1775.10

There are frequent payments to servants, often with no name and for an unspecified peri-
od (March 3 1777 ‘paid kitchinmaids wages £2’). Just occasionally, however, they are
illuminating:

Apr 17 1774 pd Betty the Housemaids expenses to Town (from Cottesbrooke) £1 11s 6d
Apr 22 1774 pd Cook 7 months Wages due May 11th £7 7s 0d
Jan 23 1782 pd Hammond the Cook’s Wages £13 13s 0d

pd his journey to Town £1 4s 0d
Mar 21 1794 pd Pott ye Laundrymaid 23 Wks to this day £4 12s 0d
May 2 1794 pd Kitchinmaid 5 months wages at £8 8s 0d £3 7s 10d

The amount the cook was paid in 1774, equivalent to 12 guineas a year, suggests that the
Langhams were not employing a male cook at that time, especially if compared with the
laundry-maid (approximately 10 guineas a year) and the kitchen-maid (8 guineas). In his
satirical Directions to Servants (1745), Jonathan Swift wrote that ‘it hath been a long time
since the custom began among people of quality to keep men cooks’ – in spite of their
being paid up to five times as much as women cooks. By 1782 a male cook is employed.
However, there are no further payments to Hammond – presumably because Sir James
would usually pay male staff wages – so it is not possible to gauge how long a period was
covered by the 13 guineas.

Lady Langham appears to have been a kind and generous employer, frequently giving £1
10s 6d (1½ guineas) or even 2 guineas as a gratuity:

May 22 1776 ‘Betty Green’s Wages on March 6th £2 2s 0d
Gave her as a gratuity £2 2s 0d’

Jan 17 1780 ‘Gave Betty Garrick upon her quitting my service £5 5s 0d’

Five guineas a year were given to The Charitable Society from 1778-1792, and two
guineas, from 1776-1780, to the Burlington School, a girls’ charity school. In 1776, fol-
lowing James’s birth in August, and not necessarily connected, Lady Langham gave £50
to an unspecified cause. There are many entries ‘gave to a person in Distress’, one guinea,
which must have seemed a large sum to the recipient, and on 19th Feb 1793 ‘gave French
Refugees’ 2 guineas.

Expenses for the children’s education begin in September 1776 with ‘pd Mr Hockley for
6 months Schooling for my eldest son (Richard) £18 15s 0d’, when he was almost 7½
years old. In May 1778 ‘pd Mr Devis Drawing Mastr for 20 lessons for Julia, £21’. This is
almost certainly Arthur Devis (1711-87), who captured both upper and middle class fam-
ilies in descriptive conversation pieces. Devis lived in Great Queen Street, Covent Garden
until 1780, and very likely taught drawing, particularly after the 1760s, when his rather stiff
style had been supplanted by Johan Zoffany’s more animated compositions.11 At the same
time in 1778, lessons begin with ‘Mr Valony Dancing Mast’, and ‘Mr Harpur Writing Mast’,
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10 C. Gilbert et al, The Art of Thomas Chippendale: Master Furniture Maker. Harewood House, 2000, p.48.
11 Stephen Sartin in Polite Society by Arthur Devis, Harris Museum & Art Gallery, Preston, 1983, p.33. The
Gazeteer and New Daily Advertiser carries an announcement of Devis’s intention to sell up, on 25th May
1780, (accessed via the Burney Collection).
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probably initially only to the 10-year old Julia. In 1781 Mr Devis is replaced by Mr
Robertson and Mr Harpur by Mr Boulton, but Mr Valony struggles valiantly on until
1788, no doubt to the accompaniment of barely suppressed mirth, especially when the
boys are at home. In January 1785 the two younger boys are given pocket money on going
to Eton, and visits are made to Windsor, presumably in connection with the school, in May
1788, 1789 and 1793. In January 1792 Charlotte begins Italian lessons with Mr Appia.

Music plays its part in the life of the family, both inside and outside the home. Tickets are
bought to concerts, including one ‘Oritorio’ in March 1782, and another in 1784, and
‘Bachs concert’ in May 1780 (Johann Christian Bach came to London in 1762 and died
there in 1782, aged 46). A Piano Forte is tuned in January and May from 1784-1786, and
in May 1793 the 19-year-old Charlotte begins harp lessons.

As one might expect there are many references to clothing for the children. On May 14th
1774 ‘pd the Childrens Stay Maker £1 2s 6d’. Julia would have been six, Billy, who would
not yet have been breeched (put into breeches from skirts), would have been three. Mary
Anne, not yet two, was possibly too young. At that date bodices of gowns for small chil-
dren of both sexes were boned, or worn over separate stays (corsets). Gloves, shoes and
stockings are frequently mentioned: July 3rd 1776 ‘pd for 6 pr Brown Thread Stockings
for Dick 9s’. Tailoring bills for the boys once they were breeched, aged about five, do not
appear and would have been paid by Sir James. As the girls grow up they emerge as indi-
viduals:

June 9th 1784 ‘pd for a Printed Muslin for Julia £2 12s 6d’
‘pd for 9¾yd of White Lustring (a fine, lustrous silk) for Do £1 19s 0d’

In June 1790 there are many references to clothes for Marianne, and in 1794 it is
Charlotte’s turn:

May 11th ‘Mr Bonvie(?) For a Court Trining(?) For Charlotte £8 8s 0d’

Perhaps related to:

May 13th ‘pd the House Bills including a Ball Supper £44 19s 0d’

Lady Langham visits the same mantua-maker, Mrs Townsend, once a year from 1774-88,
after which it would appear that she went to her daughters’ mantua-maker, Miss Stewart,
since there are no further payments to Mrs Townsend who may have become unfashion-
able, or may have died. According to the order in which bills were settled, it seems that, as
one might expect, Lady Langham visits the silk mercer first, followed by the haberdasher
and lace-man for trimmings, and finally the mantua-maker:

May 19th 1780 ‘pd Lucas Silk Mercer £17 14s 0d’
May 19th 1780 ‘pd Hartshorn & Dyde’s Bill (elsewhere as ‘haberdashers’) £5 4s 5d’
May 24th 1780 ‘pd Nourse for Lace £5 6s 0d’
May 25th 1780 ‘pd Mrs Townsend Mantuamaker £19 14s 0d’

There are annual visits to Dodd the shoemaker, and the staymaker (except 1777-8), and visits
to the hoop maker from 1778-1785. Hoops (skirt supports) which had been worn since about
1710, increased to an enormous size in 1745-50, and then subsided, going out of fashion in
the early 1770s, except at Court where Queen Charlotte insisted they should continue.

Medical expenses reveal much about the highs and lows in Lady Langham’s life. Following
Charlotte’s birth in August 1774:

August 5th ‘To Dr Ford £1 1s 0d
Sept 12th ‘pd Louise Elliott a months attendance £10 10s 0d’

‘Do pd for two Linnen Gownds for the child’s nurse £2 2s 6d’



presumably as a gratuity. James’s birth is more expensive, perhaps suggesting complications:

Sept 12th ‘To Dr Ford (in pencil ‘JL born Aug 21 1776’) £25 0s 0d’
Sept 18th ‘pd Nurse Elliott a months Attendance £10 10s 0d’

‘Fees to Do £5 5s 0d’

Early in 1777 there are frequent payments to Dr Musgrave. Lady Langham gives no
indication of which member of the family is unwell, but visits occur on 8th, 12th 15th,
19th, 21st, 25th and 27th of February, and 4th of March. On 7th March Dr Musgrave is
accompanied by Dr Warren. According to the accounts, life then appears to go on as usual,
although the family left London early, in mid April, that year. On 10th December their
eldest son, Dick, died at school in his ninth year, commemorated on his father’s memorial
in Cottesbrooke church, as ‘a lovely and promising boy’. Ten years later, their eldest
daughter, Julia, recipient of drawing lessons from Mr Devis, died on 10th June 1787, aged
19. The only indication in the accounts is six years later, in 1793:

May 29th ‘To Mr Robson for arranging my late dear Daughters Drawings £2 2s 0d’

There is much that can be learned, or can be drawn out, from Lady Langham’s twenty
years of accounts, which cease on their return to Cottesbrooke as usual in June 1794. A
receipt slipped in after the last entry may indicate the reason for this:

‘Recd 6th May 1795 of the executors of Sir Jms Langham Baronet
One Pound 12/- in full of all demands to the 7th of February last
For Stretton & Preston

J Hurst(?)’

Sir James died on 7th February 1795; Charlotte, who married Captain P. Rider, died in
May 1805, and Mary Anne died unmarried on 29th January 1809 ‘at her mother’s house
in Upper Seymour St’. Lady Langham died a year later, on 21st March 1810, having out-
lived four of her children. William became High Sheriff of Northamptonshire in 1797, and
died in Cavendish Square, 8th March 1812. Their youngest child, James, became 10th
baronet on William’s death, High Sheriff of Northamptonshire in 1816, and Member of
Parliament for St. Germans, Cornwall. The only one of their offspring to have a family,
James married Elizabeth Burdett in 1800, had 11 children, and died on 14th April 1833 at
Langham House, London.12
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12 VCH pp.209-10. Langham House, set back from the south west corner of Langham Place, was designed
c.1822 for the 10th baronet by John Nash as part of his Regent Street/Portland Place development.
Following building problems, Sir James asked another architect to intervene. Nash threatened to build other
houses to block Sir James’s view, unless he was reinstated. Only 40 years later Langham House was demol-
ished to make way for the Langham Hotel. (Hermione Hobhouse, Regent Street – a mile of style. Phillimore,
2008, p.47)
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The Letters of Jane Pope of Astrop
AVRIL PEDLEY

Jane Pope (1744-1818), (Figure 1) a well-known and much-loved actress in her day, is
not perhaps a name to conjure with now. She has not enjoyed the lasting fame of near-
contemporaries like Mrs Siddons or Mrs Jordan, but she played at Drury Lane from
childhood to old age. Leigh Hunt, while in prison for libelling the Regent, wrote: ‘Mrs
Jordan is not only the first living actress in comedy, but we fear that when our readers
consider the matter nicely, she will be found to be the only actress since the retirement of
Miss Pope, who can any way be reckoned great and original’.1 The relevant volume of the

Figure 1. Jane Pope by James Roberts, 1778.
(Harvard Theatre Collection, Houghton Library)

1 Sketches of Performers, No.187, 7 January 1815, cited in the anonymous Life of 1886, pp.108-110.



monumental American biographical dictionary of the actors and actresses of the period2
contains a great deal of detailed information about her. She definitely acted in a company
run by Garrick in 1756 and she may even have been the ‘Miss Pope’ who played one of
the witches in Macbeth in 1753 though this is uncertain and she would only have been
nine years old. What is certain is that she did not play her last professional role until 1808.

She graduated from ingénue roles, via Mrs Candour in School for Scandal in 1777 (the first
actress to play the part) to more solid matrons with apparent ease, and was never associat-
ed with any of the gossip so common among the theatre population of her day. Hazlitt
said she was ‘the very picture of a duenna, a maiden lady, or antiquated dowager’, and
Leigh Hunt remarked, ‘One of her great beauties is a most judicious emphasis of speech
that unites the qualities of reading and talking; for it has all the strength of one tempered
by the familiarity of the other’.3

The season at Drury Lane was accustomed to start in mid September and finished at vari-
able dates between early June and early July. While she was in London Jane Pope lived with
her brother at Great Queen Street, moving to Newman Street after her retirement and his
death. In the summer, however, when the theatre was closed, she left London for her home
in Astrop, near Banbury, and there she lived quietly apart from visiting the members of
local society.4

A group of just over twenty letters from Jane Pope, dated between August 1805 and
September 1814, is in private hands and clearly demonstrates her keen observance of local
affairs. The writing is difficult, and the spelling eccentric, as she herself acknowledges, but
her good humour and charm are evident. She was writing to her contemporary and friend
Rebecca Grose (1742-1817) sister of a judge, Sir Nash Grose. Like Jane, she divided her
time between London and the country (in Rebecca’s case the Priory, St. Helen’s on the
Isle of Wight). When in London the ladies met as frequently as Jane’s career allowed. When
Rebecca was on the Island, Jane kept her up to date with the doings of the great world.5
The selection given here deals almost exclusively with the letters which describe life in
Astrop. The spelling is Jane’s own; occasionally modern punctuation has been added in the
interests of clarity.

1805, August 3
St. Swithin my Dear Madam must have had a hand in it or we could never have gone cry-
ing on through the month of July sans intermission without his melancholy assistance. ’Tis
true the sun seems at times to endeavour to counteract his waiting disposition but it has not
been with his usual ardour and zeal or he might have put his sanctity to flight or dried him
like one of his own parchments. I wait to know the history of the Old Bishop6 – pray ask the
Judge, he knows most things, perhaps he can tell us whether he takes on so for his own sins
(for there is no trusting even his Holiness) or the sins of the world.
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2 Highfill, P. H. jr., Kalman, A. B., & Langhans, E. A., A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians,
Dancers, Managers, & other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, Vols.1-12 [and continuing], Carbondale, S.
Illinois University Press, 1973 on.

3 Hunt, Leigh, Critical essays on the performers of the London theatres: including general observations on the practise
and genius of the stage, by the author of the theatrical criticisms in the weekly paper called The news London: Printed
by and for John Hunt, 1807.

4 The benefits of Astrop as a spa had been discovered in the 17th century (and may have been known in
Roman times), but by Jane Pope’s period the spa had largely declined. The water was said to benefit the
sufferers from various diseases, including scurvy, asthma and worms. See Jane’s letter of 27 July 1807.

5 For details of the Grose family, see Pedley, Avril, ed., A Georgian Marriage: the family papers of Sir Nash and
Lady Grose, 1761-1814, Wimborne, Dovecote Press, 2007.

6 Saint Swithun (or Swithin) was Bishop of Winchester (d.862); now best known for the popular belief that
if it rains on Saint Swithun’s day, 15 July, it will rain thereafter for 40 days and 40 nights.
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Here is a Dr De Chair7 – not one who enjoins us heavy penances if we may form a judgment
of him from his name of the flesh who from having one eye, sees but half the world’s defor-
mities – a very pleasant old man of seventy seven full of anecdote he us our father Confessor.
He built the Octagon at Bath & was a very popular preacher there, till they found out he had,
to obtain room, built the pews so strait no one could put out their knees for which they mur-
mur’d. He in dudgeon quitted them, he holds two livings in this part of the world & is come
to while away his time upon this spot. He often drinks tea with us & if it were possible that
the time cou’d hang heavily he wou’d beguile it greatly, as it is the day is much too short for
our various employments.

You are all I hope happily seated at the Priory? Or will be by the time that this reaches you
for I every day think of writing & then comes in as Bayes8 used to say the Quomodo. How
shall I write that have nothing to treat of? If our shepherds and shepherdesses were arcadian
I might tell you, for they are now making hay under our window, how they sported with
their lambs, & Corydon leaning on his crook or his rake was lost in admiration of his lovely
Phillis – but there alas are no such beings! But every one as bold as our parishioners of St.
Giles or St. George’s9 & for their vices with all their boasted simplicity not a whit behind the
Capital.

The Judges at Northampton have let loose a fellow among us who was tried for poisoning
his wife; now though wives are always to be had, we are sincerely disappointed at the sen-
tence & every one of us tastes our meat with a great deal of caution for we think the
poisoning may go round. He tried to kill her by setting her upon a vicious horse but the
Brute proved the gentler of the two. Before they had been married three months a widow
had an intrigue with him & said she was with child, this made the wife miserable, but did not
prove her death. At last he hit upon the expedient of poison & she was soon dispatch’d. In
short they can’t talk of anything else in this village & if a stranger comes for harvest work
they all cry out “I do hope it beant man from Boddicot10. I expect the wife’s ghost next & if
she comes but in a “questionable shape” you shall hear of it. If she comes in the racing sea-
son what a source of amazement! For without something marvelous how can we exist.

We have had few visitors this summer but Sir Chas. Wheeler’s family11 who have taken a fancy
to Jane12 & this day she sets off for Warwickshire to a seat about five & twenty miles from us
if they should luckily take her to the Castle that is I believe consider’d one of the first objects
in England & they are only ten miles from it. The present Lord does not mind expense nor
bailifs by all account rather than baulk his humour for he has according to report laid out
seven thousand pds. In addition to a horse beyond compare for the reception of their
Majesties who unfortunately did not pay the visit – a great disappointment to many as well
as his Lordship. He order’d two state beds in case according to the received opinion they did
not sleep together. He then flung down I don’t know how many cottages to make an
approach to the Castle – the wildness of his plans have been very extraordinary & tho of infi-
nite detriment to the East, must enhance its beauties to the traveller prodigiously.

7 The Octagon Chapel in Milsom Street, Bath, now the home of the Royal Photographic Society. Dr John
De Chair [also Dechair] was in fact appointed as curate to the Octagon Chapel when it was already erect-
ed, in 1767. The chapel came under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Bath and Wells, at that time Edward
Willes, of the Astrop family.

8 Jane refers to a scene in George Villiers’ play “The Rehearsal”.
9 St. Giles in the Fields and St. George Bloomsbury was the parish Jane attended in London.
10 Now Bodicote.
11 The Wheelers lived at Leamington Hastings, near Rugby.
12 Jane Pope’s niece, also called Jane.



1805, September 15
We are, my dear Madam, five miles from a market town & one from the village which con-
tains every useful thing in life except what belongs to a garden, but in the rainy season the
shop may as well be station’d in the Isle of Wight as where it is for we can’t get at it & all this
is only to tell you that when we find an inclination to write we are to scribble on the first
paper we meet with. Therefore I hardly hope you will accept it although it is neither gilt or
wire-wove.13

How very entertaining was your last – it came like sunshine when we were envelop’d in
gloom, first with the invasion which struck with a panick all ranks of people here, & though
we are more midland than I believe any other county they were running away in all direc-
tions & some ignorant of geography ran away to Brighton in order to avoid this formidable
foe. For my part I wish only to get to a dry spot if you can tell me where it shall be found.
At present “il pleut, il pleut, Bergere” from morning till the dewey eve & about October the
sun will come staring at me with his broad golden rays when I have no garden to walk in, &
mortify me beyond measure. And then the bread! The bread! Aye that is a fearful thought.
Even your cheerful spirits take fright at that & no wonder, for what with importation &
exportation which seem synonymous for though wheat is coming from all parts of the globe
it makes little alteration, & tho’ reading in church that those who withhold the corn shall
receive due punishment, they mind that not a doit14 till the Judge puts on the black cap. Nor
wou’d they if Beelzebub was at their heels for the corn-ricks are beautifully supplied about
us. Well, we must leave them to their own wicked way.

1806, July 21
Your request my Dear Madam amounts to a command therefore I write but what can I say
to you to encourage you to read my letter? I have a beaten track for the month of July. Hay
almost carried – Turnips looking well! Corn marvellously fine! Here are the only topics that
engross us here, the village politicians are always busy & from this spot where they used to make
their wills before they set out for London they have two or three newspapers & descant upon
them as if they knew something about them. We have an old fellow here who regularly returns
at two in the morning from the Three Tunns upon crutches setting all the dogs barking with
his appearance like the Diable-Boiteux15 & will certainly one evening be shot & then the jury
will bring in accidental death & they will bring if it cost them their last penny! The Oxford,
Northampton & Worcester paper to shew poor Jem Marshall was kill’d by farmer Gripe only
for walking on his land & then his ghost will appear every night in consequence & if we want-
ed a doctor, not a human being would cross the close to fetch him thank heaven. It is the last
request I trust I shall make for though we admire the conversation of that enlightened body of
men their prescriptions will pass us by I hope to those who can take them without a wry face,
& fancy they do them good at the same time.

You have a family from hence that we want back prodigiously in Northamptonshire. I don’t
know the geography of the Isle of Wight but fancy you are near Ride16 where they are sta-
tion’d – no less a personage than Chas. Fox17, his Lady & Mr and Mrs Hughes, his neice &
nephew, a gentleman in the Church. They have left us here for the salt sea & if they don’t
come home our spa will this summer be quite neglected. What with enclosures, new roads,
which till they are beaten down are worse than the old, our ways are past finding out. Mr
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13 Paper made on a closely woven wire roller or mould and having a faint mesh pattern – standard for more
expensive paper after the mid-18th century. High-quality writing paper was often given a gilded edge.

14 A thing of little value, from the name of a small Dutch coin.
15 Le Diable Boiteux (The Lame Devil, or The Devil on Two Sticks) by Lesage, published in 1707.
16 Ryde to St. Helen’s is approximately 5½ miles.
17 Probably not the famous Charles James Fox, who died on 13 September 1806, but possibly Charles Fox
(1749-1809), a well-known Persian scholar. In either case I have not established a connection with the area.
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Willes (son of the judge) of course grandson of the Chief Justice18 who now inherits the
estate is making great alterations. They call’d on us only to tell us as Mrs. W. drew near her
time she was to remain at Cirencester where his living is, so there’s another family lost to us,
therefore should the Foxes be any where thrown in your way send them back to us. They are
not young people & love juanting [sic] & will I presume traverse the whole Island & will be
at every public place. By that you may meet them & they are very pleasant, worthy person-
ages to meet wherever dispers’d & have a sweet place only they must rush from it to see your
“snug little island” as indeed every body does.

1807, July 27
(Figure 2) [I have been led] to be a Haymaker! A Haymaker you exclaim! why what in the
name of fortune cou’d you do in that capacity – Great things – my brother19 has a matter of
twelve acres & not being able to procure labourers his family undertook it & I was principal
engineer to fire away. I call myself Nanny of the Vale & the fame of my beauty is gone abroad
& I don’t doubt before the summer is over I shall have many a swain leaning on his rake talk-
ing soft nonsense which will bring pleasing reflections to my remembrance in the winter
season. I now talk of nothing but tedding20 of the Hay. [ink blot here] Oh! that unlucky blot!
I was thinking to have been quite poetical. But as I was saying – I know now what tedding of
the Hay – cocking & wadding – & here I think I have a happy solution. The celebrated coun-
try dance call’d Moll in the Wad, which they told me was Moll in the Mire, must have been
Moll in the Hay for to a certainty it must be pleasanter making love in the fields than in the
gutter. If you don’t give me credit for this I will never attempt again at being an etymologist …

Don’t imagine that I or my party have so little taste to wish to visit you even though the
monsters of the deep shou’d scare us for a while that’s not the reason. We have every induce-
ment to wish it particularly to me who am more an “imaginitive traveller than a sentimental
one.”21 – now I am going mad again. There! there! I have open’d the window & am a little
better! Eden is not within my reach & so Prudence & I must go on soberly together; we are
not without our beauties & I shou’d be the most ungrateful creature living if I did not enjoy
them. Our rustic breakfast begins next Monday & makes the village very gay. Two or three
young ladies have been made brides since last summer therefore upon the success of that we
shall become a fashionable watering place. The church has a hawk‘s eye towards wives & liv-
ings & we are within twenty miles of Oxford.

Notwithstanding my detestation of writing I cannot leave you while there is any space left
for me to blot or scrawl but that’s your own fault – ’tis you that lure me on like the Crow &
the Fox ’till I drop my cheese. Mr Willes has lent us Bishop Atterbury’s life in 5 vols.22 &
though a third might at least have been left out the letters & anecdotes are very interesting
& shew what extreme misery talents may be brought to unless guided by a little judgment,
for he was a man of brilliant parts, but of a restless ambitious mind, & when that falls to the
lot of a churchman it does ten times more mischief than in the laity. Providence interpos’d &
prov’d his insufficiency.

18 Sir John Willes (1685-1761), was Chief Justice of Common Pleas (1737). Several generations of the Willes
family lived at Astrop Manor.

19 Jane Pope was one of five sons and daughters of William Pope (1708-84), a wig-maker and barber of Little
Russell Street, next to the stage door of Drury Lane. His sons were William, (John) Thomas and Joseph.
(There may have been another son, Charles, who died before his father made the will in which his chil-
dren are named.) Joseph and William died before 1812. John Thomas died in November 1812 according
to Jane’s letter of November 25 of that year. She probably shared her London house with him. See also her
letters of 2 August 1811 and 11 August 1813.

20 Spreading the hay to help it dry.
21 Laurence Sterne published his novel A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy in 1768.
22 The epistolary correspondence, visitation charges, speech, and miscellanies, of Francis Atterbury with historical notes [by
John Nichols] published in five volumes in the 1780s and ’90s.



1807, September 30
It is an extraordinary circumstance my dear Madam that our last letters shou’d have met on
the road & be so unfriendly as not to take the least notice of each other but they were writ-
ten I presume upon wire-wove paper from whence no sympathy can be deriv’d but it is
beautifully gloss’d over & that takes with the world. I thank you likewise for your last letter
which so admirably describes all your culinary distresses! A turtle is certainly an outlandish
dish & to cook & decorate a table in this day is no common task & the modesty of your ser-
vant made it more than probable she would succeed. Now I have a cook who hardly knows
how to broil a beef-steak, but if I had asked her to dress me a turtle she wou’d have said “to
be sure, ma’am”. Your assiduity reminds me of a very elegant friend of mine who never saw
a kitchen but in a toy-shop, who chose at an advanced period to take unto herself a young
clericus, & give up living with a relation where there was a coach, fortune, table etc etc. She
had five thousand pds. & took a ferme-ornée23; she was about giving a few dinners & that was
all & having no regular servants she undertook a little confectionery and odd things, so she
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Figure 2. Jane Pope
from The European Magazine, 1807

23 The ferme ornée gardens of the 18th and 19th centuries included romantic notions such as grottoes, follies,
statuary, walks and lakes along with the working farm.
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put on her gloves & set about making Blamange in two hours. She sent the foot boy being
too much fatigu’d to see if it was stiff enough to turn out. The boy return’d & still it look’d
for all the world like boil’d milk. Disconcerted at this news she was thinking of writing a lit-
tle poem (for she is of a poetical turn) & had actually compos’d two stanzas of the Lactarian
when the Dr. arriv’d. How now sweeting, quoth he, in the dumps? Oh! Well I may when my
Blamange has utterly fail’d. Come, says he, I’ll learn all about it – so going to the milk he
found every ingredient in it but the isinglass.24 I take it your knowledge or mine is not much
more satisfactory for I detest everything that belongs to the regions below, & like Sr. Wm
Trelawny after giving grace for my dinner I give grace to the cook for dressing it.

At this time Jane Pope had decided to retire from Drury Lane and her next surviving let-
ter is an undated one from London to Rebecca, also in London. There is no date, but the
short note refers to her impending last performance, which took place on 26 May 1808.
(In later years she still maintained her habit of returning to London for the winter months,
though she was no longer bound by the seasons of Drury Lane.)

1808, May
My dear Madam, Let us congratulate you that you seem so well as to be half inclin’d to go
to the play your self; had I known your wishes sooner you shou’d have had a lower box, aye
one of the best, but they are all dispos’d off. You named six places only & them I have taken
care to put in your name in the first circle, & if your party is more you may have the whole
box which holds nine. Do me the favour to let me know as soon as you conveniently can
whether you keep the places or the box. I shall take great delight in seeing you at my last
adieu when I resign I hope all my cares & fears. With best regards to all your charming friends

1809, July 29
The storm you mention’d was scarcely known in this village for, poor clowns, they had been
at roost long before it came on; just between eleven & twelve the lightening became exceed-
ingly vivid & flash succeeded flash most rapidly but not attended with thunder of any
consequence, & as a feather bed is an admirable repellent we got to our Cots as soon as we
could & cowardly sheltering our heads under the bed clothes without either Poppy or
Mandragora snored out the nights; and all this appear’d a fable to the little Astropians for
except our selves it was unknown & I wish I cou’d bury all the great commotions of this
world in as peaceful slumbers as I have done my storm, but it will not be. Farmer Goff is just
arriv’d from Banbury Market Day, standing at my wall ready to unlode contents from that
great mart of business & I do fear to call after him & say what is the news, for if we cannot
beat the French our meeting is most melancholy & when I am writing to you, my sister in
chearfulness, tears shall not blot the paper tho’ the ink does pretty often. Well, that I know
you have long forgiven me for, so let it pass…

I am looking at Mrs Clarke at this instant for I brought her down (in shade) to gratify my
country neighbours. She is a Rascal indeed, but of uncommon shrewdness & perspecuity &
Wardle25 is a fool to her by comparison a dull Reformer …

We have an extraordinary circumstance here. A Mr. Thomas whom probably the Judge pass’d

24 Prior to the inexpensive production of gelatin and similar items, isinglass (made from the swim bladders of
fish) was used in sweet-making and desserts such as jellies and blancmanges.

25 Gwyllym Lloyd Wardle (c.1761-1833), member of Parliament for Okehampton. On 20 January 1809 he
gave notice of a motion on the conduct of the Duke of York regarding appointments, promotions, etc., and
a week later he introduced Mrs Mary Anne Clarke, the Duke’s former mistress, and reviewed specific cases
in which she admitted having trafficked in military appointments for money. Lord Grey called Wardle, ‘an
informer who formed an acquaintance and an intimacy with a vile prostitute to get into her secrets’. An
inquiry began in February and created a great deal of public interest, ‘the saucy, shameless and resourceful
Mrs Clarke being the star attraction’. The Duke eventually resigned on 18 March. It is interesting that the
respectable Jane Pope, despite all the scandal, still regarded her as a suitable house guest.



sentence on him – I cannot exactly remember – but it was in Mr Cadell’s26 Sheriffalty, he was
condemn’d for forging some small receipt to the detriment of government & they prosecut-
ed & it was clearly prov’d a forgery & Mr Sheriff Cadell told me the greatest pleasure he had
ever felt was the night before the fatal day, carrying him his reprieve, which at the instigation
of the whole county of Northamptonshire was granted, we have a publick breakfast & he
comes with a very nice couple of daughters & a son at Dr Chas. Burney’s27 where he is edu-
cated & every body speaks to him. He has about seven hundred a year landed property, no
one conceives why he did it as the profit coming from the crime was nothing, no sum & he
might have absconded a hund. Times. He don’t feel it, nor the gaze of the people when one
tells them he was cut down.

1811, late June
I thought the Judge was to have gone to the Norfolk Circuit which I think takes in
Buckingham & Alesbury & so circuitously gets on to St. Edmundsbury, but I don’t know that
I know anything of the matter, but at Alesbury we hear a trial is to take place which we are
much interested in. A Miss Wright, a woman of large fortune, has been hamper’d beyond
description by a set of servants, the villainy is hardly to be credited. Her Butler has lived six
or seven years with her, her own maid in her family above twenty. He regularly when he
wanted cash, used to take her wine up to town, sell it very coolly, & then return by the
Northampton Stage. The maid helpt herself to whatever she lik’d, & an apothecary whom she
made her steward leagu’d with them both. In short she got a young lady to live with her
whom we knew, a nice young woman (not too rich) a clergy man’s daughter who sings &
plays very well. Whether they suspected she wou’d act as her spy, or how it was they took an
aversion to Miss Newsham & determin’d to terrify her out of the house. The two ladies heard
in the night all sorts of noises, screams, groans, ringing of bells etc etc. They sent for the offi-
cers of B. Street & while they remain’d no noise was heard, all was quiet. They began to think
it the chimera of their own brains, but the Officers were no sooner gone, they went to their
machinations again, & in addition to their former exploits when the two women walk’d by
themselves through a large domain park I believe the men met them sometimes one, two, or
three, as reported to us, with black Crapes cover their faces, bolting out on them in every
direction ‘till they were compelled to leave their home & have been sometime past in Devon.
This has at length been discover’d & in aid of the servts. the apothecary whom she occasion-
ally employ’d as a kind of overseer is a principle agent. He is a man of property who has sworn
she did not allow him a settled income – No, that is true, but she made him presents at var-
ious times of a hundred pds. each time, & in other instances he has perjur’d himself. He is
worth, they give out, £7000 & we hope to hear of his standing in the pillory or any other
severer judgment the Law will allow.

1811, August 2
The weather while I am writing is cold, windy, with rain more like Sept. that the first of
August, yet the farmers here do not complain, not so much as we idlers who cannot get out
to pursue our pleasure for which reason all the fine & wealthy people are making their
domestic scene as comfortable as possible by marrying off; my Ld. Guilford,28 Mr Cartwright,
Miss Shuckburgh, have all enter’d the holy pale very lately, the gentlemen taking their brides
in the most disinterested manner with as little fortune as cou’d be devis’d & the lady bestow-
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26 Thomas Cadell (1742-1802), publisher, Alderman of London 1798, Sheriff 1801-2.
27 Revd. Charles Burney D.D. (1757-1817) was an English classical scholar and clergyman. He had a school
in Hammersmith which had belonged to his father-in-law, and later moved to Greenwich, where he estab-
lished a private academy.

28 Francis North, 4th Earl of Guilford.William Ralph Cartwright (1771-1847) was MP for Northampton-
shire South, 1797-1846. He married (2nd wife) Julia Frances Aubrey the previous year, 29 May 1810.
Charles Cecil Cope Jenkinson (1785-fl. 1832 ) m. Julia Evelyn Medley, only daughter and heiress of Sir
George Augustus William Shuckburgh Evelyn (she died 1814).
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ing a mine of wealth upon the Lover though he has (Mr. Jenkinson) four thousand pr. Annum
& Miss S. twelve. She is not handsome but well dispos’d. There’s every prospect of happi-
ness …

Our breakfast has not open’d with much éclat for with the badness of the weather & various
disappointments we have had few visitors though our repast is delectable, rolls & butter Hot
in July there’s a repast! Mr. Morgan of Billingsly Park29 & family have been our great support.
He knows a little of Sir Nash Grose by meeting him at the Assizes & holds him in very great
respect. Another of their party, a son of Dr. Ellis & his lady had been visiting Hampshire &
he’s made the tour of the Isle of Wight, spoke highly of the Priory & almost wept over the
loss of your plane trees which I think the Judge said were four & which to make it have a
more tranquil effect they have magnified to fourteen, & fond as I am of trees if there were so
many I shou’d as the man in the play says pull out my hankerchief & roar away too! If they
belong’d to me it certainly wou’d occasion much lamentation, not that I am so fond of those
woods that in the language of the novelist are impervious since my days of nutting & entan-
glement are over. I like very little shade, a slight contrast does now, warm sunshine to gild the
remainder of my days I sigh for, & I have hitherto most wonderfully felt.

I have had some visitors & my two brothers, my eldest the owner of this place has given us
an organ so with psalms in the morning & jigs in the evening we bid defiance to all
storms – the very bellows puff them away. Aweful as they have been they have, Thank God!
passed us miraculously by, but they have been tremendous!

1812, September 21
We have footed it on the light fantastic toe at a ball at the fam’d Astrop Spa, to about fifty or
sixty people. I did not behave quite so well as yourself for at the time they went to supper
my old companion my cough seiz’d me & glad I was when the first carriage appear’d & took
me off about three in the morning to my home, to my nest, & to all my comforts; & as soon
as my head was on my pillow all my worldly cares were over. Though I think you are not in
society with only yourselves yet the lovely pleasant widows as you describe them are no bad
resource if one happens to get into what O’Keefe30 calls a doldrums, a something between
sleeping & waking.

1813, August 11
The resignation of the Judge31 surpris’d me, not but I had seen a paragraph or two intimat-
ing something of the kind, but I thought it among the “we hears” put in by some one who
from motives of Envy, Malice, or Uncharitableness, for such things are or why do we pray so
emphatically against them that wish to gain a seat he had fill’d with so much uprightness not
like others, who to use Mrs Inchbald’s32 words “had been a strenuous opposer of vice in the
poor & gentle supporter of it in the rich”. You may say this is severe but it has authority. I
have never been able to get over, “that adultery is a venial sin in one, & a damnable one in
another”, indeed if I had been married33 I shou’d I dare say have avail’d myself more of the
sophistry than the commandment. You may say what you will but it is no discouragement. I
hope the Judge enjoys his Otium cum dignitate34 with all the satisfaction his mind is capable

29 Near Bridgnorth in Shropshire.
30 Presumably John O’Keefe or O’Keeffe (1747-1833), the Irish dramatist whose plays (mainly farces) were
widely produced in London at the end of the 18th century.

31 Sir Nash Grose, Rebecca’s brother, resigned from his position as a judge of the King’s Bench at the end of
the Easter Term, 1813, chiefly because his hearing was not as good as he felt was essential in his role.

32 Elizabeth Inchbald (1753-1821), English novelist, playwright and actress.
33 In her early years Jane Pope had been associated with the actor Charles Holland, and had at one time been
engaged to a stock broker, John Pearce, but had broken the engagement when he insisted she should retire
from the stage on marriage. Charles Lamb called her ‘a gentlewoman ever’, and her wide circle of eminent
friends makes it clear that this was the case.

34 ‘Leisure with dignity.’
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of Receiving. His botanical knowledge will he an endless fund of amusement & he will I trust
be as happy in his hortical pursuits as I am with my gooseberries & have never once lament-
ed I laid the “Fardel35 down”…

Next Thursday we emerge as we dine with Mr.Wodhull36 the translator of Euripides who
enjoys here a fine estate & gives great dinners & what is better has wit, pleasantry, & hospi-
tality; & here I will confess I have to check my pride for when I step into his coach & four
wch. like a true country gentleman he has always supported & always sends for us, I feel
myself resuming all my London airs & sitting as stately as a Lady Mayoress.

1813, November 14
Ingratitude being to me so hainous [sic] I here thank you first for your current interesting
epistle & for your very polite & kind reception of the family of the Willes’s which he
describes handsome to a degree. They spent four very pleasant hours with you & partook of
a very nice cold collation, the Judge in great spirits, & they thought look’d remarkably well.
They had provisions on board to dine in some woods – you understand the carte de pais,
“Each dingle & alley green of that beautiful island” & know where they meant to pitch their
tent but they rave about its enchantments & much gratified at their encounter at the Priory.
The ladies of their party were Miss Pinfolds of Harley St … They are accomplish’d nice
women but know nothing of Broad Grins so we are very polite & bordering on the superfine
when we meet. I have endeavour’d to unbend a great many but seldom get them beyond a
simper, few love laughing as we do. The poor child with a Cheshire yoke upon her is a cir-
cumstance of a most melancholy appearance to me but we have two or three young ladies
hereabout under the same discipline. Now this subject, as her fortune is reported is prodi-
gious! Immense! What I scarcely credit (for she is a Mellish37) four hundred thousand pds – a
fourth part is too much for any-body. But she must have everything tried – no expense is
spared – every art practis’d to make her mind & body perfect as her fortune. Nature is out of
the question, money is to produce all the adventitious wants & so all the artists are at work.
I have never seen her but “clad in compleat steel”, how the girls get through it amazes me. I
know had they fetter’d me at fifteen I shou’d have cried out Great God! give me my humpen
back & write me down what fortune you please. The Pinfolds are aunts & seem to have a
great deal the care of her & are very proper for the trust.

1814, January 7 (from London)
Thinks I to myself, I will travel to the Isle of Wight upon a sheet of paper to my good friends
there against Xmas day & will carol to them a merry Xmas before ever their bellman. Well, I
set about it, but the weather pinch’d me, the ink did not mark, the pen was split & I rose with
my paper as pure as any young thing just come from her mammy. Thinks I to myself, this
won’t do, How shall I hear of them if I make no enquiry? It was little – mean perhaps – Xmas
Carrols, Happy New Year, but our ancestors did it & why we who are always talking of our
great-grandsires shou’d be asham’d of any of their ways I can’t imagine. Well then, it shall be
New Year’s Day – A Happy New Year to them all! Lo! while I was planning this there came
darkness all over the land with fogs and blights & such a week as I never saw & hope never
to experience the like again, for the crowds by torch light were frightful to me & the atmos-
phere was so thick it was merely the glimmering of a glow-worm, without feeling it a
summer’s evening that produc’d it. We had been accustom’d for many years back to sup in a
most elegant stile with Mrs. Kinderley38 of Bedford Row to bid adieu to the old year & hail
the new, but my cough became so violent I was oblig’d to give it up. Well, thinks I to myself,

35 A pack or burden.
36 Michael Wodhull (1740-1816). His translation of Euripides’ dramas was first published in four volumes in
1782. He lived at Thenford, Northamptonshire, about 7 miles north of Astrop.

37 The Mellish family lived at Hodsock, near Blyth in Nottinghamshire.
38 The National Archives contain a Copy of a court roll ACC/0963/060 of 22 November 1803 showing the
name of a John Kinderley, Esq., of Bedford Row.



suppose I try writing to Mrs Grose, her pleasant sallies will make me recall all the festivities
of the season & make me some amends for my disappointment. In vain – I cou’d not hold up
my head – Very strange, thinks I to myself, this doldrum that’s come over, but it shall be before
the season’s over, please God!

The next day I was forc’d to send for the apothecary & he began with all the usual exercises
of the college such as – not botanising, but phlebotanising.39 I hope, my Dear Madam, you
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Figure 3. Page from the letter of 15 September 1814 (see page 62).

39 A reference to phlebotomising, or drawing blood.



hear that? For a cannon ball cou’d not have rais’d me half so soon as when it was found nec-
essary to break it to me for the first time in my life. Susan turn’d pale, Jane went into hysterics,
the two maids stood with their mouths distended as if they were never again to close, & what
became of me, who as I take it was the heroine of the piece? (the Apothecary the Hero, the
blood & slaughter lying entirely with him). Why like another Joan of Arc I cried out “Prepare
the sad instrument, pierce the vein!” No comic vein which erst I’ve had before, but full of
farce, for I am asham’d to think bleeding shou’d give us so much alarm with respect to the
pain – ’tis nothing, & if one cou’d but establish Galvanism40 what polite things we might do
with each other.

1814, September 15
While all the world is galloping to France I don’t care if I never see that or its neighbour even
in a Panorama.

This does not proceed from illiberallity of thinking while either possessed any humanity, but
it is all taking the same feature, priestcraft is reverting to its old channel & the trick of the sil-
ver child & Joanna Southcott’s41 brazen one are both of the same leaven, as I will prove by an
epigram which I will subjoin (though upon second thoughts it is nothing to her). What a
marvellous thing it is, for a reflecting nation like ours must ever be the dupe of some infa-
mous imposter & this woman soars beyond them all. I had heard some months ago by a lady
that had seen the Christening cap with all the glory work’d on it in the most exquisite stile,
but I really wanted belief & thought she must have mistaken it; however a short time must I
think bring this to a complete discovery. (Figure 3)

In the midst of all these notes of admiration our abundant harvest shou’d be our morning &
evening song, ’tis a beautiful scene all around us. Every one is employ’d, & the blessings of
peace is beginning to be felt by all ranks of people – we that are inland by anticipation & you
who are on the coast in reality, for the good things flow from every stream. We have celebrat-
ed our feast already as Newbottle, formerly Ld. Thanet’s now Mr Cartwright’s, and it is turned
out a perfect Teniers42. Three hundred men, women & children sat down to Beef Pudding, as
much as they cou’d eat, & before it was long the managers found they wou’d have as much
ale as they cou’d well drink, but it ended so well that Kings Sutton, the neighbouring village,
has demanded their rights & of course another subscription was set on foot. They have cost
us five guineas between them but that is all to be brought about by the fall of taxes & provi-
sions. Newbottle being small the ladies undertook it. Their table was decorated with wreaths
of flowers & every one adorn’d themselves with leaves of laurel, with peace in gold letters, &
their banners compos’d of white stuff with gold inscriptions had a truly dramatic effect. They
danced like so many hobgoblins but happy beyond expressions, & even some of them (so
powerful is nature over art) with not an ungraceful motion; added to these came the morris
dancers & they were really clever. I don’t know if you ever saw any but they dance with bells
that give a most delightful jingle, with sticks, hankerchiefs all in various forms agreeable to
the dance, & with an éclat that wou’d have surpris’d you! Next Friday comes on the other.
Our two ladies that shou’d have presided over these piping times have both been in the
straw.43 They have perform’d their quarantine & are coming forth in addition to the muster.

To Mrs Grose, Seagrove, Isle of Wight.
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40 The production of electricity by chemical action.
41 Joanna Southcott (1750-1814) was a self-described religious prophetess, born at Gittisham in Devon. At
the age of 64 she affirmed that she would be delivered of the new Messiah, the Shiloh of Genesis 49:10.
The date fixed for the birth was 19 October 1814, hence Jane’s remark that only a short time was needed
to clarify matters, but Shiloh failed to appear, and it was given out that she was in a trance.

42 David Teniers the Younger (1610-1690), of the dynasty of Flemish painters of the same name, was espec-
ially famous for his paintings of bucolic scenes.

43 i.e. giving birth.
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This is the last surviving letter in the group. Rebecca’s brother, Sir Nash, had died on 31
May 1814, at Petersfield while on his way home to the Isle of Wight, and Rebecca was
temporarily living with her nephew, John Smith, at his house at Seagrove, just a mile away
from her own home at the Priory. Perhaps the disruption in Rebecca’s circumstances was
the reason why no more of Jane Pope’s letters were kept. Both the ladies were now of very
mature years – Jane was 70 years old and her writing, always difficult, was becoming more
awkward and full of corrections.

Her friend Rebecca was 72 and had complained to her brother ten years before that she
no longer liked to go out. (He had received the idea briskly ‘Hey day, my dear Becky, what
talk of retiring into a Closet because you have not so many Teeth, nor are so handsome as
you were at 25? Poh, Poh! no retiring, you shall not live in a Closet, nor in a little dark
room, but in the best room in the House where everybody else will live & insist on see-
ing you, & where you will laugh at yourself as you have done at others for entertaining
such an outlandish nervous Idea.’)

We have no reason to suppose that the correspondence did not continue, only that, sadly,
200 years and unknown circumstances have caused its loss. Jane Pope of Astrop and Drury
Lane deserves to be remembered for her lively epistolary style as well as for her acting.



Northamptonshire – You Can’t Get Away From It!
A Diversion Into Archives*

BRUCE A. BAILEY

As archivist for the Stopford Sackvilles at Drayton House, near Kettering, I was asked in
the autumn of 2008 to catalogue a box of papers belonging to a Stopford relative. These
mainly concerned two admirals, Sir Robert Stopford (1768-1847) who lived in London,
and his son, Robert Fanshawe Stopford (1811-1891) also from London but later with a
house at Richmond-upon-Thames. As I worked through the papers I became increasing-
ly aware of Northamptonshire connections and it seemed worth compiling this note.

The two admirals were direct relations of the Stopfords, Earls of Courtown in Ireland, Sir
Robert’s eldest brother being the 3rd Earl. His next younger brother was the Hon. & Rev.
Richard Bruce Stopford, who was Chaplain to Queen Victoria, but also held the living of
Barton Seagrave, near Kettering – my first Northamptonshire link. It was Richard Bruce’s
son, William who married Caroline Harriet Sackville, the heiress to Drayton. Then, around
1850, letters from Admiral Robert Fanshawe Stopford were written from Harlestone
House. The Harlestone estate had been acquired by the Spencers when the Andrew fam-
ily sold up in 1831, a useful acquisition since it lay immediately alongside Althorp. The
house was subsequently let, and Admiral Robert Fanshawe would have become aware of
it, since the 3rd Earl Spencer’s son, Frederick, was also an admiral. Admiral Robert
Fanshawe’s wife, Emily had direct marriage links with the Bouverie family of Delapre,
because her mother, after her husband’s death in 1824, had remarried Sir Henry Bouverie,
brother of the owner of Delapre. Sir Henry probably acted as godfather to their son who
was christened Arthur Bouverie Stopford.

The other Northamptonsire links came from references in various letters to the Smyths of
Little Houghton and the Isteds of Ecton. These arise from further children of the Hon. &
Rev. Richard Bruce Stopford, two daughters: Eleanor, married to Ambrose Isted of Ecton,
and Lucy married to William Smyth of Little Houghton. The last is especially pertinent
for the Record Society since our chairman, Christopher Davidge, is directly descended
from the Smyths, and of course still lives at Little Houghton House. Another of Richard
Bruce’s sons also had a connection with the county since he and his wife lived for many
years at Falconers Hill House, Daventry, no longer in existence.

So what began as a foray into naval papers gradually turned into an intriguing
Northamptonshire diversion.

Finally, amongst the Bouverie papers were three letters written by Capt. Henry (‘Harry’)
Bouverie, as he served, in his twenties, in the Crimea. Harry was brother of Robert
Fanshawe Stopford’s wife, Emily, and since his father was Governor of Malta through his
teens, it is very probable that he and his sister may have spent time with their uncle and
aunt at Delapre. His first letter refers to horses ‘in the Park’, so perhaps referring to this.
The letters are full of interesting comments and it is sad that he did not live long enough
to send more back home, as he was killed at the Battle of Inkerman in November 1854
just days after his last letter.

1. Scutari Camp, Constantinople 11 May 1854

My dear Emily [his stepsister]

I have written to Mr. Walker to get rid of my lodgings in South Street & sell the furniture.
Will you please take care of the three pictures of my Father and Mother and Henrietta for
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me. There are two little olive wood tables from Malta if you would like to have them & if
there is anything else you would like to have take it. I will tell Walker to send them to you. I
shall keep the books & some little things at Maddox’s. Would Bob kindly go there some times
to see that they don’t sell any thing except the heavy furniture, as it is rather difficult to enu-
merate everything from here. Will leave it in his judgement if he will undertake it. Only think
of my living here with my Regt. I never heard of this coming out till Beyrout, a very short
time ago & then came straight here. I wish very much I had seen Henrietta if only for a few
days just to see & judge for myself whether she is better. I hope she is rather as she seems to
do more than she could have done a few months ago. We are encamped just opposite
Constantinople, a lovely spot on top of a hill with a lovely view of the sea and Bosphorous,
with Stamboul beyond, from my tent door. We had snow here a fortnight ago, 2 feet deep on
the ground. Some rainy weather since & now I begin to hope summer is setting in. Lord
Raglan arrived a week ago, the duke of Cambridge this morning & Marshall St. Arnaud 2
days ago. We have not a word of news. Rumours of all sorts of impossible or rather improb-
able events. We are getting a little tired of staying here, doing nothing, but I fear there are no
hopes of our going up the country just yet. The cavalry are not arrived & not all the artillery.
I hear Charles Maxwell’s Regt. Is coming out & poor Thomasina very unhappy & foolish
about it. I am very sorry for him. What is Willie’s ship‘s name? Admiral Slade asked after Bob
the other day. Our tour of Syria was most successful, tho we did not quite finish it, having to
come here instead of going to Damascus. I have got very fat & sun burnt. We are all very busy
looking for horses to carry our baggage. No easy job as everybody wants them. We go out
sailing & quail shooting but there are very few sailing boats & very few Quails. Nothing about
but Generals & drills. Our men & the French at Gallipoli fraternized immensely.
Constantinople is the loveliest thing imaginable from outside – inside it is as dirty as most
things. I forget whether I wrote to you from Beyrout, if not pray tell James that a monk “Frere
Charles” at Mt. Carmel begged to be remembered very particularly to him; opened a bottle
of wine to his honour & spoke incessantly for many hours of nothing but him. Pray give Julia
my best love, ditto to Bob & Edward & all the little sprigs & tell them I hope to be in a bat-
tle before long & will come back & tell them all about it.

Goodbye, Believe me,
Yr Affect. Brother
Harry Bouverie

2. Camp nr Varna, 24 June, 1854

My dear Emily

Many thanks for y our letter & for going to my lodgings & saving the pictures. Pray do not
let the other pictures go, at least the little brown ones of Woolbeding and the Lady in riding
dress. It belongs to a friend who sent it to my lodgings to be taken care of. I would not have
it sold for anything. I do not care about the two or three prints of Eton & gentlemen smok-
ing pipes in cottages. I did not know Reeve was my lodger but of course he can keep them
as long as he likes. I do not want anything but the actual furniture (tables, chairs, beds &c)
sold. All you do not take must go to Maddox. I give you a deal of trouble, I know, but you
said I might. So much for business, now for &c’s. The doctors seem to give a good account
of Henrietta, say the yacht is the best thing & there is no reason why she should not get quite
well, but she does not; I wonder why. The baby is perfect. I wish I had seen them all very
much. Now my history. We left Scutari on the 13th, that is I left the day before with the hors-
es, which are many as all the baggage has to be carried on horseback. I have two perfect ones.
A beautiful pony, would look so well in the Park, and a very strong baggage horse. We pro-
ceeded to Varna & camped here. It is a lovely bay, rather the views of it (than from it). From
the heights all round, there is a valley runs about 12 miles up the country with a lake near
which we are. The light Division is at the other end of it, 10 miles off in the most beautiful
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spot imaginable. A calm blue lake in a narrow valley with very green meadows. Heights all
round covered with wood (not high) but all colours. Lots of Shumak in full red flower, con-
trasting with all shades of green; a sort of Garden of Eden. The weather is perfect; hot sun
with cool breeze. We bathe in the lake & fish. There are about 20,000 English troops & about
the same number of French here. The Commissariat seems to be the great difficulty in the
way of moving on to Silistria or elsewhere. The Count Gen. Filder seems utterly incompe-
tent & has made a terrible mess of the whole affair, consequently we are kicking our heels &
likely to do so for another week or more. The news from the Russians seems to be that the
Russian Army before Silistria are doing all they can to take it & are ready to fight us, but the
army in the Dobritska is sick & starving. There is some talk of sending us after them. I hope
not. Lots of fever & ague, rather go to Silistria and St. Petersburg or anywhere. We are all very
warlike here & anxious to be off, so you may fancy how fond we are of the Commissariat for
keeping us here. There are some capital good men among them but they put old experienced
people at the head who potter & bungle. Ugh!

Don’t hang up the pictures in your drawing room. Fancy Edward wanting a ship. Do you
think he will get one? Henrietta wrote me something about Emmy not being well. I hope
by your not mentioning it, she is all right again. I am very sorry for poor Charles. Please tell
Charlotte I will write to her next mail. This is the most charming country to ride about. It
is nearly all wooded hills with lovely views. Mostly the wood is about 15 feet high, all colours
& lots of wild flowers, but in some places it is like Windsor Park, fine old twisted ash & oak.
The Black Sea is not all black. We are very healthy here, as for me I am getting fat again &
almost burnt black. The Bellerophon is here. The rest of the fleet about 60 miles off. Give my
best love to Julia, Bob & all belongings small & great & believe me

Yr Affect Brother
Harry M. Bouverie

The best place to direct to me is under cover of the Officer Comg. Coldstream Gds. Horse
Guards “to be forwarded”

3. [This letter was never sent, but was retrieved by one of his friends and sent back]

Copy – the original was written in pencil

Nov 2 1854

My dear Coz Di

I did not expect to write again before this Siege was over [Sevastapol] as they told us two days
of battering would finish it, but we have now been firing hard for a fortnight & it is not over
yet. The fact is their Artillery is heavier than ours & their engineering seems very good. They
have thrown up very strong earthworks in front of the Town & the ground in front of us is
so rocky that we cannot get any nearer to them. The French are better off than us in this
respect & have got within 200 yards of the Town, so I hope we shall assault in three or four
days. We get very few nights in bed since not above three in the week nearly always in the
trenches or on out post duty (I am on out post duty now). It is the easiest work of the two,
tho the most ticklish as in the trenches covering parties, we of course can have no fires. We
mount at 3 a.m. for 24 hours. The wind has been most bitterly cold, blowing hard from the
north for the past week, sharp frosts every morning, sometimes rain & sometimes hot sun in
the day. On out post duty we have good fires lit & sit around them all night smoking! I think
even Aunt Di would not object to smoking here. I am as well as ever I was in my life, but we
have 2 or 3 of us regularly knocked out for want of good food & rest. We have had two lit-
tle but important affairs which you will have heard of. The first at Balaklava when the
Russians drove the wretched Turks (who never waited for them but ran away manfully) out
of our trenches. Their Cavalry was again driven back by a Charge of our heavy Cavalry. The



day ended badly by our light Cavalry charging foolishly too far & alas too well, for they went
right through them. The Russian Artillery opened upon them & we lost 120 killed or miss-
ing & 400 horses. Many of the 120 were Officers. Altogether it was a bad day, but it so
encouraged the Russians that they attacked our position next day & we killed or wounded
750 of them that we know of & drove them back in a hurry with hardly a man killed on our
side, & not above 50 wounded – a grand revenge. They say the Siege is getting on well – glad
of it. I am sitting on a high ridge in view of our lines, looking on a fertile valley on the
Inkerman, on the other side of which is encamped an army of about 25000 Russians (the
same who did the Balaklava affair), only some reinforcements have just arrived to them. I
could shoot the nearest piquet Sentries with a Minie, they are so near. Beyond them are fine
mountains & far off the highest mountain in the Crimea. Altogether it is a magnificent
prospect, if the smoke did not get into my eyes, as the wind is high. You have no idea how
letters are looked for. We read them two or three times – they can’t be too long. We have
nothing to read at all. Not a book in the Camp. All my clothes are wearing out. I have just
found a hole in my knee – suspected it must crack long ago, last time I was on piquet. I did
a great stroke of business in the middle of the night. We heard great galloping & thought we
were attacked by Cavalry, when up came more then 40 loose Russian Cavalry horses. I cap-
tured 3 but have given them away, having no forage for them. They were beauties all grey. If
ever you write to Dysart, pray thank Loughboro’ for his letter & tell him I wd write but have
no materials. Please send this to Henrietta after you have read it. I am delighted with her
account of herself & hope there is just a chance of my seeing her at Malta. My old friend the
Retribution had her mast shot away the other day. I shall come D.V. as soon as this is over;
perhaps the whole the Battalion will. I shd not wonder if have more chance of seeing serv-
ice. I think in the other Battalion than this, as they will come out next time ‘tant mieux’ – my
French is improving. My moustaches wont grow; I am not an Esau. It is very cold – so good-
bye. Love to Aunt Di, Uncle George, John Delapre, Emily & family & everybody you write
to

Believe me, Yrs Afft
Harry Bouverie
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Village Friendly Societies
in Nineteenth-Century Northamptonshire

R. L. GREENALL

In the nineteenth century, foreign observers frequently remarked on the genius of British
people for creating self-governing associations whose existence owed nothing to the action
of the government or the state. Often they had religious or charitable bodies in mind, but
they were also referring to clubs and mutual associations created in the main by working
people. By the end of the century, a considerable network had come into existence – trades
unions, Co-operatives, Land and Building Societies, Working Men’s Clubs and Friendly
Societies. Of these, the latter were easily the most numerous. In 1901 the Registrar General
of Friendly Societies estimated that alongside 2,000 Co-operative societies (with a mem-
bership of 2 million), and 600 trades unions (with 1.5 million members), there were no less
than 28,000 Friendly Societies, whose members totalled about 12 million.1

As the century wore on and the numbers of these associations and societies expanded, they
attracted increasing attention, coming to be seen as something very characteristic of the age.
Newspapers began to report their activities regularly. What chiefly attracted attention was
the spread of the so-called ‘affiliated orders’, such as the Independent Order of Oddfellows
or the Ancient Order of Foresters, both of which had, earlier in the century, originated in
particular localities but had spread nationally and internationally. Despite the burgeoning of
the affiliated orders, the oldest and most basic sort of Friendly Society was the local sick
and burial club. By mid-century, every village of any size in Northamptonshire had at least
one, and plenty more than one. In time, old village societies were often joined by a branch
of one or more of the affiliateds. For instance, by the 1870s, Naseby had five clubs, among
which were one lodge of Oddfellows and one court of Foresters. Although essentially
membership clubs, Friendly Societies, through their processions and organised events
played an important part in village life into the twentieth century.

The affiliated orders invented stories about their origins, which they claimed went back into
the mists of time (the Foresters, for instance, to Robin Hood or to the foresters of Dean, the
Oddfellows to medieval craft guildsmen, the Freemasons to the builders of King Solomon’s
Temple or the Gothic cathedrals). Despite, or maybe because of the fact that most of this was
pure fiction, these claims proved to be one of the attractions of these organisations.
Historically, the best-documented early benefit societies are seventeenth century sailors’ and
fishermen’s box clubs and Huguenot clubs in London. Village Friendly Societies, which had
become so numerous by the second half of the 19th century in Northamptonshire, appeared
in the last third of the eighteenth. Among the oldest so far identified by this writer are the
Welford Benefit Society of 1771, the Daventry Friendly & Humane of 1779, the Isham
Society of the same year, and Brixworth Old and Naseby Old, both of which started in
1786. At least three were still going strong a hundred years later.

What all Friendly Societies aimed to do was to save members from the ultimate indigni-
ty of a pauper’s funeral (a poor man, by definition, being one who could not provide for
his own burial), and poverty brought about by sickness. As the rules of the Daventry
Friendly & Humane Society put it, the intention was ‘to establish a fund by small month-
ly subscriptions by which means tradesmen, mechanics, labourers and other inhabitants of
the parish may secure themselves and their families a comfortable support at a time when
they stand most in need, and have no other means of providing for it but by the disagree-
able recourse to the parish.’2 Some societies, such as the one at Barby (first established

1 Quoted in the Salford Reporter 7 November 1903.
2 N(orthamptonshire) R(ecord) O(ffice) D9959.



1816) had wider aims. ‘As one great object of the Society is to promote moral and good
behaviour amongst the members, no person shall be admitted who is of bad character, or
notorious for vices which would bring scandal and disgrace on the Society, such as curs-
ing, swearing, drunkenness, Sabbath breaking, fighting, quarrelling, gaming or other
immoral or wicked practices.’3 A handbill which set out the articles of a projected Isham
Village Benefit Society in 1779 is headlined ‘It is a joyful Thing, BRETHREN, to dwell
together in Unity.’4

The rise of sick and benefit clubs was clearly a response to changes overtaking the people
of this country in the last third of the 18th century. The first was the marked growth in
the population, which inevitably meant a marked increase in the numbers of the poor.
Anxieties over this issue are shown by the fact that from the 1780s the government began
to collect and publish statistics from every parish showing the growing costs of poor relief.
The second was the onset of our old friend ‘The Industrial Revolution’. It is no coinci-
dence that the districts which produced the greatest numbers of new Friendly Societies
were the ones where industrial change was most marked. But social dislocation was wide
spread; the lives of the common people in the countryside were as adversely affected by
changes in the rural economy as those in the industrial districts. From about 1770,
Friendly Societies were being established all over the country.

Two other causes for the rise of benefit clubs should be added. First, the dislocation of
people’s lives caused by the wars waged by this country since the late 17th century. If these
brought great wealth to some, they brought hard times to many: Britain’s wars were almost
invariably followed by economic depressions. For our purpose, one of the most serious and
prolonged was that which followed the victory over Napoleon. As poverty increased, tax-
payers and politicians became increasingly concerned about the growing cost of the old
system of relieving the poor. The introduction of a new and harsher Poor Law in 1834 in
particular proved a great stimulus to the formation of new clubs and benefit societies. ‘God
helps those who help themselves’ went the saying, and one of the most effective ways of
helping oneself was to associate to pool savings and share risks.

From around the time the New Poor Law began operating, the so-called ‘affiliated orders’
made their first appearance in Northamptonshire. In the course of the century, branches
of these, with their strange and esoteric names, established themselves alongside the old
town and village clubs. The Independent Order of Oddfellows, Manchester Unity, which
started in Salford in 1810, spread out from Lancashire and Yorkshire. (Figure 1) In the his-
tory of these affiliated orders, splits and breakaways were not infrequent. Soon, there was
a Nottingham Ancient Imperial Order of Oddfellows. Lodges of both of the Manchester
and Nottingham Unities first appeared in Northampton in 1827. The Ancient Order of
Foresters originated in 1834, when some courts broke away from an older Ancient Order
of Royal Foresters. The new A.O.F. soon eclipsed the Royal, which remained largely con-
fined within South Yorkshire. The A.O.F. became popular over much of England, the first
‘courts’ in Northamptonshire opening in Wellingborough and other places in 1841.

The extent of the early spread of the affiliated orders in this part of the world can be exag-
gerated. A list of Northamptonshire clubs and societies enrolled with the Court of Quarter
Sessions or the Registrar General of Friendly Societies between 1794 and 1855 shows
that, by the latter year, the affiliated orders were very much in the minority. It names 242
town and village societies, plus a mere 29 lodges of Manchester Unity Oddfellows, ten of
Nottingham Oddfellows and nine of Foresters.5 In the second half of the century, howev-
er, the affiliated orders spread and increased, new arrivals including the Ancient Order of
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Shepherds, the United Order of Free Gardeners and two Temperance bodies, the
Independent Order of Rechabites and the Ancient Order of Good Templars. One attrac-
tion of the affiliated orders was their arcane initiation ceremonies and regalia, much of
which owed their form to freemasonry. Indeed they were sometimes referred to as ‘the
poor man’s freemasonry’. Another attraction to joining an affiliated order was that one had
the pleasure of belonging to a network which stretched well beyond the parochial.
Membership of the Oddfellows or Foresters offered a chance to rise up through various
‘degrees’ and offices at branch and district level, and to be sent as a delegate to the annu-
al moveable conference, which met in a different town each year.

The culture of Friendly Societies had several characteristics. The first was mutuality, ‘the
joyful Thing’ of pooling savings, sharing risks and receiving benefits when the need arose.
The object was not to make profits, but to have sufficient stock to pay benefits when need-
ed. Because prudent management was called for, balances did build up and surpluses were
invested. Men who took on the posts of secretary, steward, trustee, clerk and treasurer did
so without pay, except for some recognition for very long service, typically a gold watch
or an honorarium. Another characteristic was mutual respect; bad language and party pol-
itics were forbidden at lodge meetings and members addressed one another as ‘Brother’.
As well as to transact business, the monthly meeting was devoted to a certain amount of
conviviality, which meant beer and tobacco. It was because of the dislike of alcohol that
some orders were established on temperance principles, though these were notable by
their absence in Northamptonshire villages. The ethos of these self-governing clubs was
independence and they were intensely local. In the Friendly Society world there was a
strong suspicion of the state; they believed that they could manage their own social secu-
rity for themselves. However, legislation was passed to secure the legal status of Friendly

Figure 1. Oddfellows. Brethren of the ‘Earl of Pomfret’ Lodge, Manchester
Unity, Towcester, pose for the local photographer before a parade to celebrate

the proclamation of King George V in 1910. (Author’s collection)



Societies. John Tidd Pratt, in his role as Registrar of Friendly Societies, was an influential
figure, keen to get societies to register under the Friendly Societies Acts, and come under
the protection of the law. Not all did. It took forty years before the United Brothers at
Long Buckby found it necessary to register, and when it did it had to change its name to
United Effort, because there was another United Brothers Society in the county, though
not in Buckby.6

How village clubs were organised is shown most clearly in their printed flyers and rule-
books, of which a number survive. Often these are the only indication that a society ever
existed. They usually have the same basic articles, although there are occasional differences.
(Figure 2) Firstly, they cover recruitment of members and the running of the Society;
such matters as how people were to enrol, how much entrance money was to be levied,
the age limits of new members (usually no one under eighteen or over forty years old, or
anyone with an illness or disability), the rate of regular subscriptions, and rules concern-
ing missed or late payments. They provided for the regular, usually monthly, meeting and
general meetings. Then there was the matter of ‘the Box’. The East Haddon Friendly
Society, originally established in 1783, sets this out clearly. ‘The Stewards shall provide a
Box with three Locks, each Steward and the Treasurer keeping a key, in which shall be kept
the Society’s Stock, the Account Books, and the Register of the Members’ names; the Box
to be always left in the Treasurer’s hands; and when new Stewards are elected, the old ones
shall deliver to them their Keys and Books, and give the balance of their accounts, for
which the new Stewards shall give a proper receipt.’ More often than not the club’s meet-
ing place was a public house and the landlord was sometimes the keeper of the Box. The
articles also set out how the club officials and the committee were to be appointed and
what their duties were. Article X. of the East Haddon club states ‘A general meeting of the
Society shall be held twice every year, viz. on Whit Monday and November 5th; on which
days the Stewards and Treasurer shall be chosen, and when chosen shall serve the six
months following, under forfeiture of 2 shillings and sixpence each.’7

There were stringent regulations on entitlement to, and the payment of benefits. The East
Haddon rules state ‘No member is entitled to any benefit from the fund, till two years be
expired from the day of his entrance; after that time, if he falls sick, lame, or is rendered
incapable of pursuing his occupation or business, (the venereal disease and accidents occa-
sioned by fighting or drunkenness excepted) and hath made good all his payments, he shall
receive 6 shillings per week during his sickness, beginning on the seventh day from his
report, which shall be weekly carried to him by the steward.’8 In 1826 a letter from the
secretary of the Rothwell Amicable Society appeared in the Northampton Mercury. It stat-
ed that their club had been going for 45 years, had 112 members paying one shilling and
two pence per month and had recently paid out £790 to sick members, benefit being
seven shillings a week.9 Regarding funeral allowances, the East Haddon rule book states
‘Upon the death of any member of the Society all members residing in East Haddon shall
attend his corpse to the grave if buried at East-Haddon … and if the deceased has been a
member for three years complete, and all his payments made good, one pound ten shillings
will be allowed for his funeral; if four years, two pounds more to the widow or nominee
of the deceased; and if buried at East Haddon, and there be ten pounds in the hands of
the Treasurer, ten shillings and six pence shall be allowed to the Vicar of that place for a
funeral sermon.’10
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8 Ibid.
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The rules invariably provided for an annual dinner. At East Haddon, ‘On the days of the
general meetings a dinner shall be provided, to which every member shall contribute one
shilling … and if at these dinners any more money be expended than the shilling above-
mentioned, the Stewards shall stand chargeable with it’. Rules were laid down to ensure
decorum was preserved. No persons but members were to be allowed to attend ‘and if any
members shall be heard by any two present to curse and swear, give any ill language, hasti-
ly break into another’s discourse, offer to lay wagers, promote gaming or be unreasonably
warm in argument, about trade of politics, for every particular offence he shall forfeit two
pence.’11 Furthermore, ‘when the Stewards have thrice called silence, all the members pres-
ent at the above meeting shall be silent, under forfeiture of two pence.’ Finally, the rules
sometimes stipulate the maximum size to which the membership should be allowed to

11 Ibid.

Figure 2. Printed articles of the East Haddon Friendly Society, founded 1783.
(By courtesy of Northamptonshire Libraries and Information Service)



grow (61 in the case of Earls Barton Amicable Society in 1823), and what should happen
if there was a move to disband the Society; Daventry Friendly and Humane Society laid
it down in 1779 that ‘This Society shall not be dissolved so long as 31 members continue
to contribute to the support of it.’12

Most usually, village clubs were founded by tradesmen, artisans and other workers getting
together, deciding on the rules, advertising them and recruiting members. Sometimes the
leading figure was the landlord of the public house which became the meeting place or
‘club room’. Sometimes members of the parish church were behind the formation of a
Church Union Society. Rather less frequently the move began with village
Nonconformists or Methodists, though the rules of the Barby Society of 1816 show such
influence.13 Only rarely did the well-to-do take the lead. More usually their efforts went
into establishing charitable poor relief societies, or allotments. In general, village benefit
societies came from below rather than above. It is also clear that they drew on traditional
village practices, such as levying fines for refusing to serve or otherwise transgressing the
rules, which clearly derive from the way parish vestries operated, and convivial customs
such as dining and drinking together to celebrate such annual events as ‘harvest homes’.

The search for the history of the benefit societies in a particular village is often fraught
with difficulties. Occasionally a printed rule-book survives, but other information about
its subsequent existence does not. Some that were launched did not flourish, or even get
off the ground. The case of the Daventry Humane Society of 1779 is perhaps an example.
Beyond its printed rules nothing about it can be found, and by 1794 another Daventry
Friendly Society had come into existence, perhaps to try again. Clearly, it was one thing
for people to get together, draw up and print articles, but recruiting the minimum num-
ber of subscribing members to make it viable was not always easy, especially in hard times.
Moreover, it was always necessary for an established club to continue to recruit the young
and healthy who, in effect, paid for the old and the sick. There was also the problem, com-
mon to all associations, that members grow old together and fail to attract new recruits.
What could also throw a society into financial difficulties was a sudden drain on the
reserves, such as a severe epidemic, or the treasurer absconding with the funds.

For many societies it was apparent that in the case of sickness it was not sufficient merely
to pay out benefits in money. Most Friendly Societies adopted the arrangement of con-
tracting with a local doctor to visit and treat members and their families who had fallen
ill. Although doctors could be very hard-worked, the arrangement was beneficial to both
parties, especially to doctors in their early years of starting up in a practice. Sometimes
large village clubs, such as the Long Buckby United Brothers, which had around 300
members in the 1870s and 80s, contracted with a second general practitioner. The annual
dinner was invariably attended by these medical men, who were there to thank the mem-
bers and be themselves thanked. From the speeches reported in the newspapers it is
evident that this relationship was an important element in the local web of social obliga-
tion.14 In the towns, the role Friendly Societies played in creating health schemes could go
further. Perhaps the most notable was the formation of the Northampton Friendly
Societies Medical Institute in 1872, when twenty-six societies got together to employ two
doctors and open a dispensary. Their premises opened in 1883 still stand on Broad Street,
although the Institute itself closed in 1948 when the National Health Service came into
existence. By then, this Friendly Society Institution had served the working people of
Northampton for an impressive 76 years.
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12 NCL 334.7 Earls Barton Amicable Society, 1815.
13 NCL 334.7 Barby Friendly Society, 1816.
14 For example, see NM 7 June 1879.
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Nonetheless, it is important to make the point that the Friendly Societies were not gen-
erally accessible to the poor. By their very nature, they were institutions designed to
prevent people from falling into poverty (in sickness and old age), rather than helping
those already poor. The Victorian working class was not homogenous. It had distinct lay-
ers, with a discernable top, middle and bottom. It was only the people at the top and in
the middle, such as shopkeepers, other small businessmen and skilled workers, usually men
who had served apprenticeships, together with better-paid workers from such industries
as footwear and textiles who could afford to set aside the monthly dues, which ensured
benefits where they were needed. The best people lower down could do was the ‘penny-
a- week’ burial club. And many of the poor – agricultural and urban labourers, street clean-
ers, lower domestic servants, street hawkers, etc. – could not even afford that. They had to
rely on local charity or the workhouse; the workhouses of Northamptonshire (and every-
where else) contained many worn out labourers, their wives and their widows.

If the provision for wives and families was central to the aims of Friendly Societies, their
culture was unquestionably masculine. (Figure 3)Women were seen as being recipients of
benefits rather than members of clubs in their own right. However, by about 1895,
Friendly Society branches specifically for women members began to be established by the
Oddfellows, Foresters and others. Almost invariably these were urban. A few ‘home-grown’
female Benefit Societies pre-dated these. In Wellingborough there were three: the
Wellingborough Female Benefit Society, founded in 1834 which had 523 members by

Figure 3. ‘As safe as houses.’ Stamford Oddfellows invest some of their stock
in a meeting hall, 1876.
(Photograph by the author)



1865.15 Possibly established to rival it, in 1845 a Church Female Benefit Society was start-
ed, which had 195 members twenty years later.16 A third Wellingborough Female Friendly
Society was established in 1868 ‘for the mutual assistance of females, being wives or daugh-
ters of working men’; five years later it had attracted 554 members.17 Quite why
Wellingborough was so far ahead of other places is by no means clear. Perhaps it was
because so many women worked in boot-closing, the town’s industrial specialism, or
maybe it arose out of something else in the social chemistry of that particular town. The
only other village female Benefit Society to come to light so far is the Welford Victoria
Society, established in 1858 for the relief of women in times of sickness and for the pay-
ment of funeral benefit. This was a Church-backed initiative, an offshoot of the older men’s
Welford Royal Victoria Society. For subscriptions of nine pence a month, women would
receive five shillings per week with medical attendance when ill, and funeral expenses
upon their death. In 1872 it had had 10 honorary and 44 beneficiary members.18

In the early nineteenth century many village benefit societies held their Feast day on
Easter Monday and the custom grew up of processing the village prior before the club
dinner, sometimes attending the parish church for a sermon from the vicar. The ritual of
the event was added to by the purchase of staves and a flag or banner, without which no
procession of trade unionists, Co-operators, Friendly Society brethren, or Sunday scholars
were complete. By about mid-century, the feast had often moved to Whit Week, presum-
ably in the hope of better weather. Some villages incorporated them into their traditional
Feast Week activities. From the 1850s the newspapers report these celebrations in villages
all over Northamptonshire. One village which appeared regularly in the Northampton
Mercury was Naseby. Feast week there fell in early June, and was usually referred to as ‘Fair
Week’, because it coincided with Rothwell Fair. Like most village feasts by that time, the
events spread over several days. In 1879 the Mercury reported a concert in the National
School in aid of the Wesleyan Choir fund on the Monday. On Tuesday, the Old Sick Club,
which had 99 members, held its 93rd anniversary. Headed by the band of the 3rd
Northamptonshire Rifles, members paraded the village. After dinner at the Fitzgerald Arms
there was a concert, followed by open-air dancing. The same day the ‘Heart of Oak’ Lodge,
Manchester Unity Oddfellows, (which had started in 1843) held its celebration. Headed
by another band, brethren paraded in full regalia, returning to the Royal Oak for dinner,
and a concert and dancing followed. On Wednesday, Court ‘Cromwell Victory’, Ancient
Order of Foresters, formed as recently as 1874, held its celebration in the Fitzgerald Arms.
Despite heavy rain, they laid on a great show. Led by yet another band, and joined by
Foresters from Northampton, ‘under the admiring gaze of a large number of villagers’
‘Friar Tuck, with crucifix and beads’, ‘Robin Hood’, ‘Maid Marion’ and ‘Will Scarlet’ rode
round the village on horseback. Then back to the Fitzgerald Arms for dinner, at which 80
brethren sat down, a concert following. By that year, a Juvenile Court of Foresters had also
come into existence. ‘The Foresters’ parade’, said the Mercury, was ‘always the sight of the
year in Naseby.’ On the same day, the second Naseby ‘Old Club’, which had 125 mem-
bers, held their anniversary. They reported a ‘heavy year’, being obliged to draw on stock
in hand to pay all the claims for sickness benefit.19 Charles Adnitt, the Northampton drap-
er, who had strong ties to the place, claimed that in Naseby ‘there are very few men,
women and children above 12 years of age, who are not connected with some society
which has for its objects the providing of funds against a time of need.’20 Other populous
villages could boast of similar networks.
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15 NM 24 June 1865.
16 NM 15 July 1865.
17 N(orthampton) H(erald) 12 April 1873.
18 NM 6 April 1872.
19 NM 14 June 1879.
20 NM 20 March 1875.
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As the century wore on, these annual club processions developed into something bigger,
particularly in the towns. By 1900, the Daventry Oddfellows organised what turned into
an annual fete and gala. It began with a parade of ‘turn-outs’, horse-drawn wagons and
vans owned by shopkeepers and businessmen, organised in three classes to compete for
prizes. Sports were held in the streets of the town and on a suitable field. For the more
sedate, there was a ball in the evening in the Assembly Hall with music from a string quar-
tet. For rude mechanicals and their partners, there was dancing in a field to tunes provided
by the Daventry Band.21 Town and village clubs would also unite to promote demonstra-
tions and sporting events to raise money for good causes, such as augmenting the funds of
Northampton Infirmary or for National Lifeboat Week.

By this time, the great and the good were firmly in favour of Friendly Societies. When, in
1891‘Loyal Providence’ Lodge of the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows in Oundle cele-
brated their 52nd anniversary with the customary procession, church sermon, gala, flower
show and public dinner, the occasion was graced by the presence of the new Bishop of
Peterborough, the Rt Revd Mandell Creighton, visiting Oundle at the time.22 In 1898 the

21 NM 31 May 1901.
22 NH 25 July 1891.

Figure 4. Temperance man, William Plowman (1825-1915) of Blisworth 
wearing his Good Templar collar.
(Collection of the late George Freeston)



Marquess of Northampton was instituted as an honorary member of the ‘Earl Compton’
Court of Foresters at Yardley Hastings, together with Dr. Scott, the club doctor.23 By now
few candidates in Parliamentary elections would turn down such invitations issued by
Friendly Societies. This had not always been the case. At the time of the French
Revolution the government were suspicious of all combinations of the lower classes, and
there followed legislation requiring all benefit societies to have their rules approved in the
Court of Quarter Sessions. Trade combinations (unions) were made illegal (until 1824).
Some simply ignored the law, while others passed themselves off as Friendly Societies and
enrolled as such, a notable example being the Iron Moulders’ Friendly Society, the first of
the long-surviving craft unions.

(Figure 4)Village clubs in Northamptonshire attracted the ire of certain clergymen. That
opinionated clerical magistrate, the Revd Francis Litchfield of Farthinghoe, was hostile to
what he called ‘Public House Friendly Societies’, which he absurdly accused of being
‘Fighting Friendly Societies, assembled to get drunk once a quarter, and fight once a
year.’24 The Revd Abner Brown of Isham, who also wanted cakes and ale to cease, accused
village clubs of squandering resources on drink which should have been spent on the
needy.25 There may have been some truth in this particular criticism, but their shortcom-
ings scarcely outweighed the good that benefit societies did.

Village clubs often survived for impressively long periods, but sooner or later they came
up against problems. Sometimes their treasurers defrauded them, as in the case of Corby
Independent Friendly Society in 1900.26 Sometimes clubs failed to recruit enough young
members, a problem which, from about 1880, became more pressing, when village popu-
lations began to decline in the great Agricultural Depression, which did so much to
damage rural life. Towards the close of the nineteenth century, village clubs often faced
financial crises brought on by inaccurate valuing of their assets, or by high payouts result-
ing from outbreaks of epidemics. The hitherto strong United Effort Society at Long
Buckby faced such a crisis in 1897, despite a relatively high membership of around 300.
It had suffered ‘heavy years’ in 1893, 1895 and 1896. Such was their anxiety, that an
approach was made for a merger with the Oddfellows’ ‘Centre of England’ Lodge in
Daventry. The Daventry men appointed a Manchester Unity actuary to value the assets
and liabilities of United Effort, on the understanding that should his report be adverse,the
Oddfellows would open a lodge of their own in Buckby. His report declared that it was
impossible to take United Effort over because there was so large a deficit that they were
‘practically insolvent.’ The upshot was that the Oddfellows started ‘Loyal Jubilee’ Lodge,27
However, United Effort carried on, despite the fact that in 1899 they had ‘another very
heavy year for sickness and deaths’.28

Throwing in their lot with one of the affiliated orders was a strategy followed by other
village societies. In 1889 the Lowick club, after existing nearly 60 years, joined the Oundle
district of the Manchester Oddfellows, as ‘Sackville’ Lodge. After forty-five years of exis-
tence, in 1892 Great Houghton Benefit Society affiliated to the Manchester Unity,
becoming ‘Pride of Houghton.’ In the same year, Roade Old Society became ‘Hand of
Friendship’ Lodge of the Manchester Unity. Some clubs simply died of old age. In 1888,
after 80 years, upon the vote of five-sixths of the members (as the law required)
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23 NH 14 May 1898.
24 NH 31 May 1856.
25 Village Provident Societies. Rules, Tables and History of the Provident Society Established in 1836 for Pytchley, Isham
and Broughton in Northamptonshire, with Introductory Suggestions etc. by the Revd Abner Brown, A.M. (London,
1850).

26 NM 2 and 16 March 1900.
27 NH 19 February 1898.
28 NM 2 February 1900.
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Wellingborough Old Club voted to dissolve, its funds being divided among the mem-
bers.29

Other developments were taking place to threaten the world of the Friendly Societies. The
‘Condition of England Question’ was coming to the fore again, in a way it had not done
since the ‘Hungry Forties’. In the 1880s Socialism revived, making the startling claim that
the proportion of the population living in poverty was the same as it had been fifty years
earlier. In ‘the richest country in the world’, this assertion was hard to accept, and was dis-
missed as Socialist hyperbole. However, widespread poverty was there for all that had eyes
to see. To test the Socialist claim, careful social surveys were carried out (and paid for) by
the Liverpool ship owner, Charles Booth, into life and labour in London, and by the
Quaker chocolate manufacturer, Seebohm Rowntree, in York. These studies demonstrat-
ed that the extent of poverty claimed was not exaggerated. They showed that around thirty
per cent of the people in the two places surveyed (and, by implication, nationally) were at
one time or another living in poverty, and that ten per cent (Rowntree’s ‘submerged
tenth’) never at any time in their lives escaped living ‘below the poverty line.’

The surveys also made it clear that such provisions as existed (charities, the Poor Law,
Friendly Societies, etc.) did not address the main causes of poverty, and there followed
much discussion of new ideas and policies. One was ‘old age pensions’. The trade unions
and the Friendly Societies at first opposed the idea, but eventually came round in support,
despite their strongly-held suspicions of state-interference. The Liberal government of
1906 proceeded to pass an Old Age Pensions Act, which immediately reduced the num-
bers of old people having to go into the workhouse when their working days ended. For
Friendly Societies, the greatest threat appeared in the National Insurance Act of 1911,
especially the part which introduced health care. The people who were to benefit includ-
ed many who were already members of Friendly Societies. Faced with a likely loss of
members, the Friendly Societies opposed it strongly, as did many doctors. It took all the
adroitness of Lloyd George to bring them on side by incorporating the societies into
administering the benefits under the Act. Despite this, many Friendly Societies and
Provident Dispensary Institutions lost membership after 1911.

By then, such bodies had passed their peak. In the twentieth century, Friendly Societies
carried on, but lost potential members, and as social institutions they had a much lower
public profile than in the Victorian era, They were most seriously undermined by the
widening provisions of the ‘Welfare State’ legislation after the Second World War. Such
bodies as the Foresters and the Oddfellows still exist, but they have far fewer branches and
members than in the 19th century. And it is doubtful if more than a tiny fraction of the
population have ever heard of them. This may not necessarily continue. For the historical-
ly aware, what is interesting is a phrase which has recently entered political discourse, and
is much used by politicians, ‘think-tanks’, and academics – ‘civil society’. By this they mean
those non-governmental agencies ‘through which society is bound together.’ For New
Labour, which famously pronounced history as redundant, this is a remarkable rediscov-
ery, arising partly out of the huge cost of welfare, and partly out of anxieties over ‘declining
social cohesion.’30

This article is based on the author’s lecture given to the Northamptonshire Record Society on 6 October
2007.

29 NM 8 June 1889; 22 April 1892; 21 January 1888.
30 See the article ‘All together now for community cohesion’ in The Guardian of 20 February 2008, which
notes that the National Council for Voluntary Organisations recently re-named its annual Voluntary Sector
Almanac as The U.K. Civil Society Almanac.



‘Disgraceful Brawls and Drunken Riots’:
Disorder During Northampton Borough Elections

(1768-1830)
ZOE DYNDOR

Violence, disorder and riot were all characteristic of elections during the eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries to varying degrees, indeed a certain level of disorder was
expected as part of customary electoral practice.1 It has been suggested that although
‘rough and tumble’ was a characteristic of elections, disorder rarely descended into serious
violence.2 Incidents often occurred due to the enthusiasm of the town folk, or ‘on the spur
of the moment’. Condemning electoral disorder in 1835, The Northampton Mercury report-
ed that ‘we were spared the disgraceful brawls and drunken riots which have hitherto
attended almost invariably a contested election’, illustrating that these brawls and riots
were the norm rather than infrequent occurrences.3 Reports in the Mercury suggest that
throwing stones and breaking windows were the most common forms of disorder, though
during certain elections in Northampton more serious riots occurred. This article will
examine the incidents that occurred during three Northampton borough elections, all of
which contained high levels of disturbance. The contests in 1768, 1818 and 1830 all
included mob activity or riots that exceeded the exuberant behaviour that was customary,
and during one election such activity even resulted in death.

The elections considered in this article took place before the first parliamentary reform
act in 1832, and well before the introduction of the secret ballot.4 This meant that voters
had to declare their votes openly at a poll booth that would have been erected in the
Market Square. Polling was one part of a lengthy election contest, during which time sev-
eral other rituals would occur. These were the entry, canvassing, nomination, polling and
chairing. The entry involved the candidates arriving in the town with an elaborate pro-
cession. In 1768 Lord Spencer arrived to crowds of people, who removed the horses from
his carriage and drew him into the town. After entering the town the candidates would
canvass the electorate, paying obeisance to the voters. Canvassing involved soliciting votes
from men at their homes, holding election dinners and offering treats, gifts and alcohol to
the electorate. The nomination of the candidates followed the canvass: if there were more
than two eligible men nominated, a contest was demanded and the polling commenced.
During the eighteenth century this polling process could last for up to fifteen days.5 The
conclusion of the contest was marked by the chairing of the victorious candidates. They
were literally paraded around the town in a chair, following a route from the Market
Square, down the Drapery, around All Saints Church and back to the Market Square. These
rituals were attended by hundreds of people whether they could vote or not, including
men and women. This meant all were able to participate in the election ceremony. The
offering of treats, gifts and drinks to the voters added to the popularity of elections and
gave rise to spirited behaviour among the town’s people. As the candidates had to pay their
respects to the voters and non-voters, there were role reversals during elections that sus-
pended the usual social order.6 Due to such a public voting system, the carnival
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1 Frank O’Gorman, Voters, Patrons and Parties: The Unreformed Electorate in England (Oxford, 2000) pp.255-9.
2 Clive Emsley, Hard Men: The English and Violence since 1750 (London, 2005) p.118.
3 Northampton Mercury (hereafter NM), 10 January 1835.
4 The Reform Act was passed in 1832. Before this act in Northampton all male householders over 21 and
not in receipt of poor relief could vote. The act stipulated that only male householders with homes worth
over £10 per annum could vote. This was to create a unified franchise across the country and eliminate
‘rotten boroughs’. The secret ballot was not introduced until 1872.

5 Polling was reduced to eight days in 1828, 2 days in 1832 and 1 day in 1835.
6 Frank O’Gorman, Voter, Patrons and Parties. pp.255-9.
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atmosphere of the contest and the duration of the election, there was ample opportunity
for violence to occur.

1768 Election
The 1768 election has been dubbed the ‘spendthrift’ election or the ‘election of the three
Earls’.7 A contest ensued when Lord Spencer of Althorp decided to break the hold of Lord
Northampton of Aynho Park and Lord Halifax of Horton Hall who had control over the
borough seats. Lords Northampton and Halifax were patrons to two men who ran for
M.P: George Rodney and George Osborn (known locally as the Georges). The two mem-
bers of the local aristocracy had a monopoly on borough politics, and their families had
retained a seat in the borough since 1727. They stood in joint interest against Thomas
Howe, Lord Spencer’s candidate.8 The election was overtly corrupt due to the outright
bribery and treating that occurred during the election. Gifts to the voters from Lord
Spencer included sandwiches filled with Guineas, silver snuff boxes and teapots embla-
zoned with the motto ‘Spencer, Howe and Liberty’. Voters were allegedly given
extortionate sums of money ranging from twelve guineas to five hundred pounds.9 There
were 1139 votes cast during the election despite there being only 933 houses registered:
as Northampton was a householder borough, technically there should only have been as
many votes as there were houses. The votes of over 200 men were also rejected. Votes were
either ‘split’ between Rodney and Osborn or a ‘plump’ for Howe.10 The Northampton
electorate possessed two votes. Split votes were those divided between two candidates,
while a plump was when an elector only voted for one candidate. Although Rodney and
Osborn won the election, Howe petitioned Parliament to get the decision overturned.
This was due to the large number of invalid votes at the polls and the significantly high
number of his votes that were rejected. The returning officer was overtly partial to Lords
Halifax and Northampton. Once petitioned, Howe seemed so sure of victory that the two
elected members flipped a coin to decide who should stand down: Rodney won and
retained his seat. Spencer had thus succeeded in ousting one of the local magnates, and
secured himself a position as one of the borough patrons. The election was one of finan-
cial embarrassment for all three of the patrons; altogether approximately £100,000 was
spent.11 This was by far the most expensive election of the eighteenth century in Britain.
Spencer and Northampton lost vast amounts of money, but, more seriously, Halifax was
financially ruined and would never again participate in politics.12

Preparations for the 1768 election began early: as far back as September 1767 Lords
Northampton, Halifax and Spencer and their candidates were canvassing potential voters.
It was during these early stages of the election when a violent incident occurred, centred
at two of the public houses in the town centre. In October there was an election dinner
at the Red Lion (Horsemarket), which led to a reputed 200 of Halifax and Northampton’s
supporters visiting various public houses in the town. Halifax, Northampton and the
crowd allegedly paraded the town with torches. When they reached the George Inn (at

7 For example see Rev Charles Cox, The Records of the Borough of Northampton, vol. II (Northampton: J.
Freeman Printers, 1898) pp.505-6.; ‘The Northampton Spendthrift election of 1768’, Northampton County
Magazine Vol. 2 (1929) pp.111-117.

8 Howe was not the first choice as Spencer’s candidate, Sir James Langham had been in the early stages of
the election, but withdrew, reportedly due to ill health.

9 Cox, The Records of the Borough. pp.505-6.
10 Northampton Library (hereafter NL), 1768 Pollbook.
11 Figures quoted for the expenditure at this election range from £100,000 to £250,000, see: Lewis Namier
and John Brooke, The History of Parliament: The Commons, 1754-1790 (London, 1964) pp.345; Cox, The
Records of the Borough of Northampton, p.507; Denis Gray, Spencer Percival: The Evangelical Prime minister 1762-
1812 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1963) p.28.

12 Lewis Namier and John Brooke, The History of Parliament: The Commons, 1754-1790 (London, 1964)
pp.344-5.



the corner of George Row and Gold Street) they encountered members of the Spencer
party and a scuffle ensued; according to one witness the incumbents’ men were armed
with bludgeons and sought revenge on the Spencer party.13 The Lords’ men then retreat-
ed to the Red Lion to decide what action to take. They decided to fight. Armed with
brooms, stones and various other weapons they set off to the George Inn. The mob
attacked but could not break the gates of the inn and eventually retreated back to the Red
Lion. The next day the mob of Halifax and Northampton mobilised themselves again; this
time they numbered about 500 and were armed with clubs. They marched into town to
the George, where they found Lord Spencer on the balcony. He offered 1000 guineas to
end the dispute, and the mob again dispersed. A meeting at the hospital between the
patrons ended the violence.14 This event was investigated as part of the petition that
occurred after the election. Sir James Langham declined to stand shortly after this distur-
bance. When documenting these events at the time, Mr Joseph Hill attributed Langham’s
declining to ‘cowardice, fear or to having been tampered with’.15

This event was the subject of several handbills distributed during the election. The follow-
ing verse was printed as part of the campaign for Lord Spencer and Howe, titled ‘The
Modern Quixott’s OR A New Method of Canvassing’.

Come here my brave Boys and attend to my Song,
Althou’ it is short, some may think it too long,
For I’ll sing of no Ministerial job,
But the Feats of two L—ds at the Head of a Mob.
Determin’d it seems to secure the Election, 
By Mobbing, with which it can have no Connexion,
All dreadfully arm’d, they march’d fourth in the Night,
For to knock out our Brains, – Or make us Vote right.
But who can describe the most noble Procession,
Consisting of Creatures of Every Profession,
From those at they’re Head of exalted Condition,
To their Bone-pickers kept in the R-d L—n Kitchen,
The Magistrate Chief, like a Man of great Might,
Join’d the Mob with his Weapon – as if he cou’d Fight,
But I’m sorry to hear – that so great a Physician,
Shou’d retreat from that Field in a sh-tt-n Condition.
See Trade, Law and Physic at their L-sh-ps Command,
Like Vassals depenant, Unite in a band
With keepers, Grooms, Valets – and a motley Crew,
All arm’d to do mischief, they car’d not to who.
With Torch, Drum and Flags now behold them parade,
And advance to the George with the L—rds at their Head, 
Where getting well drubb’d by a handful of Men,
The Windows they broke – and retreat back again.
And we’ll drub them again, if like Cowards they call,
A Country Mob, – for we’re free Voters all,
And will never be Slaves, but with Heart, Voice and Hand,
For Liberty! Spencer! and Howe! we will stand.16
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13 Cox, The Records of the Borough. p.505.
14 ‘The Northampton Spendthrift election of 1768’, Northampton County Magazine, vol. II (1929) pp.111-117.
15 Cox, The Records of the Borough. p.505.
16 NL, Political Ephemera 1768/6.
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This verse illustrates the distain for this method of ‘canvassing’, but also how diverse a
group the mob was. This was not a riot of the lower orders; this was a group of men that
included Lords Halifax and Northampton and several of the town’s notables. Both the
Mayor, Thomas Breton, and the town magistrate were reputedly part of the mob. Another
handbill referred to the incident and the ‘tumultuous Populace, intoxicated with Liquor,
countenanced by magistracy itself, and work’d up to a madness by the militia drums and
fife, which founded to Arms as in times of actual Invasion’.17 Spencer and Howe capitalised
on their opponents’ behaviour at this riot and portrayed them as a brutal mob using phys-
ical force to gain votes. This mob activity by the Northampton/Halifax party enabled
Spencer to take the moral high ground, especially regarding the cause of liberty.

In contrast to this, verses in support of Lord Northampton and Lord Halifax praise the
masculinity of the men. They refer to the candidates protecting every ‘husband, wife,
widow or maid’. Their manliness and strength are referred to in the verses, and they are
portrayed as fearless men: ‘If wild boars, or tigers, or lions should paw/We’d fear him no
more, than we would that Jack Daw’.18 Continuing with the animal imagery, Howe is pre-
sented as a ‘curious young lion’, though he is mocked for not being as manly as the other
candidates: ‘with a face not so frightful as lions of old, that his paws were quite soft and
his nails were of gold.’19 As Howe and Langham were both not local they were referred to
as the ‘false prophet’ and the ‘man from the moon’, likening them to a foreigner invading
the town. (Figure 1)This suggests that while Spencer suggested the use of the mob was
corrupt and threatening, Northampton and Halifax used the riot in their favour to
demonstrate that they were the courageous, manly ones protecting the town from inva-
sion. Violence was thus not necessarily viewed in a negative light, which may explain why
it was an accepted part of elections.

After the election the incident proved damaging to the sitting members when Howe peti-
tioned parliament. Several witnesses recalled the event during the subsequent investigation
into the election. The investigation indicates that the mayor’s bailiffs and Mr Gibson the
Recording Officer were also part of the riot. When questioned, Joseph Sumerfield stated
that ‘many heads were broke’ and that ‘the mayor did nothing to prevent the mischief ’.
Another witness, John Wariner, even went so far as to say that the Mayor ‘seemed pleased
with the riots’. He also recalled that the candidates Rodney and Osborn were ‘not behav-
ing peaceably, shouting “No Langham! No Langham!”’ Sumerfield also stated that ‘the
sitting members rally lighted torches in the faces of Langhams that rather aggravated
them’.20 It is more than likely that the witnesses during the investigation were in support
of Howe, though evidence does overwhelmingly suggest Halifax, Northampton and their
supporters instigated the riot.

1818 Election
1818 was no less fiercely contested than 1768. There are a vast number of surviving hand-
bills for the election, and this is indicative of a dogged election contest. Lord Compton
(the then current Lord Northampton) and Sir William Hanbury of Kelmarsh Hall sought
to retain their seats against newcomer Sir George Robinson, a politician and overt Whig.
Hanbury, however, pulled out of the contest early on. He was succeeded by Captain
Maberly, who turned out to be too young to stand when parliament dissolved, so finally
General Edward Kerrison took the mantle. Kerrison was a war hero who had fought in
the battle of Waterloo and was keen to promote this throughout the contest. The 1818

17 NL, Political Ephemera 1768/7.
18 Northamptonshire Record Office (hereafter NRO), YZ 4688.
19 NRO, YZ 4687.
20 NRO, XYZ 362, Investigation into the 1768 Northampton Borough Election.
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Figure 1. The False Prophet. A 1768 handbill depicting Northampton folk
searching the sky for Sir James Langham. The opposition dubbed him ‘the

false prophet’ and stated he would ‘come down from the moon’.
(Northamptonshire Record Office)
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election centred on national issues to a greater extent than the elections of the eighteenth
century as candidates began to refer to concerns such as religious reform. Robinson, for
example, was opposed the unpopular Corn Laws.21 During the polling, four of Robinson’s
men, adorned in his colours, marched through the town carrying a large loaf of bread and
a banner with the words ‘No Corn Bill’.22 In a tactical manoeuvre Robinson requested
‘plumpers’ from the voters, and appealed especially to the ‘independent workers’. Through
this he was referring to the growing number of shoemakers in the town. At the close of
the poll Robinson was unsuccessful and Compton and Kerrison were duly elected.

This election was one of the most violently contested in the borough. The riot act was
read three times during the polling due to riotous and disgraceful behaviour.23 The main
disturbance took place on the fourth day of polling in Mercers Row. According to one
source it was instigated by John Hayes, one of George Robinson’s supporters, when he
‘began a furious attack on their opponents with stones and pebbles, obtained by tearing
up the paving’.24 Several men were injured during the riot, and the end of the poll was
delayed until the 30th of June. According to a number of handbills produced by the
Robinson committee, the violence during the polling began when Compton and
Kerrison began to use dubious methods to gain votes. According to handbills published
for Robinson, initially they were getting men to poll twice, and were then asking men
who had already been disqualified from voting to attempt to poll. Men in Northampton
were allowed to vote if they were householders and not in receipt of alms or poor relief,
thus not all men in Northampton could vote. As there were no electoral registers, men
would go to the poll booths and have to prove they were eligible to vote when questioned
by the returning officer. This often led to problems during polling. It seems bad feeling
arose between Robinson supporters and Compton and Kerrison supporters as Robinson
began to question the votes being accepted for his rivals.

As in 1768, one of the candidates condemned violence and another promoted his mas-
culinity. While George Robinson encouraged his supporters to ‘stand firm’ and ‘be true’,
Kerrison was promoted as a war hero who campaigned tirelessly during the ‘fatigues’ of
the election. Physical ability was a way of proving a candidates worth during contests.25
The following verse from the Robinson committee indicates that a disturbance took place
and places blame on Kerrison and his supporters:

The Waterloo hero, last night made a show,
All his forces he mustered, to kick up a row,
In vain were his efforts to victory gain,
For we had one man wounded, And not a man slain.
If a second assault Simon happens to make,
Firm Plumpers their standard will never forsake,
They’ll boldly push on, having nothing to fear,
And the Waterloo Hero they’ll leave in the rear.

The verse also indicates men were attempting to poll under false names, including those
of dead men: ‘they let anything pass just to keep at the head/for a man they have polled
who has been six weeks dead’.26 The riot of 1818 thus seems to have been triggered by

21 NL, Political Ephemera: 1820, 1826, 1830 and 1831.
22 NRO, Gotch MSS, GK940.
23 The Great Reform Bill in the Boroughs: English Electoral Behaviour, 1818-1841 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992)
p.160.

24 Cox, The records of the borough, p.509.
25 Kit Good, ‘“Quit Ye Like Men”: Platform manliness and electioneering, 1895-1939’, in Matther
McCormack (ed.). Public Men. pp.143-164.

26 NL, Political Ephemera 1818/181.
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the corruption that occurred at the hustings, and the way the open voting system allowed
abuses of it to be conducted in public.

Other handbills, however, suggest that the ill feeling began before the polling took place,
and that tensions had been building to such an event before the polling began. This is
indicative of the vehemence with which the candidates fought the election. Robinson
accused Maberly’s friends of attacking his character and the voters’ confidence in him
when he hung a blue flag bearing ‘an inscription of a most abominable import’ out of the
window during an election dinner.27 The following handbill indicates how heated the
contest was on the eve of the polling:

Before the commencement of the Canvass tomorrow morning, Sir GEORGE ROBIN-
SON’S COMMITTEE think it right to impress upon their Friends the great necessity of
maintaining Peace and good Order in the progress of it. Colonel KERRISON, though our
Opponent, is a Gentleman and a Stranger, and has thus a double claim upon our
courtesy – Besides, as we shall certainly conquer, all violence to him or his friends would be
unmanly.

Our cause, which was always good, as now A GREAT ONE:- It was from the beginning the
Cause of Independence; – it is now the of OUTRAGED DECENCY AND FALSELY
INJURED PRIVATE CHARACTER. Since the appearance of that horrid Flag, the Eyes of
all England have been upon us; for never before, at any Election, was such a public Outrage
committed. And we must remember, that though all the Parties in private say that they are
ashamed, NO PUBLIC APOLOGY HAS EVER YET BEEN MADE FOR IT– Let us go
on, under the deep and solemn impression of the justice of our Proceedings– Let us assert
against our Opponents, the DIGNITY of injured Men – We must, and will defeat them- but
we must do so with temper and forbearance. The best watch-words for our noble cause are
PURITY and PEACE.28

Peace during such a hotly contested election was perhaps ambitious, with so many accu-
sations made by the candidates. The riot occurred five days after this handbill was issued,
suggesting it may only have added fuel to the fire. While the candidates were not direct-
ly involved in the riot as they had been in 1768, they were nonetheless involved in the
incidents through the literature being printed throughout the election and the personal
level on which they conducted their campaigns.

1830 Election (Figure 2)
The 1830 election was the first of five contests in the 1830s, and followed a contest in
1826. Sir Robert Gunning of Horton Hall, Sir George Robinson and Charles Hill con-
tested the borough. Hill came from Wellingborough and entered the election late. George
Robinson was attempting to gain his third successive seat in parliament, after his disap-
pointment in 1818; he won his seat in the election two years later. Maberly, the other
sitting member, decided not to stand again. Issues of a national concern were now central
to the campaigns of the candidates, and the abolition of slavery was most significant dur-
ing the contest. All of the candidates claimed to support the abolition of slavery, though
disagreed over how it should be implemented and how long it should take. While
Gunning wanted a ‘gradual’ abolition, Robinson felt it should be ‘speedy and unquali-
fied’.29 Gunning and Robinson were returned by a large majority over Hill, who closed
the poll early. This shows the dangers of entering the election late when many men would
have already engaged their votes; canvassing was most effective when it began early. Hill’s
decision not to be involved in ‘expenses which would neither be consistent with prudence
or agree to my political principles’ or ‘purchase the privilege of sitting in the House of
27 NL, Political Ephemera 1818/74.
28 NL, Political Ephemera 1818/80.
29 NL, Political Ephemera 1830/4; 1830/5.
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Commons by ordinary means of corruption’ could reasonably have been one of the rea-
sons for his lack of votes.30

On the surface this contest hardly seems to be the type to inspire a riot: the election was
short and should have been a quick and quiet affair. However appearances can be decep-
tive, as the worst incident in the borough happened in 1830 when a man died after being
forced over the balcony at the Peacock Inn.31There were actually several disturbances dur-
ing the election. The first occurred when the Mayor was forced to halt polling for an hour
due to ‘tumultuous proceedings at the poll booth’.32This led to a more serious disturbance
forcing the Mayor to call his bailiffs and attendants, read the Riot Act and adjourn the
polling until the following morning. The Mercury reported that the unpleasant feelings
appeared to have subsided the following day when polling recommenced. In reality this
was only the beginning of violence that was to take place. Gunning’s supporters were
believed to have started the riot, and Gunning himself was accused of exciting the indi-
viduals into fighting. In a handbill issued on the third of August, two days before the poll
closed, it was stated that Gunning aimed to ‘promote and restore Peace and good Order
as much as possible’.33 Gunning’s words proved hollow as further disruption ensued on the
fourth day of polling and final day of polling, when the following occurred:

The windows of the house used by Mr Hill’s committee, and two or three others near to it,
were very much broken by friends of the rival candidates. Several of the conflicting parties
received some severe blows and contusions from stones and other missiles which were for
some time thrown in all directions.34

According to the report there was nothing more serious than some injuries caused by
stones being thrown to break windows. The reports in the national newspaper The Times
indicate this was much more violent than the Mercury suggested, as a Mr Baines was killed
when he was forced over the balcony at the Peacock Inn.

The manner in which the affray commenced is not clearly explained. It should seem from
the reports, that an opinion had got abroad that Mr Hill, who was behind in the poll, was
keeping the poll open vexatiously. There are a great number of low working persons in the
town; and certain it is that, from some cause, Hill’s party were attacked at the close of the poll
on Wednesday, and driven from the Market Place in to Gold Street were a general engage-
ment took place. The windows on all side were broken, and much personal injury inflicted
by the missiles which were flying in every direction. The Mayor, Mr Marshall, attempted to
quell the uproar, and in the course of his personal efforts to accomplish that end, received, it
is said, a black eye. The riot act was at last read, and a troop of horse soldiers, for whom a dis-
patch had been sent to Weedon-barracks, having arrived, peace was restored, and several of
the rioters taken into custody.35

This report begins with the headline ‘Serious riots at Northampton town election’.
Clearly the two newspapers were reporting the incident in very different ways. The
Mercury mentioned nothing about the death of Mr Baines or the severity of the riot that
occurred on the final day of the election. The local newspaper was in fact not inclined to
go into detail about any violence or disorder that took place during borough elections.
Discussed in much more detail in the Mercury were the illegitimate practices that were

30 NM, 17 July 1830.
31 The Peacock Inn was in the Market Square where the Peacock Place now stands. The balcony of the inn
was used by candidates to give election speeches as it overlooked the crowds that gathered in the Square
during elections.

32 NM, 7 August 1830.
33 NL, Political Ephemera 1830/9.
34 NM, 7 August 1830.
35 The Times, issue 14298, 6 August 1830.
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occurring during the election. Each week from the twenty-ninth of August until the
ninth of October a different article relating to events at the election was printed, each in
response to the previous. These alternated between comments from a supporter of Sir
George Robinson and a supporter of Sir Robert Gunning. The dispute actually arose from
allegations that arose from the votes that were taken after Charles Hill had pulled out of
the contest and the poll had closed. Those who had not voted during the polling were
invited to the town hall to register their intended votes.36This had no bearing on the result
of the election as it was only used by Gunning and Robinson to show who stood at head
of the poll. The authors of the articles were merely vying over who had the most support
during the contest. This extension of the polling was known as ‘the humbug poll’ by the
Robinson committee, as it was felt to be orchestrated to provide a false image of
Gunning’s support. These late votes were of a greater interest than any of the election vio-
lence that occurred in 1830, which may suggest that electoral violence was not the type
of incident that the Mercury wished to document to its affluent readership. The
Northampton Mercury was aimed at the upper and middle classes, and the newspaper would
have been too expensive for many in Northampton to buy.37

The few handbills that survive for the 1830 election do not mention that there was any
violence during the election as had occurred in 1768 and 1818. Neither of the newspa-
per sources give enough detail to know for certain why the disputes occurred. Given that
it is suggested by The Times that the violence was due to the contest being prolonged
despite Hill’s obvious defeat, it is interesting that those who did not poll were given an
opportunity to do so. Perhaps this was a reaction to the riot that occurred, suggesting force
would not be succumbed to and would not stand in the way of people voicing their polit-
ical opinions. As violence was characteristic during elections, it was only a matter of time
before events took a more deadly course.

Conclusion
Violence was common during elections and even viewed as part of the election. Stone
throwing and window breaking were often as serious as violence got; however during
these three elections in Northampton borough disturbances spiralled out of control.
Initially violence was headed by the candidates themselves but, by 1830, the riot was of a
more popular nature. Riots took place during the elections that followed in 1831 and
1832, both of which led to assault and large numbers of arrests for riot and disturbing the
peace. Although Gunning was said to have ‘excited’ the electorate, he did not head the
mob as the Lords did in 1768. When the Lords did lead the mob, however, there was less
likelihood of people sustaining injury and the mob activity was in a sense ordered. By
1830 the behaviour of the people was more out of control as there was no figure head or
‘political’ legitimacy for the activity. There were injuries, deaths and the soldiers had to be
summoned. Handbills rarely mentioned violence: it was never condoned, and apologies or
refutations of violence were infrequent, suggesting that while it was part of the fabric of
elections there was no need to document its occurrence. Only when there was an unusu-
al level of violence would there be an attempt to qualify riotous behaviour, and even then
references were limited. While violent disorder during elections was not uncommon, seri-
ous violence was infrequent. Violent behaviour was viewed in different ways by candidates
who wished to promote opposing aspects of their character, and may have been used
depending on how they wished to portray themselves to the electorate. By the 1830s it
seems candidates were no longer judged on their physical ability or desire to fight, but
how far they respected and upheld parliamentary laws.

36 These votes did not count towards the result of the election, they were recorded as ‘votes intended for’.
The intended votes were counted at 90 for Robinson, 207 for Gunning and 7 for Hill.

37 Zoe Dyndor, ‘Death recorded: Capital punishment and the press in Northampton, 1784-1830’, Midland
History (October, 2008) p.181.
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Prologue to Fascism
The New Party in Northampton, 1931-32

PHILIP M. COUPLAND

When an article about the British Union of Fascists (BUF) in Northampton was previ-
ously published in this journal, it was believed that it was in 1933 that the politics of Sir
Oswald Mosley first came to the town.1 Since then the deposition of a unique and impor-
tant set of papers in the Northamptonshire Record Office has shown this to be incorrect
and allows a new insight not only into the political history of the town but advances our
knowledge of the politics of the 1930s generally.2 These archives show that the origins of
thirties fascism in Northampton came when Arthur Musgrave, then living at 8 South
Street, wrote to Sir Oswald Mosley at the beginning of March 1931; as the only surviv-
ing set of papers for a local group of Mosley’s New Party they tell us more about that
short-lived party.3

Musgrave had undoubtedly been watching the national political situation intently because
his letter immediately followed Mosley’s launch of the New Party on 28 February 1931.
Allen Young, then Mosley’s political secretary, replied enclosing the party’s principal state-
ment, A National Policy, and inviting him – if he agreed with its contents – to join.4
Northampton-born, a tall man in his early thirties, some years earlier Musgrave had
worked as a pedlar and remained economically precarious.5 It is highly likely that the
severe economic depression of the time made things even harder for him: during his
involvement with the New Party he frequently changed address and repeatedly, but unsuc-
cessfully, sought a paid position in the party.6 Although there were cases of individuals
joining the New Party purely for personal gain, for Musgrave any such material motives
seem to have been combined with genuine belief and enthusiasm. Although no evidence
of any previous political affiliations exist, his earlier involvement with the National Secular
Society – founded by Northampton’s ‘freethinking’ MP, Charles Bradlaugh – suggests that
he was of a liberal opinion.7 He certainly was in his conception of foreign policy which,
as a draft for a pamphlet which he offered to the New Party demonstrated, was centred
on the League of Nations and endorsed disarmament.8 Although the New Party is
inevitably associated with Mosley’s journey towards the so-called ‘far-right’, it emerged
out of the Labour Party and drew many socialists and those of a ‘progressive’ opinion to
its membership. Although this ‘left’ aspect would later diminish in the BUF, following the

1 Philip M. Coupland, ‘The Blackshirts in Northampton, 1933-1940’, Northamptonshire Past and Present, no.
53 (2000), pp.71-82.

2 Northamptonshire Records Office Accession no. 2003–236: The papers of Arthur Musgrave, hereafter MP.
3 The history of the New Party nationally has been told in many of the studies of Mosley and of British fas-
cism, including Robert Skidelsky, Oswald Mosley (London: Papermac, 1990) and Stephen Dorril, Blackshirt:
Sir Oswald Mosley and British Fascism (London: Penguin Books, 2007). However, readers are specifically
directed to the recent and comprehensive research of Matthew Worley (‘Who Makes the Nazis? North-
West Experiences of the New Party, 1931-32’, North West Labour History Journal, No.32, (2007) pp.7-16;
‘What Was the New Party? Sir Oswald Mosley and Associated Responses to the “Crisis”, 1931-32’, History,
Vol. 92, No.1 (2007), pp.39-63; ‘A Call to Action: New Party Candidates and the 1931 General Election’,
Parliamentary History,Vol. 27, pt.2 (2008), pp.236-255. Dr. Worley’s book about the New Party, Crisis: Sir
Oswald Mosley and the New Party is forthcoming from Palgrave Macmillan. I am grateful to Dr. Worley for
his generous help in the preparation of this article.

4 MP: Allen Young to Arthur Musgrave (hereafter AM), 4 March 1931.
5 MP: Northampton County Borough Pedlar’s Licence, 23 September 1923.
6 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 17 August 1931; F. K. Box to AM, 16 September 1931; Hamlyn to AM, 26
September and 12 October 1931; Dan Davies to AM, 15 October 1931.

7 MP: E. M. Vance to AM, 18 October 1923 and 19 November 1926.
8 MP: ‘Britain’s Foreign Policy’, unpublished manuscript, 10 August 1931.
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influx of the politically and socially conservative, like other fascist movements it retained
a radical wing. Musgrave provides a good example of the complexity of many individual
engagements with fascism, which belie simplistic assumptions about any so-called ‘fascist
type’.

Musgrave immediately committed himself to the New Party although he did not receive
his membership card until July. (Figure 1)This may reflect the degree of disorganisation
within the new and hurriedly created party, but is more likely to be another illustration of
his acute pecuniary delicacy. He did not pay the minimum shilling subscription until
chased for it, which would happen on at least two future occasions.9 However, he was no
less enthusiastic for this. At the end of March he wrote to Dan Davies, the New Party
Midlands organiser, who called a meeting at the Wedgewood Café in Abington Street.10 At
the meeting, amongst other things, Davies spoke on economic policy. Referring to the
example of a pair of cheap imitation lizard-skin shoes, he spoke of how British investment
in Czechoslovakia had put Northampton people out of work. The effects of cheap import-
ed footwear on the fortunes of the town’s principal industry would be a recurrent theme
of BUF propaganda in the town during the rest of the decade. In 1931, although only sev-
enteen persons attended the meeting, ten of whom walked out before the end, it was
decided to organise a local group.11 Mr J. W. Goulding, a civil servant, who had chaired the
meeting, was elected, became the group’s chairman and Musgrave its secretary.

A membership list compiled around the time of the group’s launch listed eight names, all,
except one, Northampton men. The exception was John Paterson, the proprietor of a boot
and shoe shop in Wellingborough, who later founded the BUF group in his home town
and would remain a blackshirt until the organisation was banned in 1940.12 The next
month the Midlands office supplied details of other interested people in the area, although
a list of only three indicated that local support remained meagre.13 Musgrave had no suc-
cess at any of the addresses supplied although he did manage to recruit three other

Figure 1. Arthur Musgrave’s New Party membership card.

9 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 3 July 1931; Sellick Davies to AM, 10 July 1931; H. Frisby to AM, 26 February
1935; Illegible to AM, undated (c.1935).

10 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 1 April 1931.
11 MP: Cutting from Chronicle and Echo, 11 April 1931.
12 See Philip M. Coupland, ‘The Blackshirts of Wellingborough’, Northamptonshire Local History News, vol. IV
No. 8 (Autumn 1999), pp.9-13.

13 MP: Lilian Adams to AM, 21 May 1931 and undated enclosure ‘Extra Interested People in Northampton’.
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members in Northampton.14 Despite this consistently modest response, a few months later
two thousand specially printed postcards were ordered for prospective members to sub-
mit.15 Once again, the response seems to have been poor, with evidence of only five
applications, although these did diversify the membership, bringing in two women, Mary
Twiselton and Selina Twist.16

These new members may have been the fruit of the propaganda campaign. Before the end
of April Musgrave had received a supply of pamphlets and was organising weekly outdoor
meetings on Sunday mornings on the Market Square.17 The steps of the fountain there
provided an ideal speaker’s dais and it was the main Northampton outdoor political forum.
Mosleyites – and their opponents – would appear there throughout the 1930s. In early
June, the London head office of the New Party dispatched a propaganda van with a staff
speaker to visit Northampton and Wellingborough. Musgrave was directed to arrange for
the meetings to be held and be advertised in the local press.18 These were reported to be
a success and London was requested to send more speakers.19 However, plans for a major
meeting were already underway, with Davies calling for a hall with a capacity of at least a
thousand for a meeting featuring Sir Oswald’s wife, Cynthia. Although Lady Cynthia – the
daughter of Lord Curzon, onetime Viceroy of India – had followed her husband in poli-
tics, she had done so with some success, becoming the Labour MP for Stoke in 1929.

14 MP: pencil notes on ‘Extra Interested People in Northampton’.
15 MP: Invoice from George Searson, Commercial Printer, Nottingham, 1 July 1931.
16 MP: Membership application cards from M. Twiselton, S. Twist; M. Ward, J. Ryan and H. Anderson, undated.
17 MP: W. J. Bowen to AM, 18 and 22 April 1931.
18 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 1 June 1931.
19 MP: J. Stanley Eggleston to AM, 10 June 1931.

Figure 2. Telegram from Dan Davies to Arthur Musgrave requesting a hall for
a thousand Northamptonians to hear Cynthia Mosley.
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Although without her husband’s oratorical flair, intellectual aspirations and political ambi-
tions, Cynthia nonetheless appealed to many with her charm. At the launch of the
Northampton group in April, it was stated that Mosley himself would be visiting. Possibly
the decision to send Cynthia in his stead reflected a realistic assessment that his energies
would be better spent elsewhere. Later, and in his guise as fascist leader, Mosley would
speak to large audiences at the Guildhall three times during the second half of the 1930s.
(Figure 2)

Preceded by advertising in the local press and the distribution of literature, the meeting
was held at the Guildhall on the evening of Wednesday 1 July. Cynthia Mosley was accom-
panied by Sellick Davies, a former liberal who was the New Party treasurer.20 Violent
opposition from Communists and other opponents was a regular feature of the New
Party’s campaign in 1931, to the extent that it became necessary for the party to create its
own corps of stewards to resist force with force. The so-called ‘Biff-Boys’ would eventual-
ly evolve into the blackshirts of the BUF and were the beginning of a long association
between Mosley and political violence. Musgrave had voiced concern at rumours of plans
to ‘smash up the meeting’, which Davies dismissed. In any case it was impractical to bring
stewards all the way from Birmingham and the Northampton group was too weak to pro-
vide its own.21 A few scuffles on the Market Square aside, meetings in Northampton
remained peaceful throughout the decade. The meeting passed without incident, although
less positively for the party attendance was only ‘fair’. Lady Cynthia spoke effectively on
the Labour government’s failure to deal effectively with unemployment, the issue which
had precipitated her husband’s resignation from the government and his break with the
party. The audience responded favourably, applauding spontaneously at a number of points
in her address.22

Although only the replies to Musgrave’s party correspondence have survived, they show
him to have been an enthusiastic activist and political innovator. The New Party’s officials
in Birmingham and London were bombarded with letters, asking – among other things –
whether the party would be entering local elections and whether a candidate would be
standing in Northampton at the next general election. Chairman Goulding was suggest-
ed for that honour. Musgrave was told that the town, along with ‘many others’ was being
considered in this regard.23 He pressed on with outdoor meetings through July and anoth-
er gathering was held at the Wedgewood at the end of the month.24 Attendance at this last
event was ‘small’.25 A speaker was also sent to the British Legion in August and the group
returned to the Wedgwood once again.26

Musgrave’s careful calligraphy appeared on different occasions in orange and green ink,
which was perhaps indicative of an instinct for colour and spectacle which was receptive
to the political theatre of fascism which was to come. His suggestions that the Guildhall
be decked with the union flag and the orange of the New Party for Cynthia Mosley’s
meeting and that party banners be used were brusquely rejected;27 four years later, Mosley
spoke in Northampton against the background of an enormous union jack and fascist flags
and banners were an established part of meetings and marches. His suggestion that gramo-
phone records of political speeches be provided was greeted sceptically by the party’s chief

20 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 30 June 1931.
21 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 23 June 1931.
22 Northampton Daily Chronicle, 2 July 1931, p.1.
23 MP: F. K. Box to AM, 7 July 1931.
24 MP: W. J. Bowen to AM, 7 July 1931, Dan Davies to AM, 22 July 1931.
25 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 17 August 1931.
26 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 17 and 21 August 1931.
27 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 25 June 1931; Box to AM, 15 September 1931.
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election agent, F. K. Box, although he promised to place it before the Council;28 shellac
discs of Mosley’s speeches later became a staple part of the merchandise of the BUF. Other
suggestions included the holding of a ‘Marathon Meeting’.29

However, as far as Northampton was concerned, it was a matter of big plans but small
results. If anything, Musgrave’s involvement was a drain on the party. Davies, having gone
through the expenses of the Northampton group, noted that it cost the ‘New Party a great
deal of money if you take into consideration the poor results up to date.’30 Although
Mosley had received generous funding from car manufacturing millionaire William
Morris to start the New Party, among other donations, and had his own substantial inher-
ited fortune to call on, resources were not limitless and the party had to fight an election
and finance the weekly newspaper Action, that it was planning to launch. Consequently a
financial squeeze began: Davies, under pressure from Head Office over expenditure, wrote
that, as Northampton only had three subscribing members he had ‘tremendous difficulty
in justifying expenditure’ and promised a ‘full and frank discussion’ with the group.31 At
the beginning of September, Davies wrote again on the topic, indicating that it had now
been decreed that groups should be financially self-supporting and that he anticipated
‘tremendous difficulty’ for Northampton.32

In these circumstances it made political sense not to contest Northampton at the general
election on 27 October 1931.33 Despite this there was extensive advertising for the four
weeks leading up to contest for the launch of the New Party paper, declaring ‘Take Action’
on 35 billboards around the town. W. H. Allen, MP, whose company owned the rights to
these sites, was one of Mosley’s closest supporters. Musgrave offered his services as a speak-
er in Birmingham where the party was campaigning but the New Party was not prepared
to pay for his services.34 Even where it did fight, the election was a disaster for the party.
The Conservative dominated ‘National’ government achieved a massive majority, which
came close to sinking the Labour party and certainly drowned the New Party. All but two
of the twenty-four candidates lost their deposits and although Mosley retained his, he lost
his seat. Financially exhausted by the campaign, almost all of the party’s paid officers were
let go, including Davies. The election and its immediate aftermath effectively marked the
end of the New Party.

From New Party to BUF
The only part of the New Party spared the axe was the youth wing, known as Nupa, and
this would be the base out of which the BUF would emerge a year later, in October 1932.
However, Mosley’s movement towards fascism was cautious and tentative rather than the
culmination of long term planning.

Following the election disaster Musgrave’s previously frenetic activism seems to have
reduced substantially, although he did write in January and March enquiring about the
future of the party, which he was advised was under consideration.35 By this point in its
transition towards fascism the New Party had lost most of its prominent liberal and social-
ist members. These changes in the party did not pass by Musgrave unnoticed. Back in July
1931, he had written enquiring about the party’s response to Peter Winkworth’s call for
dictatorship at its summer school held at Mosley’s country home at Denham.36 Not long
28 MP: F. K. Box to AM, 7 July 1931.
29 MP: Goddard to AM, 4 September 1931.
30 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 3 July 1931.
31 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 21 August 1931.
32 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 2 September 1931.
33 MP: David Allen and Sons, Marked List for 28 September to 25 October 1931.
34 MP: Dan Davies to AM, 15 October 1931.
35 MP: F. K Box to AM, 21 January 1931; Robert Forgan to AM, 11 March 1932.
36 MP: F. K Box to AM, 7 July 1931.
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before the school Mosley had sent representatives to study the German Nazi movement.
Small and obscure before 1928, Hitler’s party was now growing rapidly in the world eco-
nomic crisis. This visit, and the launch of the youth section around the same time,
indicated unmistakably the direction Mosley was going. Correspondingly, resignations
from among the party leadership also reflected the shift of the New Party away from the
democratic socialism at its roots in the Labour party. John Strachey and Allen Young, both
close, long-time Labour collaborators with Mosley, departed at this time. Strachey went on
to become a prominent Marxist intellectual and later a Labour minister. In contrast,
Musgrave reaffirmed his support of Mosley.37

By April 1932, Mosley reached an important tipping point, moving beyond the advocacy
of quasi or proto-fascist ideas within the conventional political system to embrace what
Robert Skidelsky calls the ‘fascism of the streets’, following the Italian and German mod-
els.38 Shortly afterwards the last prominent opponent of these changes, Harold Nicolson,
finally moved on. In 1935 he would be elected as a National Labour MP. In June 1932,
having tested this new approach in London, Mosley invited the remaining New Party
contacts around the country to become part of what was called the ‘New Movement’
(NM).39 Although still hesitant to adopt fascism by name, the specification for the NM
showed clearly the adoption of a fascist model.40 It would adopt a para-military structure
and, alongside its political activities, considerable emphasis was placed on sports and fit-
ness. Indicating the growing influence of the Italian regime – Mosley had visited Italy and
met with Mussolini at the beginning of the year – the ideal of the corporate state was to
be foremost to its propaganda. Similarly, active members would wear a uniform, a grey
shirt. Unlike Nicholson, Musgrave found enough flexibility in his political ideals to accept
Mosley’s appeal to participate in the NM.41

Then, at the end of August, Robert Forgan, formerly a Labour MP, who was – perhaps
somewhat like Musgrave – forced to adapt his political ideals to the need to earn a living
and stay on Mosley’s payroll, wrote a confidential letter to the Northampton man.42 This
indicated that Mosley’s new campaign was opening with the publication of The Greater
Britain, a detailed prescription for the economic and political transformation of the coun-
try into a corporate state and for the anticipated struggle against the revolutionary left. The
book was due for publication at the end of the following month, and its contents made
clear that the remaining equivocation implied by the grey shirted NM had been overcome
by the decision to create a British Union of Fascists who, as in Italy, would wear a black
shirt. Musgrave and the other members of the Northampton group were directed to pro-
mote the sale and circulation of the book by chalking on pavements and by encouraging
local booksellers to display it.

For reasons materialistic or idealistic, Musgrave continued to follow Mosley’s star, even
offering to move to London to help in the organisation of ‘Storm Troops’.43 Forgan polite-
ly declined this offer although during the coming months fascist ‘defence forces’ would be
raised in some numbers in the capital and elsewhere. A few months later, in March 1933,
Forgan returned to Musgrave’s proposal, suggesting that he form a defence force in
Northampton and serve as its officer in charge. Goulding, the erstwhile Chairman of the
Northampton New Party group could take responsibility for ‘general organising’.44

37 MP: F. K. Box to AM, 28 July 1931.
38 Skidelsky, Oswald Mosley, p.287.
39 MP: Oswald Mosley to the membership of the New Party, 1 June 1932.
40 MP: ‘Organisation of the New Movement’, undated; c. June 1932.
41 MP: F. K. Box to AM, 21 June 1932.
42 MP: Robert Forgan to AM, 30 August 1932.
43 MP: Robert Forgan to AM, 30 August 1932.
44 MP: Robert Forgan to AM, 30 March 1933.
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Indicating the nature of the new politics, Forgan wrote that: ‘With the prospects of the
organisation of a large branch in Northampton it will be necessary to organise a Fascist
Defence Force… You can count on considerable organised opposition to the Fascist
branch as the Reds are becoming very militant and hostile towards us, but I feel that you
will be able to more than hold your own.’

In reality, Forgan was hopelessly overestimating the potential for the BUF in
Northampton, which is indicative of the general chasm between rhetoric and reality, ego-
tism and analysis ruling at the moment of Mosley’s plunge into fascism. Forgan’s hope was
that a branch would grow following meetings to be held in April, but the initiative for
those had come from John Paterson in Wellingborough, who was much more active at this
time. In contrast to his work for the New Party, Musgrave seems to have been lukewarm
about fascism. Following Forgan’s letter there was a meeting planned for the Market
Square, featuring ‘Hitler’s nephew’.45 This indicates that William Patrick Hitler (1911-

Figure 3. A Hitler in Northampton: advertising placard for Patrick Hitler’s
speech on the Market Square, 2 April 1933.

45 MP: Advertising placard for BUF meeting on Sunday, 2 April [1933].
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1987) was a BUF member, which has never previously been suggested.46William was born
in Liverpool, the son of Alois Hitler, the half-brother of the German Führer. The topic of
the speech is likely to have been the Nazi leader, as he had earlier addressed the New Party
on that subject and, some years later, in the early 1940s, gave lurid and unreliable talks on
the same topic for money in the USA.47 (Figure 3) Back in 1933, William Hitler was soon
off the scene, moving the same year to Germany to play the dangerous game of exploit-
ing his uncle’s patronage. In Northampton, sporadic attempts to push matters forward
continued throughout the year. BUF propagandists would visit, hold meetings in the
attempt to generate enough interest to get a branch on its feet but, although clubrooms
were located for a time on Bridge Street and a few months later a local headquarters was
opened at 306 Park Street, St. James, no real breakthrough occurred.48 Goulding devoted
his energies to promoting fascism through the correspondence columns of the Chronicle
and Echo;49 Musgrave remained a member but stayed in the background. Fascist branches
lived or died on the strength of their local leadership and, as I have suggested elsewhere,
fascism only established a solid foothold in the town when it gained a dynamic and effec-
tive local leader in the person of George Callow in 1936.50

The end of Musgrave’s dramatic political journey came when his liberal principles finally
reasserted themselves, although only in the sphere of foreign policy. He continued as a
BUF member until 1935, when he probably resigned over Mosley’s support for the Italian
invasion of Abyssinia. He wrote that although he continued to support the BUF aims of
the corporate state, he could not support its foreign policy: ‘When the interests of Britain
clash with those of another country it is a duty of every party leader to support his own
country even if such action necessitates breaking off relationships with a party leader in
another state who holds political opinions similar to one’s own.’51 Although he was in line
with fascism’s essential dictum of ‘Britain First’, undoubtedly many of his colleagues would
have disputed his interpretation of the national interest in response to Mussolini’s ‘mad
scheme of territorial conquest’. Incidentally, the dominant factor in this case was, once
again, financial. The reality, known only to Mosley and a few others, was that the BUF had
been dependent on Italian subsidies since 1933 and so an independent policy would have
been costly. Musgrave went on to note that if fascists criticised Jews and Communists for
disloyalty then the ‘same method of reasoning’ should apply to Mosley too.

46 There is no mention of William Patrick Hitler’s British fascist activities in David Gardner’s The Last of the
Hitlers (Worcester: BMM, 2001).

47 Dorril, Blackshirt, p.190; Gardner, The Last of the Hitlers, pp.36-44, 180-118.
48 Fascist News, No.19, 28 October 1933; Fascist News, No.21, 18 November 1933.
49 See, for example, Northampton Chronicle and Echo, 18, 23, 26 and 30 September; 5 October 1933.
50 Coupland, ‘The Blackshirts in Northampton’.
51 MP: AM to H. Frisby, undated; c.1935.
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THE COURTIER AND THE QUEEN:
SIR CHRISTOPHER HATTON AND ELIZABETH I

by Malcolm Deacon

Published by Park Lane Publishing, 2008
ISBN 13:978-0-8523188-4-2

Softback, 256 pages
Price £12.95

Mr Deacon is clearly fascinated by Hatton. His text explores in considerable detail the var-
ious aspects of his life and the intrigues which surrounded it. He has read widely and
distilled here much that would be elusive to the general reader. But is it really intended
for the general reader or more obviously for the Northamptonshire reader? The question
arises since there is an assumption that whoever is reading this text is familiar with
Northamptonshire names and locations. For example, Thomas Knyvet appears, presumably
a Knyvet of Southwick, near Oundle, but this is not made clear; then Sulby Abbey is men-
tioned, where we in Northamptonshire will have heard of it, but who else? Occasionally
people appear without any background, such as on p. 86 Thomas Thorpe. We have to wait
till p. 92 when all is explained, Thorpe being a mason involved at Kirby Hall.

Some of the references are rather loose. Within the first few pages, referring to Hatton’s
upbringing, the Saunders family is referred to in a footnote with a source (Bridges op. cit.).
Now up to this point there has been no reference to John Bridges’ History of Northampton-
shire, which I presume is the reference, so (op. cit.) is inappropriate until the full citation
is given. Similarly with some illustration captions. On p. 89 are two views of Kirby Hall,
described as a sketch and a drawing, where both are clearly engravings, based on sketches
or drawings. I do not wish to belittle Mr Deacon’s achievement, since these are minor
detractions, but with so many references, it is a pity they are not more accurately dealt
with.

However, it is Mr Deacon’s text that matters, and if you wish to know the story of this
fascinating man, how he rose at Court to become, like his Northamptonshire friend Lord
Burghley, one of the Queen’s favourites, and how keeping this position well nigh bank-
rupted him, you will find it admirably told here.

Bruce A. Bailey

I AM GIVEN A CASTLE:
THE MEMOIRS OF MICHAEL SAUNDERS WATSON

Forword by Tam Dalyell

Published by JJG Publishing, 2008
ISBN 978-1-899163-88-5

Hardback, 268 pages, 24x16.5cm, illustrated
Price £18.95

The memoir starts with the extraordinary story of the proposed gift of Rockingham
Castle to be given by his uncle, Sir Michael Culme-Seymour, to Michael Saunders Watson,
and follows with a recalling of this Castle as a home and his childhood spent there whilst
it was the home of his widowed grandmother, Lady Culme-Seymour.

Following in family footsteps, and after schooling at Eton, Michael entered upon training
at Dartmouth for a possible career in the Royal Navy. After this, his education as a sailor
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bounded forward; from 1953 it was aboard the training ship HMS Devonshire, a cruiser,
Colony Class. Then he was on HMS Ceylon as a midshipman experiencing the last days of
the Empire in Ceylon and on escort duty to HM the Queen on her post-Coronation
Commonwealth tour. Later, he was still under training, in HMS Tumult, a War emergency
destroyer converted into an anti-submarine frigate. As Sub-Lieutenant of the Gunroom on
HMS Jamaica he was on patrol in attendance of the Christmas Island tests on the hydro-
gen bomb in 1957. In 1958, he married Georgina Davis.

After HMS Rocket, where he was navigating officer, he became Signal Communications
Officer in the Guided Missile Destroyer, HMS London, and went on to be Signals
Communication Officer and Divisional Officer at Dartmouth. This posting at ‘Blake’ was
in the nature of being a ‘housemaster’ where he continued until 1967 when he went as
Staff officer Operations and Flag Lieutenant to the Senior Naval officer, West Indies, based
in Bermuda.

At that time there was still volatility in the W.I. area and the interaction between the
Diplomatic Corps and the High Commission of the Colonies inclined to be troublesome.
This was at the early amalgam of the Foreign Office and the Commonwealth and
Colonial Offices. Michael’s supernumerary status was ADC to the Governor in Bermuda.

The historical background of the islanders caused problems with the changing ownership
of the islands. There was the subversive movement and Malcolm X; the jockeying of
position of the smaller islands. Now, Michael Saunders Watson was promoted to be
Commander!

His final period with the navy was served with the Ministry of Defence in London, and
the world of politics ensued.

In preparation for the handing over of the Estate when his uncle would leave
Rockingham, being five years after March 1967, Michael retired from the Navy in
October 1971. The Estate had 45 cottages and farmhouses in need of serious restoration,
and reappraisal was also required of the ability of the land to support the House.

For one year Michael attended the Northamptonshire College of Agriculture at Moulton,
working two days a week at practical farming. The transition from sailor to steward of an
historic house allowed full rein of the depth of experience gained in the Royal Navy; in
communications, training, teaching, command of forces and full advocacy for using the
most modern ideas.

The next task was bringing the historic house, which is also a family home, into a view-
able tour. The first opening day was Easter Sunday when 1,200 visitors arrived, and on the
next day, Bank Holiday Monday, 1,800. Rockingham has always had personalities with
walk-on parts throughout its history. Many sovereigns have visited and so did Charles
Dickens. On one of the first new tours was a certain critical visitor, Enoch Powell!

From an unlikely founding place, the British Tourist Authority, came the birth of the
Historic Houses Committee trying to mitigate the auguries of Labour taxation policies.
Michael wrote a paper, Is there a Future for the Privately Owned Estate? which ended up with
a BBC current affairs programme being made on Rockingham called The Suffering Rich.
(In 1981 the BBC used the Castle for the Civil War series, By the Sword Divided.)
Subsequently Michael was co-opted on to the Executive Committee of the Historic
Houses Association serving for fifteen years in various capacities and as President from
1982-1988.

The reader is given an outré account of the ivory towers in the corridors of the Civil
Service and the Inland Revenue as supplicants! The late hours worked in the Commons
when amendments were being debated. Michael writes of an in-depth journey of explor-
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ation and understanding of the workings of government, both in office and in opposition.
There are delightful vignettes of some of the personalities involved.

Sir Michael Culme Seymour had started the Ironstone Royalty Owners Association, a
fund which enabled the gullets of earlier hill and dale coniferous landscape to be restored
after the extraction of the ironstone. With the completion of removing the ironstone,
Commander Saunders Watson, now chairman, saw the completion of the task of improv-
ing the landscape, and the winding up of the fund.

As spectators we are given a clear insight into the workings of many establishments, for
instance the saga of the shelving which was delivered ‘not fit for purpose’ delaying the
move of the British Library from Bloomsbury to St. Pancras. Appointed chairman of the
British Library Board on 13 March 1990 Michael was to make the projected new building
ready for public access in 1993. Much pleasure resulted when he was later asked to be
chairman of the Friends of the British Library.

Following the pattern set by Sir Michael in 1967, Commander Michael Saunders Watson
handed over the estate to his son, James, in 1994. That so much was achieved in those
twenty-eight years is, in no small measure, partly due to the person to whom the book is
dedicated: For Georgina.

A couple of irritating errors got past the editors: on the Contents page, ‘from Rockingam
to Sea; the publisher located in ‘Hidrigham’; and, worst of all, Red ‘Poles’ for Red Polls, a
polled cattle breed. On the positive side, a helpful Watson family tree is given as endpapers
and the footnotes are where they should be.

Rosemary Eady

BANBURY PAST THROUGH ARTISTS’ EYES
Compiled by Simon Townsend and Jeremy Gibson

Published by The Banbury Historical Society in association with Robert Boyd Publications,
Banbury, 2007

ISBN 978 0 900129 28 5
Hardback, 128 pages, 19x25.5cm, illustrated

Price £15.00

As Jeremy Gibson, a founder member of the Banbury Historical Society, has reminded me,
part of Banbury parish was in Northamptonshire until the 1860s. It is therefore fitting that
we should review this book from the Society, published to celebrate its 50th anniversary.

To quote from the Introduction:

To mark our fiftieth anniversary we are publishing a book that is different from those earlier
in the series … an album of many of the landscapes that the Banbury and County Museum
Services have acquired over the years.

They fall into two categories: first, the normal accumulation of pictures … common to all
local museums and, second, an amazing collection of 20th century watercolours by local
artist, Maurice Draper. They have deliberately excluded photographs, with one exception.
‘In this book, the pictures are the reason for publication. Many … have not appeared in
print before.’

The witty text begins the book with the title, ‘The Fourth Town Hall’ and goes on to ask
why there were three before this one. As the text says, ‘First, you must realise that
Banburians love demolishing things, but sometimes replace them’ and we are off on a
splendid tour around Banbury.
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For those people familiar with Banbury today and anybody interested in townscapes, the
endpaper will be of great interest as it is an extremely detailed aerial drawing of Banbury
in 1828.

First to come is a selection of maps, the earliest of which is an early Gough map dated
c.1360. This includes the only depiction of the medieval castle demolished in 1648. The
earliest picture of Banbury is a panorama entitled ‘Prospect of Banbury 13 Sept. 1724’.
This is followed by the northeast view of 1730, then four pages devoted to two versions
of a panoramic view painted by George Shepherd in 1817 and 1820.

Approaching Banbury from the south or Oxford direction, the first significant building is
the Horton Infirmary, now the Horton Hospital. As the compilers say, ‘Many of us may
end there, and some of us may have started there – but, for the present, this is just our entry
to Banbury.’

One of the best aspects of this book is the juxtaposition of different drawings and paint-
ings of the same or nearly same scene, allowing the reader to follow progress through the
ages. One particularly intriguing lithograph shows ‘The Cross at its opening’, October
1859. In fact no official ceremony took place and the picture is a work of imagination. It
would have been quite a party!

This unique book moves on to ‘A View near Banbury’ painted in 1808 by Thomas
Rowlandson. It is in the tradition of Morland and shows Rowlandson’s serious side. There
are two groups of people in the foreground, one well-dressed and laden with goods, while
the other are poorer and possibly going to work in the fields or, perhaps more likely, a
homeless family carrying their possessions. Turn the page and you find what is ostensibly
another Rowlandson but this is ‘The Rowlandson that never was’ painted by Maurice
Draper who ‘got so fed up with being asked to do another picture of the Cross and the
Church that he decided to paint this subject in the styles of a dozen or so different artists.
This is his Rowlandson …’ It is a lively scene of a carriage full of ladies, pursued by bark-
ing dogs.

To me the most fascinating selection of pictures are those which depict Banbury Bridge
from 1694 to 1840. ‘First recorded in 1294, the Bridge, providing an important crossing
over the Cherwell, is the main reason for Banbury’s initial existence and subsequent
expansion and prosperity.’ Of interest to us in Northamptonshire is the depiction in both
the 1694 and 1730 pictures of the bridge of an ‘elaborately decorated post … probably
erected in the 17th century, [which] marked the county boundary with Northampton-
shire.’ Three arches of the many-arched bridge were destroyed when the building of the
railway led to the diversion of the main stream of the river. Two arches remained and can
still be seen from the north, ‘bridging the Mill Stream, buried far below the busy road to
Grimsbury.’

Maurice Draper’s paintings alone are a very good reason to settle back with this book and
spend a good few hours just enjoying the many ways in which artists through the ages
have given us a wonderful record of towns and their surrounding countryside. The com-
pilers are to be commended for their persistence in seeking out so many images of
Banbury.

Barbara Hornby

Cake and Cockhorse, the journal of the Banbury Historical Society, often contains items of
interest to Northamptonshire historians. The most recent issue, Vol. 17, No. 8, Spring 2009,
has an article by Paul Hayter on ‘Assisted Emigration to Canada’ which includes a num-
ber of references to Northamptonshire villages which ‘featured prominently’ in statistics
for immigration in Canada.
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Also of interest is Oxford Local History, Vol. 8, No. 2, which has details of accommodation
for men and horses 1686-1756, several of which are in Northamptonshire.

We also received Early Victorian Squarson: The Diaries of William Cotton Risley, Vicar of
Deddington, 1835-1848, edited by Geoffrey Smedley-Stevenson, The Banbury Historical
Society, Vol. 29, 2007. There are many entries which mention Northamptonshire villages
in the vicinity of Deddington. The book provides a fascinating glimpse into life in the
period and neatly makes ‘an uncanny continuum of diary-writing’: Woodforde, 1758-
1802; Skinner, 1803-1834; Risley, 1835-1869; and Kilvert, 1870-1879. Indexes of subjects,
places and persons make searching through this book very easy and enjoyable.

Recent acquisitions by the Record Society Library are:

Stephen Alford. Burghley: William Cecil at the Court of Elizabeth I
R. Cowley. Policing Northamptonshire 1836-1986
P. Hill. Folklore of Northamptonshire
G. Kingscott. Lost Railways of Northamptonshire
Northamptonshire Black History Association. Sharing the Past
D. and G. Tall. Memories of Wellingborough Grammar School 1930-1976
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The Northampton Election, 6 December 1830, by J. M. W. Turner
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